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Abstract 
The resummation of double-logarithmic perturbative contributions produced by soft-
gluon radiation (Sudakov resummation) has proved to be an important tool for enlarging 
the applications of perturbative QCD to a wider range of kinematical regions. In particu-
lar, a complete description of W and Z boson production at high-energy hadron colliders 
requires the resummation of large double logarithms that dominate the transverse mo-
mentum (pT) distribution at small pT. This can be performed either directly in transverse 
momentum space or in impact parameter (Fourier transform) b space. The b space method 
succeeds in resumming all the leading and sub-leading logarithmic terms, but does not 
allow a smooth transition to fixed-order dominance at high transverse momenta. In con-
trast, the pT space approach experiences difficulties with resumming more sub-leading 
logarithms. 
This thesis concentrates on developing the pT space formalism which completely resums 
the first four towers of logarithms. The number of fully resummed towers is the same as for 
the b space method. The results are compared, both analytically and numerically, with the 
original b space result as well as with results of other pT space methods. Parametrization 
of the non-perturbative effects in pT space is discussed. Given recent Tevatron data 
on Z boson production we find good agreement between the data and the theoretical 
predictions. Using the same formalism, the transverse momentum distributions are also 
calculated for W and Z boson production at the LHC. Finally, we discuss production of 
like-sign W pair production in the context of double parton scattering at the LHC. 
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Preface 
The foundations of the modern science of particles physics rely on the principle of re-
duction of all the observable physical phenomena down to four elementary interactions 
between the constituents of matter. Apart from gravity, the nature of the remaining basic 
forces: electromagnetism, strong and weak interactions, is described theoretically in the 
framework of the Standard Model (SM) [1] of particle physics. 
There are two types of elementary particles: the basic building blocks themselves, 
i.e. obeying Fermi-Dirac statistics (fermions) - the matter particles, and the particles 
intermediating the interactions, satisfying the Bose-Einstein statistics (bosons). The first 
ones can be classified into leptons and quarks. In contrast to leptons, quarks interact 
strongly and are not seen in experiment. They are understood as elementary constituents 
of hadrons — the strongly interacting particles observed in Nature. The existence of 
all of the SM quarks (u, d, s, c, b, t) and leptons (e, / J , T, ue, utl, vT) is confirmed 
experimentally, with the recent discovery of vT completing the list. 
The SM describes the three interactions in the language of renormalizable, gauge in-
variant quantum field theories. Within the SM, the theory of electromagnetic interactions 
is given by Quantum Electrodynamics (QED). In QED, the interactions between parti-
cles carrying electromagnetic charge are mediated by the massless and electrically neutral 
photon 7. The Electroweak Model provides a unified description of electromagnetic and 
weak interactions. The weak force in the broken Electroweak Model is mediated by three 
massive vector bosons W+, W~, Z. The theory of strong interactions, Quantum Chro-
modynamics (QCD) is the main focus of this thesis. Here the strong force is mediated by 
eight massless, electrically neutral, colour carrying, gluons. 
From the theoretical point of view, the SM is a field theory based on the gauge symme-
try group SU(3)c x SU(2)LXU(l)y. This gauge group includes the symmetry of the strong 
interactions SU(3)c and the symmetry of the electroweak interactions SU(2)L X U(l)y. 
The group symmetry of the electromagnetic interactions, U{\)EM, appears in the SM as 
a subgroup of SU(2)i x U(l)y and i t is in this sense that the electromagnetic and weak 
interactions are said to be unified. More precisely, the existence in Nature of the massive 
W+, W~, Z and the massless photon implies that SU{2)L x U(l)y symmetry needs to be 
broken down to U(\)EM. By introducing spontaneous symmetry breaking into the gauge 
theory like the SM, one ensures the renormalizability of the model. The implementation 
of the symmetry breaking, by the means of the so-called Higgs mechanism leaves an af-
termath in the form of the prediction of a new scalar and electrically neutral particle, 
the Higgs boson. The Higgs particle is the only remaining element of the SM awaiting 
experimental confirmation. 
The Standard Model provides an elegant theoretical framework and the current pre-
cision tests report an excellent agreement between the theory and experimental data. 
However, it contains some twenty ad hoc parameters which need to be extracted from 
measurement. Any calculations of a theoretical quantity require knowledge of these pa-
rameters. Since even a small deviation from the SM predictions observed experimentally 
could signal new (non-SM) physics, a precise knowledge of the values of the SM param-
eters is of crucial importance. It can be achieved only by a common effort of improving 
accuracy of the theoretical calculations and precision of the experimental measurement. 
In addition to use in background process calculations, knowledge of SM parameters, to-
gether with the relations between them, can lead to estimates for the values of the other 
parameters. In particular, the mass of the W boson, Mw, and the mass of the top quark, 
mt, are related to the mass of the Higgs particle. 
In this thesis we are concerned with detailed calculations of the transverse momentum 
distribution of electroweak bosons (virtual photon 7*, weak boson W ± , Z ) produced in 
hadron-hadron collisions. The calculations are performed in the framework of QCD. In the 
course of this thesis it will become obvious that the transverse momentum distribution 
is a good quantity to test QCD predictions against experimental data. In principle it 
can be also used for the extraction of the Mw parameter. Furthermore, the transverse 
momentum distribution may prove extremely convenient to look for possible deviations 
from the SM, mimicking the effect of SM gauge boson production. A detailed knowledge 
of vector boson production mechanism becomes mandatory at future hadron colliders, 
where this process is expected to be one of the major sources of background to new 
physics processes. 
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Chapter 1 
Elements of QCD 
The first evidence for the substructure of hadrons came from the experiments of the 
1960's conducted at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC). It turned out to 
be a revolutionary milestone on the route to the theory of strong interactions. Quantum, 
Chrome-dynamics (QCD). The substructure of hadrons was, however, already foreseen 
theoretically. In order to rationalize the observed hadron spectroscopy, Gell-Mann and 
Zweig proposed that hadrons were made from spin-1/2 particles, quarks, the fundamental 
building blocks of matter. Out of it grew the idea of colour, a new quantum number 
which ensured that the hadronic states assembled from quarks have the right quantum 
statistics. The property of colour is not observed in Nature, and thus the colours (fictitious 
red, green and blue) of the constituent quarks must be combined in such a way that only 
colour-less hadrons are produced. 
In the deep inelastic scattering (DIS) experiments at SLAC, electrons were scattered 
off hydrogen and deuterium targets, probing the structure of nucleons in a way similar to 
the classic Rutherford experiments. The experimental results suggested that the projectile 
electrons scattered off almost free point-like constituents, - and this idea was embraced by 
Feynman's parton model. In the parton model, hadrons are imagined as extended objects, 
made up of constituent partons and held together by their mutual interactions. Moreover, 
the hadrons can be described in terms of virtual partonic states but one is not in a position 
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to calculate the structure of these states. On the other hand, it is possible to compute 
the scattering of a free parton by an electron in the parton model. The partons were later 
experimentally identified with quarks and gluons, carriers of the strong interaction. 
The successful description of quark dynamics found its realization in a non-abelian 
quantum gauge field theory incorporating the property of colour, known as QCD. In this 
chapter we are going to concentrate only on those aspects of QCD which are crucial for 
the subject of this thesis. 
Detailed surveys of quantum field theory can be found in [2] while excellent reviews 
of QCD theory and phenomenology are given in [3]-[7]. 
1.1 The QCD Lagrangian 
The theory of strong interactions, QCD, is defined as a field theory by the Lagrange 
density 
- ^ Q C D — ^classical ~l~ -^-gauge £ g h o s t • (1.1.1) 
Since the physical content of the theory shows no dependence on redefinitions of colour 
fields, the Lagrangian (1.1.1) is invariant under colour transformations. This is an example 
of an internal symmetry of the theory: transformation on internal coordinates (here in 
the colour space) which transform one field into another with different internal quantum 
numbers. By imposing the gauge principle, i.e. requiring the symmetry to be local and 
the theory to remain invariant, an originally free theory turns into an interacting theory. 
In the case of QCD, local colour transformations of the Lagrangian generate the gauge 
symmetry group - the non-abelian Lie group SU(3). 
We discuss the symmetry group and the form of particular terms in the Lagrangian (1.1.1) 
in the following sections. 
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1.1.1 The symmetry group SU(3) 
SU(3) is the Lie group of 3 x 3 unitary matrices w i th determinant one. Any element of 
the group, U, can be constructed given 8 parameters Qa(x) 
U(x)=eie«<x)Ta . (1.1.2) 
T a are the generators of the group SU(3) obeying the commutation relation 
[Ta,Tb] = i f a b c T C ) (1.1.3) 
which define the Lie algebra of the group SU(3). Real and antisymmetric, the f a b c are 
known as the structure constants of QCD. The matrices T a give, in the conventional 
normalization, the following relations for the SU(3) invariant colour factors TR , Cp, C'A 
Tr(TaTb) = TR6ab; T R = \ , 
H TaffTpj - CF8ai; CF - | , 
a 
Y , f a b c f a M = cA&cA\ CA = 3, 
a.b 
(a,b,c,d = 1...8, a , # , 7 = 1,2,3) . (1.1.4) 
1.1.2 The classical Lagrangian 
The classical QCD Lagrangian density reads1 
Classical = - mf)1>f - 7 • 
/ 4 
(1.1.5) 
The quark fields are the four-component Dirac spinors ipf - vectors in the colour space, 
so that for each quark flavour 
( 
(1.1.6) 
^ h e metric convention here is g^" = diag( 1,-1,-1,-1) and the gamma matrices satisfy the Clifford 
algebra relation { 7 " , 7 " } = . 
3 
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where R,G,B denote quark colour (red. green, blue). There are Nj independent quark 
flavours which are summed over in (1.1.5). The quark fields transform as the fundamental 
representation of SU(3) 
ipf(x)^U(x)yf(x). (1.1.7) 
The Lagrangian (1.1.5) is invariant under the local gauge transformations i f the covariant 
derivative P M transforms like the quark field i.e. 
V^s{x)^U{x)V^l>s{x). (1.1.8) 
This can be ensured by the definition of the covariant derivative 
V^ = d^ + tgA^Ta, (1.1.9) 
w i t h the spin-1 gauge fields A^a transforming in the adjoint representation of SU(3) 
^ ( ^ ^ ( ^ ^ ( ^ ( ^ ^ [ ^ ( x ) ^ ^ ) . (1.1.10) 
The field strength tensor describing the dynamics of the gauge fields has the form 
Fr = d»Ava - VA* - g f a b c A t K , (1.1.11) 
so that the kinetic term -\F^F^U in the Lagrangian (1.1.5) remains gauge invariant. 
To summarise, £ c iassicai describes the matter content of the theory, its interactions 
wi th the gauge particles — gluons (first term in (1.1.5)) and the dynamics of the gauge 
sector (second term). The non-abelian character of the gauge group SU(3) encrypted in 
the kinetic term generates the cubic and quartic gluon self-interactions. The strength of 
the interaction is given by the parameter g, also known as the coupling constant. Local 
gauge invariance requires the same coupling for the quartic and tr iple interactions as for 
the quark-gluon interactions. The other parameters are the quark masses mj. Unlike the 
quarks, gluons cannot have mass i f the invariance of the Lagrangian is to be preserved. 
The QCD Lagrangian can be understood as the non-abelian generalization of QED. 
The non-abelian character is necessary for gluons to carry colour charge, as compared to 
photons and the electric charge in QED. As mediators of strong interactions gluons are 
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responsible for binding quarks together in hadrons. Since hadrons are colour-less they 
must be colour singlets in the group theory language. The basic colour singlet states 
provided by SU(3) are qq and qqq combinations, corresponding to the quark structure of 
mesons and baryons, respectively. 
1.1.3 Gauge fixing 
The canonical treatment of the Lagrangian (1.1.5) faces several problems. Firstly, the 
field A°a is a classical quantity and the canonical momentum associated wi th A°a vanishes. 
As a result, the canonical quantization procedure fails. Moreover, the field A% has the 
freedom of gauge transformations. These two troublesome features can be perceived as an 
outcome of an attempt to describe a spin-1 massless gluon wi th two physical degrees of 
freedom (polarizations) in terms of a four-vector. The remedy to the quantization problem 
is brought about by constraining A%, for example by imposing the Lorentz invariant 
condition [6] 
dtlA»a=0. (1.1.12) 
This constraint can be implemented in the Lagrangian i f a gauge-fixing term is added to 
the Lagrangian 
Aauge = - ^ ( ^ ) 2 . (1.1.13) 
Due to the presence of the gauge-fixing term, the Lagrangian is no longer gauge invariant. 
The physical observables are, in turn , necessarily gauge independent. Thus the value of 
£ is irrelevant to the physical result and can be set arbitrarily. The common choices are 
( = 0 (Landau gauge) and £ = 1 (Feynman gauge). In the absence of the gauge-fixing 
term, i.e. C, — oo, the gluon propagator is not well defined. 
The gauge fixed by the condition (1.1.12) is a covariant gauge. Other choices are also 
possible, for example axial gauges w i t h the condition 
(1.1.14) 
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where n M is a fixed vector. Then the gauge-fixing term in the Lagrangian has the form 
£gauge = - ^ ( n ^ 4 a ) 2 . (1.1.15) 
Another non-covariant gauge, the planar gauge [8, 29], is defined by 
n^A^Ba, 7 ? 2 < 0 , (1.1.16) 
where the function Ba is arbitrary but independent of the gauge field. This leads to the 
gauge-fixing term 
jCg&uge = - ^ n - A a d 2 n - A a . , ( = + 1 . (1.1.17) 
1.1.4 Ghosts 
A n additional term in the Lagrangian is required in the covariant gauges to remove un-
physical degrees of freedom of the gluon field. The unphysical contributions f rom the 
redundant degrees of freedom are canceled i f the Lagrangian contains an additional, so-
called Faddeev-Popov ghost term 
£ 6 h o s t = (V^"). (1.1.18) 
Ghosts are fictitious scalar fields which obey fermionic anti-commuting properties and 
couple only to gluons. The addition of the ghost term to the Lagrangian is a mathematical 
procedure allowing one to develop a simple covariant formalism. The non-covariant gauges 
are ghost-free. 
1.2 From the theory to experiment 
I n particle physics one is interested in calculating physical quantities such as scattering 
cross sections and decay widths. The road f rom the Lagrangian density to experimentally 
observable quantities is well established. Cross sections can be related, through the Feyn-
man amplitudes M., to the S-matrix (scattering matr ix) elements. A n 5-matr ix element 
6 
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between an in i t i a l and a finite state gives the amplitude for a field configuration that was 
simple far in the past to evolve into a field configuration that wi l l be simple in the future. 
Whenever the Lagrangian of the theory is a sum of free (quadratic) Lagrangian and in-
teracting terms then S-matrix elements of the interacting field theory can be expanded 
around those in the free theory as a power series in the coupling constant. In this ap-
proach the interaction emerges as a small perturbation on free theory and the systematic 
method for expanding in the coupling constant is known as perturbation theory. 
In practice, calculations of the 5-matr ix elements, rather than performed ab initio, 
are greatly simplified by using the Feynman rules technique. This relies on the one-to-
one correspondence between the diagrammatic representation of the basic elements (e.g. 
propagators and vertices) of the theory and the equivalent mathematical expressions, 
giving a simple set of rules. The Feynman rules are derived f rom the Lagrangian, using 
for example the path integral formalism. In particular, the free part of the Lagrangian 
gives rise to propagators while the interacting part is responsible for the form of the 
vertices. By drawing all possible topologically distinct diagrams of the appropriate order 
for the specific process and applying the Feynman rules, the transition amplitudes can 
be calculated. A thorough discussion of Feynman rules in quantum field theories can be 
found in many textbooks [2]. 
1.3 Higher order calculations 
The current precision of high energy experiments demands an equal accuracy f rom the 
theoretical calculations. Therefore higher order terms in the perturbative expansion for 
physical observables need to be calculated. However, cross sections turn out to be i l l -
defined (infinite) when loop diagrams are included in the perturbative calculations: a 
problem characteristic of all quantum field theories. Examples of such loop diagrams in 
QCD are shown in Fig. 1.1. Consider the one-loop correction to the gluon self-energy, 
7 
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Fig. 1.1a. Using the QCD Feynman rules one obtains 
^ 2 A T [ dAk T v [ r ¥ Y ( ¥ - t f ] f , 4 , 1 n „ i m 
• ^ ( g ) = -g S a b T F j 7 ^ 1 fc2(/fc_g)2 - 7 d ^ • d-3.19) 
This integral is quadratically divergent in the high momentum l imi t . In general, two types 
of divergences appear in the higher order calculations: 
UV divergences when the integral is divergent in the k^oo l im i t . A l l three diagrams in 
Fig. 1.1 are U V divergent. 
IR divergences when the integral is divergent in the k—>0 l im i t . Again, all three diagrams 
in Fig.1.1 are divergent in the IR l imi t . 
Clearly, the problem is caused by the unconstrained momentum flow in the loop. For 
the t ime being we w i l l focus on the U V divergence problem and postpone the discussion 
of the IR divergences unt i l Section 1.4. 
o ff>. 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 1.1: The one loop corrections to (a) gluon self-energy, (b) quark self-energy and 
(c) quark-gluon vertex. 
The remedy applied to recover finite values f rom U V divergent quantities is provided 
by renormalization theory. But before the execution of the renormalization procedure, i t 
is necessary to regularize the divergences, as the manipulation of infinite integrals is not 
well defined mathematically. 
8 
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1.3.1 Regularization 
There have been several regularization methods proposed in the literature [9]. The in-
tegral (1.3.19) can be, for example, regularized by introducing an upper cut-off. but the 
most universal method proves to be dimensional regularization (DR) [10]. Unlike other 
methods, i t preserves unitari ty together wi th Lorentz and gauge invariance. D R relies 
on performing an analytic continuation of the divergent integrals in the number of space 
dimensions D, so that the integrals yield finite values in D dimensions. Returning to the 
gluon self-energy calculations in D = 4 — 2e after regularization we have 
where the Euler-Mascheroni constant 7# = 0.57722.... Here the arbitrary scale \x has 
been introduced to preserve the dimensionless nature of the coupling, i.e. in D = 4 — 2e 
dimensions g-^g^, so that g2d4k^g2/x2ed4~2ek. 
1.3.2 Renormalization 
After regularizing the infinities, the perturbation series can be arranged in such a way that 
the terms divergent in D — 4 dimensions are absorbed in the new, redefined parameters 
of the theory. Then a meaningful physical theory is recovered by removing the regulator, 
e.g. taking D^A in DR. The process of redefining the original, 'bare' fields, masses, gauge 
parameters and couplings present in the Lagrangian to their physical equivalents is known 
as renormalization. In perturbation theory the renormalization procedure is performed 
order-by-order and relies on introducing suitable counter-terms in the Lagrangian which 
results in a modification of the bare parameters. For local gauge theories, such as QCD, 
the renormalizability of the theory is a consequence of the local gauge invariance. 
Unfortunately, the renormalization procedure is not unambiguous. Firstly, i t intro-
duces an arbitrary scale u. in the renormalized expression, as seen in (1.3.20). This is the 
renormalization scale, the scale at which the counter-terms are subtracted. The second 
l E + ln(47r) - l n ( — | - ) + - + 0(e) 
(1.3.20) 
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ambiguity is related to the renormalization prescription. Although the singular terms 
are all removed successfully their definition is not unique. Depending on the convention, 
different parts of the finite pieces produced by the regularization procedure can be sub-
tracted together w i th the infinities. For example, in DR. i f D = 4 — 2e then the poles in 
1/e always appear in the combination, cf. (1.3.20), 
(4TT) c =J + ln(47r) - 7 £ + O(e) . (1.3.21) 
The prescription for how to subtract divergences is called the renormalization scheme 
(RS). Throughout this work we use the modified minimal subtraction (MS) scheme in 
which the poles in 1/e are subtracted together wi th all finite constants appearing on the 
r.h.s. of Eq. (1.3.21). 
1.3.3 Renormalization group 
Physical observables are well-defined, measurable quantities. Therefore the corresponding 
theoretical predictions should not contain ambiguities; in particular they are required to 
remain independent of the choice of the RS. In other words, all choices of RS must be 
equivalent and the invariance of the observables under change of RS evokes the mathe-
matical concept of the renormalization group. For the time being let us neglect the de-
pendence on the renormalization prescription and concentrate only on the // dependence 
first. Consider the dimensionless variable TZ at the scale Q. Since after renormalization 
there would be another scale / i available, 71 depends on Q2/^2 and the coupling at the 
renormalization scale as = a>s(fJ?) — g (^ 2 ) / 47 r . The independence f rom stems f rom the 
following condition 
du,2 
_d_ 
da.. 
O2 
7l(^%,a s ) = 0 ; 
where we define 
,das 
(1.3.22) 
(1.3.23) 
These equations are the simplest example of the renormalization group equations (RGE). 
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Alas, the independence f rom the RS holds only for the fu l l theoretical predictions for 
observables, i.e. for the all order calculated quantities. In perturbation theory we truncate 
the series expansion at a certain order, violating the cancellation between RS dependent 
terms of different orders. The price paid is the remaining spurious dependence on the RS 
in the truncated expression. 
1.3.4 Running coupling 
The RGE of (1.3.23) leads to a differential equation for the coupling [3] 
(1.3.24) 
describing the evolution (running) of the coupling as wi th the scale at which i t is evalu-
ated. The QCD ft function can be calculated perturbatively 
P{as) = - a ? ( A ) + a s /Ji) + .. 
while 
A = s ( I 1 - f J V ' 1 -
where Nf is the number of active quark flavours. 
1.3.25) 
(1.3.26) 
Solving Eq. (1.3.24) at leading order gives 
as(Q2) 1 + A , In ( Q 2 / / / 2 K ( / i 2 ) 
(1.3.27) 
w i t h an expansion 
as(Q2) = ct s ( / / 2 ) + ... (1.3.28) 
Originating f rom the RGE for the coupling, Eq. (1.3.27) is an all-orders expression (up 
to leading logarithm accuracy). In fact i t is the first example of a resummed quantity - a 
quantity arising after reorganization of the perturbative series (which we have not shown 
here explicit ly) and summing an infinite series of otherwise divergent contributions (here 
terms of the form « f l n ^ " 1 {Q2/ii2) ). 
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The independence of the running coupling f rom \i can be made explicit by noticing 
f rom (1.3.27) that 
1 - /30 l n (Q 2 ) = — - B0 ln ( / / 2 ) = - A , l n ( A 2 ) , (1.3.29) 
« S ( Q 2 ) as(ij?j 
where A is a new scale, a constant of the theory. The running of as can now be expressed 
as 
a'{Q2)=j^wm ( L 3 - 3 0 ) 
and i t is clear that as depends only on Q. A t Q ~ A, as ~ 1 and the perturbation theory 
is no longer valid. Thus A can be regarded as the transition scale between the perturbative 
and non-perturbative (short-distance and long-distance) regime. From the formal point 
of view, i t can be also interpreted as a parameterization of a missing boundary condition 
in (1.3.24). In spite of the fundamental character of A, its definition depends on the order 
up to which (3 funct ion is evaluated, the choice of the RS, as well as on the number of 
assumed active quark flavours. The current experimental value for the next-to-next-to-
leading order A in the MS scheme at five quark flavours is \ ~ L O { b ) = 208+ 2 | MeV [11]. 
A more accurate solution for a s ( /x 2 ) is obtained including also the 0i term in the ^- funct ion 
series (1.3.25) 
, 2 . 1 A l n l n ( g 2 / A 2 ) 
a A Q ] ~ / 3 0 l n ( Q 2 / A 2 ) /3 0 3ln 2 (gVA2) ' ( L 3 - 3 1 ) 
wi th the expansion 
*s(Q2) = a , ( / i 2 ) 1 - a s ( M 2 ) /3o In ( Q p j + a]{^) In U In ( ^ j - A + . . . . 
(1.3.32) 
1.3.5 Asymptotic freedom and confinement 
The behaviour of the running coupling exhibits important properties characterizing QCD. 
® W i t h an increasing energy scale Q, the coupling as(Q2) decreases. This property, 
known as asymptotic freedom, ensures that the perturbative treatment of QCD gives 
reliable predictions at high energy scales. Since the theory approaches a free theory 
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in the U V region, quarks wi th in behave as asymptotically free particles, in the way 
assumed by the parton model and observed in high energy processes. 
® W i t h a decreasing energy scale, as(Q2) decreases. This signals the breakdown of 
the validity of the perturbative solution to QCD at Q ~ A. I t also suggests that the 
interaction is strong enough to bind quarks into hadrons so that only hadrons are 
observed in experiment. Accordingly, the confinement at low energies is plausible 
in QCD, but due to the strength of the coupling cannot be proved using standard 
perturbative techniques.2 
The nature of the running of a s is governed by the 0 function, Eq. (1.3.25) and 
(1.3.26). Both asymptotic freedom and confinement arise as a consequence of (3Q > 0. 
This is opposite to QED where /30 < 0 and the coupling increases (decreases) wi th the 
larger (smaller) energy scale. The difference in the behaviour of the coupling can be 
traced to the nature of the symmetry properties of the theory. In non-abelian theories, 
such as QCD, gauge particles interact w i th each other and spread out the charge (colour), 
generating an anti-screening effect. Technically, the contributions to the 0O coefficient 
coming f rom the glue-glue interactions lead to the positive value of f30. 
1.4 Infrared singularities 
Let us now return to the discussion of IR divergences first encountered in Section 1.3. 
Recall that the higher order corrections in perturbative QCD suffer f rom divergences in 
the I R l imi t . A n example of such a divergent correction is given by diagram in F ig 1.1. In 
general, all possible I R singularities are related to two types of momentum configuration: 
Soft divergences arise when a massless on-shell particle emits a massless low momentum, 
fcM ~ 0, 'soft' particle and remains on-shell. Integration over W near k11 — 0 yields 
a divergent result. 
2 The hypothesis of confinement is confirmed by calculations in lattice QCD, a non-perturbative for-
mulation of QCD. 
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Collinear divergences arise when an on-shell particle wi th momentum p M emits a massless 
particle w i th momentum k11 = Xp^, 0 < A < 1 and remains on-shell. Integration 
over near k11 ~ ApM yields a divergent result. 
1.4.1 I R singularities in e+e~ annihilation 
The tota l hadronic cross section for e+e~ annihilation provides a good example to discuss 
the appearance of I R singularities in more detail. The real and v i r tua l 0(as) corrections 
e 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Y 
+ 
Figure 1.2: The process e+e -^qqg to lowest order in as. 
e \ ¥ 
Figure 1.3: The one gluon corrections to e+e —>qq. 
to the total cross section a are shown in Figs. 1.2 and 1.3, respectively. Consider the real 
process e+e~^>qqg, Fig. 1.2, first. I f we denote the total energy in the c m . frame by 
y/s, the vi r tual photon (or Z boson) momentum by Q11 (Q2 = s) and the momenta of the 
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outgoing particles by pf , then we can define energy fractions 
The energy fractions are related to the angles 9lJ between the momentum of parton i and 
the momentum of parton j in the following way 
XiXj(l - cos 6^) = 2(1 - x k ) , (1.4.34) 
where (i,j,k) = pe rm( l , 2 ,3 ) . In terms of momentum fractions, the differential cross 
section for e+e~-^qqg reads 
1 ^ = ^ C F l
 X j t 4 (1-4.35) 
o$dx\dx2 27r (1 — .xi)( l — x2) 
where OQ = (4ira2 js) HjQ} is the parton model total cross section for e + e" annihilation. 
The expression (1.4.35) is clearly divergent when x\—>1, £2—>1 which, f rom (1.4.34), 
corresponds to the collinear singularities #23—>-0, #13—K), respectively. There is also a soft 
singularity, given by x\—>l and x2 —>l 
x2xs(l - cos/923) x2Ez(l - cos<?23) _ n . l - x x = = -j= >0 (1.4.36) 
so that E3—»0. 
Let us now analyze how these divergences arise. I f after radiation of a gluon wi th 
momentum p 3 the radiating quark has momentum p\, then the propagator of the parent 
quark contributes a factor 
1 1 1 
(1.4.37) 
( p i + p 3 ) 2 2 E 1 E 3 ( l - c o s 0 1 3 ) £ 3 0 ? 3 ' 
which makes i t divergent when #i3—>0 or E3—>0. More precisely, the divergent behaviour 
of the matr ix elements M. is given by 
I M P o c ( ^ ) 2 . (1.4.38) 
The integration over the double singular region of the momentum space for the gluon can 
be wr i t ten down as 
j d^d6l^El - j d ^ d E ^ E , (1.4.39) 
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and consequently the divergent contribution to the cross section wi l l come f rom the inte-
gration 
The calculations above, although very crude, demonstrate that each type of singularity 
contributes a single logarithmic divergence, leading to a double logarithmic divergence in 
the soft and collinear region. 
Despite the divergent contribution, as an observable quantity the total hadronic cross 
section must certainly be finite. In fact, i t can be explicitly demonstrated that the IR 
singularities cancel between real and vir tual gluon emission 0(as) graphs [3, 6], yielding a 
finite total cross section. The extension of this statement to any order of the perturbation 
theory follows f rom the famous Kinoshita-Lee-Nauenberg ( K L N ) theorem [12]. The K L N 
theorem ensures that in a theory wi th massless fields transition probabilities are free of 
I R (soft and collinear) divergences i f all degenerate ini t ia l and final states are taken into 
account (i.e. summed over). Since there are no hadrons in the in i t ia l state for e +e~ 
annihilation, i t is enough to perform the summation only over final states, i.e. over all 
hadron states, which is indeed done in the case of the total hadronic cross section. This 
cross section is an example of a quantity which turns out to be insensitive to the I R effects 
thus allowing for reliable theoretical predictions: an infrared safe quantity. 
1.4.2 Infrared safety 
The appearance of I R singularities is deeply related to the presence of massless fields 
in the theory. This can be most easily seen using the mass regularization method while 
computing the divergent integrals. In the mass regularization method a fictitious mass for 
the massless particles is introduced; the IR divergences then show up as singularities in 
mass parameters in their vanishing l imi t . In particular, soft divergences emerge as a con-
sequence of massless fields like photons in QED or gluons in QCD. Collinear divergences 
can be shown to arise i f the massless field couples to itself or i f the matter fields are set 
massless. Due to the vanishing gluon mass, almost all calculations in perturbative QCD 
<WU dE 13 
0 3 E 
(1.4.40) 
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are plagued wi th IR divergences, yielding results not defined even in the renormalized 
theory. This is not, however, the case for infrared safe quantities which are defined as 
independent of the mass of light partons in the high energy l imi t . More precisely, a cross 
section a is infrared safe i f 
a ( Q 2 / ^ , a , ( y 2 ) , m 2 / ^ ) = a ( ( 5 2 / / i 2 , « s ( / / 2 ) ) + 0(m2/Q2) , (1.4.41) 
where Q is a large invariant scale characteristic of a and a is a finite function. In configu-
ration space an I R safe quantity is correspondingly dependent only on the short-distance 
behaviour of the theory, not on the long-distance behaviour. I f we now consider o as a 
perturbative series in as 
oo 
a=^a^(iJ2)an(Q2/iJ,2,m2/^) (1.4.42) 
n=0 
then for the general a the coefficients an can be arbitrary large, spoiling the convergence 
of the perturbative expansion. However, i f a is an IR safe quantity then the solution for 
the RGE gives 
c r ( Q 2 / ^ 2 , as(/j,2), 0) = ( 7 (1 , as(Q2), 0 ) , (1.4.43) 
i.e. all momentum dependence has been absorbed into the coupling and perturbation 
theory can be used to obtain reliable predictions. From the technical point of view, IR 
safety ensures cancellation of the I R divergences. I t also means that any I R sensitivity to 
long-distance physics should cancel after the sum is taken over in i t i a l / f in i t e states, leaving 
only the short-distance cross section. Taking e+e~ annihilation as an example, we know 
that after the short-distance creation of the qq pair there w i l l be other, long-distance 
interactions happening. Nevertheless, since to calculate the total hadronic cross section 
we sum over all finite states and the probability for quarks to evolve into hadrons is one, 
uni tar i ty ensures that the long-distance interactions leave the short-distance result intact. 
1.5 Factorization 
The discussion in the previous section concentrated on infrared safe quantities in pertur-
bative QCD. However, not all observable quantities are infrared safe; for example consider 
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processes w i t h hadrons in the ini t ia l state or inclusive cross sections in e+e~~ annihilation 
wi th detected hadrons, necessarily involving long-distance interactions. Does perturbative 
QCD cease to offer meaningful predictions for these observables? The answer is brought 
by the factorization theorem which states that the long-distance effects can be separated 
from the short-distance physics. The short-distance result comes from perturbative QCD 
whereas the long-distance quantities are extracted f rom measurements. In general the fac-
torization theorem is a hypothesis which needs to be proved for each process separately. 
A detailed discussion of factorization in DIS and hadron-hadron scattering can be found 
in [13]. This thesis concentrates on a particular example of the latter type of processes: 
Drell-Yan production. We thus begin wi th defining the Drell-Yan process and then state 
the factorization theorem for this specific case. 
1.5.1 Drel l -Yan production 
The hadronic production of a lepton pair (e + e~, /i + M~> A t + J / V) e ^ c - ) * s commonly referred 
to as the Drell-Yan process [14]. The basic electromagnetic reaction occurs through the 
production of a v i r tua l photon, which decays into the lepton pair, see Fig. 1.4, 
A + B ^ Y + X-^ + T + X . (1.5.44) 
Here X denotes all the undetected particles in the final state so that the process is 
inclusive. 
Because leptons do not interact strongly, in reality the production of iepton pairs 
signals the production of v i r tual electroweak bosons: 7*, W ± , Z. When the available 
collision energy permits, the massive Ws and £Ts can be also produced as physical par-
ticles. 
In this thesis we w i l l frequently extend the term 'Drell-Yan process' to include pro-
duction of any spin-1 particle produced by electroweak interactions. 
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Figure 1.4: The Drell-Yan production of 7*, as in (1.5.44). 
1.5.2 Factorization for the Drell-Yan process 
In the framework of perturbative QCD the cross section for the process 
A(pa) + B(pb)^V({Q}) + X (1.5.45) 
is given by the factorization theorem3 
v(Pa,Pb,{Q}) = J2 f J dxadxJa/A(xa,vF)fb/B{xb,tiF)aab(xapa,xbPb\Q,VF)- (1.5.46) 
a,b " " 
Here the scattering hadrons A and B have momenta p\ and respectively, and {Q} 
represents the collection of all relevant kinematic variables of a comparable size with Q 
being the typical scale of the process. On the l.h.s. of Eq. (1.5.46) V stands for the 
detected 'hard' particle of interest, e.g. a massive vector boson, while X denotes all other 
unobserved products of the collision. In the factorization formula aab is the infrared safe 
hard-scattering cross section. I t can be derived from the perturbatively calculable IR 
divergent partonic cross sections by removing the singularities and absorbing them into 
the parton distribution functions f ^ H . Since the parton distribution functions contain 
all the collinear divergences [3], they are susceptible to long-distance physics and as such 
incalculable in perturbation theory. At present the only way to know their value is 
3We neglect the so-called 'higher-twist' contributions suppressed by powers of 1/Q2. 
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to measure them in an experiment, for example in DIS. Note that they are universal 
quantities, i.e. independent of the specific process under investigation. 
The factorization theorem provides a generalization of the parton model factorization 
that uses the assumption that the interactions of the partons among themselves at time-
dilated scales before or after the hard-scattering do not interfere with the interaction of a 
parton with a probe. The cross section can then be calculated by combining probabilities 
rather than amplitudes. In particular the parton distribution function fi/u(x) has the 
interpretation of the probability of finding a parton i in hadron H with momentum fraction 
x of the parent hadron. In perturbative QCD the interpretation essentially stays the same, 
except with the added restriction that the parton must be off-shell by no more than n2F. 
Partons of higher virtuality are treated perturbatively and contribute to the scattering 
cross section aab. 
The philosophy of incorporating collinear IR divergences into the parton distribution 
functions resembles the UV renormalization program, cf. Section 1.3.2, where the UV 
divergences were removed by redefining the bare parameters of the Lagrangian. The TR 
renormalization' introduces an arbitrary scale nF: the factorization scale. Akin to the 
renormalization scale, / j f is the scale at which factorization is performed. I t serves as 
a separation scale between the long-distance and the short-distance physics. Another 
ambiguity is again introduced in the prescription for how to define singularities, i.e. how 
much of the finite contribution should be also absorbed into parton distribution functions. 
The specific choice of this prescription is termed factorization scale. Both the hard-
scattering cross section aa(, and the parton distribution function depend on the choice 
of the scheme. A particular modification of the parton distribution functions defined in 
the MS scheme used throughout this work is a subject of discussion in Appendix B. 
1.5.3 Evolution of the parton distribution functions 
Although the r.h.s. of Eq. (1.5.46) exhibits dependence on fip, the physical cross section 
is independent of this parameter. The resulting RGE (cf. Section 1.3.3) tells how the 
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partem distribution functions change with the scale \± [3] 
» d [ J ? = 2 s j x - ^ P o h \ ^ ^ s ( t l ) j f b / H { C , t i ) - (1.0.40 
Eq. (1.5.47) is known as the Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi (DGLAP) evo-
lution equation, Strictly speaking, it is valid for the non-singlet parton distribution func-
tions defined by 
fq/H = fq/H ~ fq/H , (1.5.48) 
but the generalization to the singlet case is straightforward, see for example [3]. The 
splitting functions Pat, are calculable perturbatively. The leading order Pab can be inter-
preted as a probability of finding a parton of type a in a parton b. In particular, for the 
quark-quark splitting we have at the leading order 
1 + x2 3 
P^(X)=CF 
where the ' + ' prescription is defined as 
( l - x ) + 2 
6(1-x) (1.5.49) 
[ldx[f(x)]+g(x)= I' dxf{x)[g(x)-g(l)\. (1.5.50) Jo Jo 
The absorption of collinear divergences into the parton distribution functions provides 
another example of resummation; the divergences are systematically resummed in the 
evolved parton distribution functions using the DGLAP equation.4 
1.6 Soft gluon resummation 
The factorization theorem is a powerful tool to calculate cross sections in perturbative 
QCD, provided that the parton distribution functions are determined experimentally. 
More precisely, after ensuring that the computed partonic cross section is IR safe by 
isolating the collinear divergences, there should be no obstacle to obtaining reliable per-
turbative results. This is, however, only true when all Lorentz invariants defining the 
4 A similar discussion applies to parton fragmentation functions which describe single particle distri-
butions in the final state. 
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process are large and comparable, except those of the particle masses. If the above men-
tioned condition does not apply, the convergence of the fixed order expansion, even for 
IR safe quantities, may be spoiled due to e.g. soft gluon emission effects. The theoretical 
predictions can be improved in these cases by evaluating soft gluon contributions to high 
orders and possibly resumming them to all orders in as. In this section, following the 
approach of [15], we discuss how large soft gluon contributions can arise and sketch the 
main idea behind resummation. 
1.6.1 Soft gluon emission 
Let us revisit the emission of real and virtual gluons from the quark lines, previously 
discussed for the case of e+e~ annihilation in Section 1.4.1. Since the nature of this 
emission is universal we expect to be able to draw conclusions of a general character. 
However, different types of QCD observables require slightly different treatments of the 
soft gluon resummation [16]. In this section we will illustrate the resummation of soft 
gluon radiation using the example of hadronic collisions at threshold. Minor modifications 
of this treatment are required to handle soft gluon contributions to other observables, like 
e+e~ event shapes or transverse momentum distributions pT of systems produced with 
high mass and small pT. 
Consider a quark emitting a real gluon. Let 1 — z denote the energy fraction radiated 
by the quark in the hard subprocess. Exactly as shown in (1.4.40), the real gluon emission 
contribution is divergent in the IR limit. Assuming a regularizing lower cut-off K on the 
gluon energy fraction, one obtains the soft and collinear, real gluon emission probability 
dur(z) as 1 1 — = 6 In 0 (1 - z - K) . (1.6.51) 
Z 7T 1 — Z 1 — Z 
where C is a coefficient depending on the process. In fact, Eq. (1.6.51) can be derived 
from the cross section (1.4.35) in the soft and collinear limit. On the route to Eq. (1.6.51), 
the same integration structure as in (1.4.40) is rediscovered. Calculations for the virtual 
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emission probability are undertaken in a similar way, yielding 
^ = -C*6(l - z) r dz'^~ In . (1.6.52) 
Z 7T JO 1 — z' 1 — Z1 
Separately, both the real and virtual emission probabilities (1.6.51) and (1.6.52) di-
verge in the IR limit, as we have already observed. The cancellation of IR singularities in 
the total emission probability can now be seen clearly 
duj(z) dujr{z) du)v(z) a. 
Z 7T 
1 1„ 1 
.1 - z 1 - z\ 
Eq. (1.6.53) is a well-defined distribution, finite in the limit K—>0. 
(1.6.53) 
Evidently, the virtual term contributes only at z = 1 while the real one, besides 
regularizing the virtual probability at z = 1, is spread out down to z = 0. The size of the 
integrated contributions is however equal, so that 
r d z d ^ l = 0 . ( L 6 . 5 4 ) 
Jo z 
In physical processes, due to the kinematical boundary the real contribution stretches 
down to the same value x, as given by the fraction of the energy carried by the tagged 
particle in the final state. In this case the total soft gluon contribution is a finite function 
of x 
f 1 d z * M = - C ^ t f ( l - X ) . (1-6.55) 
Jx Z Z7T 
A residue of the cancellation process, this finite correction can be large when x^l. (Note 
that the cancellation of the IR divergences is still preserved!). Physically, the limit x—>l 
corresponds to approaching the kinematical boundary in phase space where the sup-
pression of the real gluon emission becomes significant, no longer balancing the virtual 
emission contribution. 
In general we would expect the higher order partonic cross section to behave like 
( n + 1 ) ( x ) = C dza{n\x + l - z) 
Jx 
~> Cd 
Jx 
Z 
nots 1 1 C In 
7T 1 — Z 1 J + 
~ a ( n ) ( a ; ) ( - C ^ l n 2 ( l - x ) ) . (1.6.56) 
ZTT 
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(1.6.58) 
Consequently, in the process where n soft gluons are emitted, the structure of the correc-
tion factor to the partonic cross section is believed to have the form 
a ? f ^ C n m l n m ( l - x ) , (1.6.57) 
m = l 
which leads to 
oo 2n 
a(x)~a0(Q2) l + 2 > ? £ C n m l n m ( l - x ) 
n=l m = l 
It is clear from (1.6.58) that the logarithmically enhanced terms of infrared origin become 
relevant near the exclusive phase space boundary, x—>1, even if the coupling constant is 
in the perturbative regime as <C 1. In this case, i.e. when x is close enough to 1 such 
that a s l n 2 ( l — x) >1, the convergence of the fixed-order expansion is spoiled and NLO 
calculations are certainly insufficient to obtain reliable predictions. Thus the evaluation of 
soft gluon contributions to all orders in the perturbation theory is required, and whenever 
possible a suitable reorganization of the perturbative series so that the convergence of the 
series is restored. This idea is called resummation. 
1.6.2 Resummation 
The previous section focused on the example of threshold logarithmic corrections. Let us 
now return to the generic hard-scattering case. It still remains true that the large loga-
rithmic factors in (1.6.58) are generated by the suppression of soft gluon emission near the 
phase space boundary. If the suppression is strong enough then asL2 >, 1 (L = l n ( l / ( l — x)) 
for processes at the threshold) and order by order the soft gluon corrections become larg-
er and larger, causing a breakdown of the fixed-order expansion. Since the problem is 
generated by values of asL2, one may want to reorganize the perturbative expansion by 
selecting and summing classes of logarithmic terms to all orders, so that Eq. (1.6.58) 
would read 
a(x) ~ aQ [T^L2) + asLT2{asL2) + a2sL2Tz(asL2) + ...] . (1.6.59) 
The first term in (1.6.59), the function T\, is actually a sum itself, summing dominant 
double-logarithmic contributions of the form a™L2n. The sub-leading contributions of the 
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form o^L2n~l are then summed by the term asLT2(asL2), etc. The functions Tr(asL2), 
asLT2(asL2), etc. are commonly referred in the literature as towers of logarithms. At 
this point we would like to alert the reader that care needs to be taken when performing 
numerical computations. It is possible that in certain regions of the phase space the 
most leading tower T\ may be numerically less relevant than the more sub-leading towers 
T 2 , T 3 , ... An example of such a situation in the case of resummation of the transverse 
momentum logarithms will be given in Chapter 2. 
Although the idea behind the resummation procedure seems clear, we have not yet 
proved that such a reorganization is possible, i.e. that the terms with the structure 
Qf"L 2 n _ f c can be summed by the functions T; and that the reformulation (1.6.59) is con-
vergent in the limit x—>l. 
To demonstrate this, let us consider a generic hard-scattering process 
a{x) ~ (To 1 + 
dujn(zu...,zn) { n ) 
.U<,n — — KJpS\X, Z\, Zn) 1.6.60) dz\...dzn 
Here dw„(zi,.^zn) - g a m u i t i - g l u o n emission probability whereas Q^pl(x, Z\,..... zn) denotes 
the function describing the phase-space available in the process of interest. The multi-
gluon emission probability originates from QCD dynamics. It can be proved that due to 
the properties of gauge-invariance and unitarity, in the soft limit the multi-gluon emission 
probability factorizes in terms of a single-gluon emission probability [17] 
dun(zu ...,zn) _ A du(zj) 
dz\...dzn n! z_i dzi (1.6.61) i=\ 
Thus the dynamical factorization (1.6.61) is universal i.e. process independent. The 
phase-space function Ops, in turn, stems from kinematics. More precisely, it contains 
kinematical constraints defining the physical cross section and is therefore specific to a 
particular process. Assuming that the phase factorizes in the soft limit z;—1 i.e. 
QPS(X, ZU Zn) = JJ QpS(x, Zi) , 
the partonic cross section (1.6.60) can be written in the soft limit as 
du(zi) 
(1.6.62) 
a(x) 
I 0 0 1 
n = l f 
Jo 
dzr 
dzi 
-QPS(x,zl) 
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a 0exp / dz ——<dPS(x,z) Jo dz 
du(z) 
z 
a0 exp —asL2 — asL (1.6.63) 
Expanded, the final result of (1.6.63) reveals the resummed structure of (1.6.59). The 
exponential factor resumming the logarithmic corrections is known as the Sudaknv factor 
Thus, in this simplified example we have shown that the resummation is feasible due 
to the property of exponentiation of the single soft gluon emission contribution. 
Unfortunately, Qps is not necessarily factorizable. In general it depends on multi-gluon 
configurations and as such can be very complicated. Furthermore, even if factorization 
occurs it may do so in the space conjugate to the space of kinematic variables where the 
cross section is defined. Thus in practice the generalized exponentiation theorem, and 
subsequently, resummation, needs to be proved separately for each process. Examples 
of such processes are event shapes in e+e~ [18], hadronic collisions at the threshold [19] 
and the transverse momentum distribution for the Drell-Yan production of massive lepton 
pairs or electroweak gauge bosons [21]. 
In general, the resummed cross section is of the form 
with the Sudakov factor exp(<S) calculated in the conjugate space and the factor C con-
taining all finite contributions. The inverse transform to the original space is carried out 
with the help of the integral (1.6.64). It can be shown that the Sudakov factor has typical 
structure 
where the logarithms L are functions of the conjugated variable. Substituting Eq. (1.6.65) 
into Eq. (1.6.64) and expanding the exponential yields the tower structure of (1.6.59). 
While the tower expansion (1.6.59) is in general valid for asL2 <, 1, the range of validity of 
the exponentiated form (1.6.65) is extended up to asL <,1. In order to collect maximum 
information on the perturbative cross section, the resummed expression (1.6.64) must be 
j aQC exp(<S), a (1.6.64) 
S = Lh{asL) + f2(asL) + asf3(asL) + ... (1.6.65) 
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matched with the fixed-order result. In Chapter 2 we will discuss matching using the 
example of the Drell-Yan process. 
1.7 Why transverse momentum distribution? 
As we will see in Chapter 2 the transverse momentum distribution in vector boson produc-
tion requires resummation to improve the perturbative QCD predictions. Furthermore, it 
not only offers a test of the resummation formalism, but also a tool to extract one of the 
basic parameters of the SM, the mass of the W boson, Mw A measurement of Mw is 
one of the most stringent experimental tests of the SM. The existence of yet undiscovered 
particles that couple to the W boson would modify its mass by radiative electroweak cor-
rections. In particular, measurements of Mw and the mass of the top quark mt constrain 
the mass of the Higgs boson, see Fig. 1.5. 
After production through qq annihilation, W bosons decay into lepton and quark 
pairs. The W-^eu channel provides the cleanest signal and the best resolution. The 
only quantities directly measured in the experiment are the electron momentum and 
the transverse momentum of hadrons produced in association with the W, the 'recoil' 
against the W. Since the apparatus cannot detect the neutrino and cannot measure 
the longitudinal component of the recoil momentum, there is insufficient information to 
reconstruct the invariant mass of the W on an event-by-event basis. However, the two-
body kinematics of the W decay offers at least two methods of measuring Mw • 
The first method relies on constructing the transverse mass of the W event, which is 
analogous to the invariant mass, except that only components of energy flow transverse 
to the beamline are used. It is defined as 
Ml = 2EeTE"T - 2p%p% = 2 p X ( l - cos <j>w), (1.7.66) 
where p% is the transverse momentum of the electron (neutrino), EF{Eir) denotes 
the corresponding transverse energy and <j>ev is the azimuthal angle between e and v. 
The transverse mass distribution exhibits a kinematic peak at MT = Mw- Precise de-
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Figure 1.5: The direct measurements of the W and top quark mass from CDF and DO 
experiments, the direct measurement of the W mass from LEP2 experiments and the in-
direct W and top mass measurement from LEP, SLC and Tevatron neutrino experiments. 
The figure is reproduced form Ref. [82]. 
termination of Mw must take into account distortion of the MT distribution due to the 
finite width T w of the W and its non-zero transverse momentum pT. The MT spectrum 
is invariant under pT boosts to leading order in pT and therefore less sensitive to the 
experimental and theoretical errors.5 
The second method relies on transverse momentum distribution of the electron, p%. 
It also exhibits a kinematic peak, this time at However, resolution effects and 
non-zero values of pT smear the peT spectrum and therefore reduce the use of the peak to 
determine Mw. This is why the first method has been so far preferred for extracting MW-
5The experimental extraction of W pr from the recoil pl^ suffers from many problems, as discussed in 
Chapter 5. 
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This method is nevertheless limited by the missing p£ measurement. The uncertainty in 
the detector resolution contributes more uncertainty to Mw using the MT method than 
the p% method [22]. Therefore i t is anticipated that in the high statistics pT environment 
of Run I I at the Tevatron it may be more difficult to minimize the systematic uncertainties 
in the MT method than theoretical uncertainties due to p T . 6 The work described in this 
thesis aims to develop a more accurate theoretical description of the p T distribution of 
W's and Z's produced in hadron-hadron collisions. 
1.8 Summary 
In this chapter we have presented a short review of some of the aspects of Quantum 
Chromodynamics as the theory of strong interactions. Using the Feynman rules derived 
from the QCD Lagrangian density, theoretical expressions for observable quantities can 
be calculated perturbatively. We have shown that fixed, higher order calculations contain 
UV divergences which can be removed using the renormalization procedure. As an in-
evitable consequence of the renormalization, the strong coupling as acquires the property 
of running with the renormalization scale. 
Additionally, another type of divergence can be present in higher order diagrams -
the IR divergences. Because of the KLN theorem, the IR divergences cancel at each 
order in perturbation theory for infrared safe quantities. Although not infrared safe, the 
partonic cross sections in the hadronic collisions can be made infrared safe if the collinear 
IR singularities are factorized out and absorbed into the parton distribution functions. 
The feasibility of this procedure is ensured by the factorization theorem which however 
needs to be proved separately for each process of interest. 
Further complexity is introduced by the possible presence of large logarithmic cor-
rections to the infrared safe partonic cross section. These corrections often arise due to 
6 Alternatively, when using the Mr method, the dependence on the detector resolution can be dimin-
ished by using the Z pT spectrum and the theoretical ratio of W and Z distributions, see Chapter 5. 
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emission of soft gluons and the imbalance between real and virtual gluon contributions 
in certain parts of the phase space. Whenever possible, these logarithmic factors need 
to be resummed in order to obtain reliable theoretical predictions. Resummation of soft 
logarithms can be understood as a successful attempt towards improving perturbative 
predictions, when the fixed-order perturbation theory calculations become precipitously 
difficult to perform. Although resummation incorporates only the biggest contributions, 
i.e. the most leading in asL2, and only coming from a specific set of diagrams, it does 
it to all orders, providing a result for the sum over an infinite set of selected terms in 
the perturbative series. The application of the resummation procedure for one specific 
type of process, the Drell-Yan process together with the related heavy boson production, 
occurring at hadron colliders, will be the main subject of this thesis. 
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Drell-Yan process 
For more than two decades the Drell-Yan process has been a benchmark process for all 
hadron colliders. First observed in proton-nucleus collisions at the Brookhaven National 
Laboratory, lepton pair production has contributed greatly to the present understanding 
of high energy physics. Apart from being a crucial process to discover the fourth and 
f i f th quark flavour, c (charm) and b (beauty), it also provided information on parton 
distributions of the nucleon. Other highlights include one of the first pieces of evidence 
for the existence of gluons, confirming QCD predictions rather than those of the parton 
model. The Drell-Yan mechanism for massive gauge boson production played a central role 
in the discovery of W and Z particles. To this day, the Drell-Yan production of massive 
lepton pairs or electroweak gauge bosons serves as a test bed for most sophisticated QCD 
calculations; the resummed calculations being a good example. Moreover, comparison 
between improved theoretical predictions and data allows for a precise extraction of the 
W boson mass, see Section 1.7. The experimental programme, started at Brookhaven, 
has been continued both at the European Laboratory for Particle Physics (CERN) and 
at the Fermi National Laboratory (Fermilab). A compilation of data on Drell-Yan cross 
sections can be found in [23]. The Large Hadron Collider (LHC), being currently built 
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at CERN, will maintain the succession. The abundance of the experimental data from 
the Tevatron collider at Fermilab necessitates the development of a consistent, accurate 
description of the Drell-Yan mechanism. Such a description will be undeniably crucial in 
the case of the LHC where even larger data samples are expected. 
In this chapter we are going to discuss effects due to emission of soft gluons in the 
Drell-Yan process. We will systematically inspect corrections given by such emission and 
methods to execute the resummation procedure in this case. 
2.1 Drell-Yan process in the parton model 
In the framework of the parton model, production of a vector boson occurs as a result of 
interaction between two quarks, each quark coming from a different hadron taking part 
in a collision. For example, this could be a production of a virtual photon through the 
annihilation of the quark-antiquark pair. The photon then decays into a lepton pair. The 
total partonic cross section for the di-lepton production in this case reads 
A'woP'e 2 
where y/I is the partonic collision energy in the cm. frame and e9 is the charge of the 
annihilating quark (antiquark). 
It is straightforward to notice that the production of a lepton pair with a specified 
invariant mass Q would be given by the differential lepton pair mass distribution of the 
form 
^ - W ^ _ Q 2 ) . ( 2 . L 2 ) dQ2 9Q2 
Analogously, the parton model cross sections for W production subprocess can be 
easily calculated in the narrow width approximation [3], yielding 
= n 9 ^ ' l \ ( s - Mw) (2.1.3) 
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and for Z production 
VqQi in Eq. (2.1.3) denotes the appropriate CKM matrix element while Vq and Aq are 
the vector and axial couplings of the Z boson to quarks.1 From this point and without 
constraining the generality of our discussion we will examine the Drell-Yan process in 
the form of di-lepton production through a 7*. The corresponding expressions for the 
production of massive vector bosons can be obtained by changing the normalization and 
the appropriate couplings, cf. Eq. (2.1.2), (2.1.3) and (2.1.4). 
The parton model framework allows one to write down a leading order (LO) expression 
for the Drell-Yan process at the hadron level A B — • , a simplified version of the 
equivalent QCD factorization theorem, 
J^ a = Z j d x a d x J q / A { x a ) f q / B ( x b ) - ^ , (2.1.5) 
where now s = xaxbs. Inserting Eq. (2.1.2) into (2.1.5) gives 
Q4W> = £ J! ~-<hl^a)h,B(rlxa) . (2.1.6) 
The dimensionless quantity QAda/dQ2 is a function only of the scaling variable 
r = ^ , (2.1.7) 
s 
which represents the fraction of the initial cm. energy ^ f s turned into the produced boson 
(lepton pair) mass. 
The scaling phenomenon, Eq. (2.1.6), is typical for processes considered in the frame-
work of the parton model, the most famous example being DIS. In QCD, scaling is broken 
due to the appearance of logarithmic contributions to the cross section, proportional to 
as HQ2). 
It is convenient to introduce the rapidity variable y defined as 
^or more information on the CKM matrix and vector and axial couplings, the reader is referred to 
the classic reviews of the Standard Model [1]. 
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where E denotes the energy of the lepton pair and pL its longitudinal momentum. In the 
Drell-Yan process rapidity is equal to 
1 
n y 
xb 
(2.1.9) 
which implies the useful relationships 
£a = v / re y , xb = y/re-v. (2.1.10) 
2.2 0(as) corrections in QCD 
If we neglect the initial 'primordial' transverse momentum of the incoming partons, in the 
parton model the produced vector boson (7*, W, Z) has no transverse momentum. As 
we will show explicitly, QCD predicts a non-zero transverse momentum (p T) distribution 
which behaves like \/p\ at large pT. In QCD, the non-zero pT can arise if a quark emits a 
gluon before the collision. In this light, observation of a non-zero transverse momentum 
signals the existence of gluons. The first order 0(as) QCD corrections to the parton 
model cross section for AB—^7* + X include the gluon bremsstrahlung process qq^j*g 
together with the virtual corrections to the basic qqg vertex. Additionally, there are 
two new channels for the process AB-^-j* + X to occur: qg^-qj* and qg—>q~Y- Exact 
calculations of the Feynman diagrams presented in Fig. 2.1 give [7] 
da qq->l
+l 9 a2asei 8 
dQ2dt Q2s2 27 
i2 + u2 + 2Q2s 
tu 
and 
da ^ l + l ~ q _ a2ase2q 1 
dQ2dt Q2s2 9 
t2 + s2 + 2Q2it 
-is 
(2.2.11) 
(2.2.12) 
The Mandelstam invariants are defined in the following way for (2.2.11) 
s = {qg + q<j)2 , 
i = (P-Y - Qg)2, 
u = ( k g - qq)2 , 
(2.2.13) 
(2.2.14) 
(2.2.15) 
(2.2.16) 
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Figure 2.1: Real diagrams f'aj for the process qq-^j*g, (b) for the process qg—>-Y*q 
and for (2.2.12) 
s = (qq + kg)2, (2.2.17) 
* = ( p 7 - ? 9 ) 2 . (2.2.18) 
u = { p 7 - k g ) 2 . (2.2.19) 
The matrix elements exhibit poles at i = 0 and u = 0. Consequently, the integration 
over £ in (2.2.11) and in (2.2.12) yields infinity. This divergence is a collinear divergence 
and, according to the factorization theorem, can be factorised out into the parton distri-
bution functions, i.e. for the hadronic cross-section AB—>j* + X and choosing Hf = Q 
we have 
da f daab^t+l~c 
^q! 0 { Q s ) = £ J d x a d x b f a / A ( x a , Q)fb/B(xb, Q) dQ2d~ dt, (2.2.20) 
where (a, b, c) — {q, q, g} and the integrated cross sections / dt{doa^/dQ2dt) are made 
infrared safe. The exact formulae for the G(as) corrections can be found in [3, 4, 7]. 
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In order to extract information on the transverse momentum distribution one of the 
integrations in the cross section (2,2.20) needs to be undone. In particular, using the 
relation 
dxbdi = dydp2T X a X b (2.2.21) 
with 
hi 
X2 ,-y S 
(2.2.22) 
it can be shown [7] that for the qq^l+l g process 
da QQ->r o?as 8 1 
dQ2dydp 
x 
sQ7 27 rT 
— / dxa X a X b Y / e 2 f q / A ( x a , Q ) f q / B ( x b : Q ) 
P% JKnin x a - x x ^ q q 
(2.2.23) + 
XaXb 
where 
Ti 
min __ * " i 1 Xb = 
(2.2.24) 
Thus, at high values of pT the annihilation contribution (qq^l+l~g) gives a p~'2 tail to 
the pT distribution. The Compton contribution (qg^l+l~q) behaves in a similar way. On 
the other hand, at small pT the cross section diverges. Although it would naively appear 
that the divergence is quadratic (~ p~2) , in fact another singular contribution comes 
from the integral in (2.2.23). As p T->0, from (2.2.22) xi^y/rey and also, from (2.2.24) 
x™in^\/rey. Since for pT—>0 the term in the square brackets in (2.2.23) goes to 2, the 
most important contribution comes from integrating xaxbj{xa — xx). In this limit, the low 
end of the integration range x™n equals X\. As a result, the logarithmic term proportional 
to — ln(x™m — x'i), arising from the integration over xa, exhibits a singularity. Moreover, 
- l n ( : C B - zO = 
V 1 — #2 
and the cross section (2.2.23) behaves like 
PT 
l n | ^ - T U l n ( s ( 1 - p f " y ) ' (2.2.25) 
(2.2.26) 
Let us remind the reader that the divergence (2.2.26) stems from the 0(as) real 
emission contribution. The virtual contributions, according to the KLN theorem, cancel 
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the singularities from the real diagrams. Indeed, due to their nature, the virtual contri-
butions are dependent on p\ only proportionally to 5(p\) and, when added to the real 
terms, regularize the logarithmic divergence at pT = 0 in terms of a plus prescription, see 
Section 1.5.3. As a result the distribution dojdQ2dydp\ remains infrared safe. Further-
more, the integral over dp\ for the annihilation process returns a finite result. In other 
words undoing this integration provides an insight into the structure of the divergences, 
allowing us to probe the imbalance between real and virtual contributions discussed in 
Section 1.6.1. The strongest imbalance occurs when pT—>0 which, in the language of Sec-
tion 1.6.1, refers to limited phase space available for the kT of the emitted gluon close to 
the kinematical boundary. 
2.3 Higher orders 
The 0{as) corrections to the Drell-Yan cross section AB—»7* + X involve a real glu-
on emission process. As always, there is a possibility that the radiated gluon can have 
small energy or momentum collinear with the parent quark. Such a possibility reflects 
itself in the presence of logarithmic divergences, cf. Chapter 1.6.1. By the means of the 
factorization theorem, the collinear divergence is taken care of by absorbing it into the 
parton distribution functions. If more gluons are emitted, some of them can be soft. 
Furthermore, since the soft gluons may at the same time be collinear, they potentially 
contribute double logarithmic divergences. Therefore, in the approximation of taking only 
the most divergent terms at each order of as, the structure of the soft gluon contributions 
can be investigated by performing the analysis for the appropriate partonic subprocess-
es. Contributing single logarithms, collinear divergences are thus not of interest in this 
approximation. 
The nature of the soft gluon effects can be studied most easily working in a general 
planar gauge, see Section 1.1.3, and using a Sudakov parameterization of the gluon's 
momenta 
k = pqq + dq-q + kT , (2.3.27) 
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where kT • qq — kT • qq = 0. With the help of the above parameterization the exact 0(as) 
result for the reaction qq^y*9 reads [25, 26] 
^ a,CF f ,„ , r ( n v \ \ ^ „ , (1 - 9)2 + (1 - ixf da 
dp\ s 2TT 
ctsCp 1 
8n 
IT p\ 
In 5 V 1 -
4?4 
(2.3.28) 
where now cr0 = 4ira2/9s. I t follows from (2.3.27) that a gluon is soft and collinear if 
both / / C l ^ C l . The condition of collinearity, but not softness, is imposed if only one 
of the parameters p or 9 is <C 1. Expanding (2.3.28) in terms of p\/s recovers the same 
result as (2.2.26) i.e. the largest contribution in the limit pT—>Q is given by 
d& 
dp2 
a,CF 1 
0"o- 7T p% 
(2.3.29) 
As can be seen from the form of (2.3.28), the term ~ \n(s/p2)/p2 comes from the emission 
of a soft and collinear gluon. The term ~ 3/2/4 arises when the gluon is allowed to be 
collinear, but not soft. 
Analogously, the most leading contribution to the transverse momentum distribution 
in the process when two real gluons are radiated, qq-±y*gg, is given by [27, 28] 
da 
dp2 
a ^ 1 In* ( V 
- a ° ^ p i l n u , 
(2.3.30) 
The above result (2.3.30) is derived under assumption that the two emitted gluons are 
soft and collinear, p,\, 9\, P2, 02 <^ 1- Additionally it is required that k^l2 ^ ^T2,i ~ Pt-
Assuming the soft and collinear limit in the matrix element, but taking into account 
transverse momentum conservation, the calculations give [27] 
da 
dp2 
a2sC2F 1 
7T2 p2 \P% / 
+ 2C(3) (2.3.31) 
I f the approximation of softness and collinearity is relaxed, then other, less leading log-
arithmic terms appear, e.g. such as a term ~ a2 \n2(s/p2)/p2. Nevertheless, in order 
0(a2), there are no sub-leading logarithmic terms related to transverse momentum con-
servation. As we will see in Chapter 3, this result foretells a general property of the pT 
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distribution for multi-gluon emission: the first sub-leading logarithms of s/p\ related to 
transverse momentum conservation appear no sooner than three towers down from the 
leading logarithms. 
Let us now return to the most leading contributions. Due to the radiation of soft and 
collinear gluons we expect the subsequent terms in the perturbative 0{as) expansion to 
behave like \n2N~l(s/p2), cf. (2.3.30). An example diagram representing a contribution 
coming from the emission of only real gluons is shown in Fig 2.2. In the approximation 
<7> 
Figure 2.2: One of the diagrams which needs to be taken into account while calculating 
real gluon emission at higher orders. 
of soft and collinear gluons, calculations for the process qq^-j* + Ng are undertaken 
in the planar gauge and using the Sudakov parameterization (2.3.27). The gluons are 
soft and collinear if the corresponding parameters 0j, / J , are small, i.e 0j, ^ C 1. In 
this limit the most leading contributions are obtained after approximating the matrix 
element by its most singular piece and by requiring that the soft gluons are emitted 
completely independently, ignoring energy conservation [27]. The independent emission 
of gluons leads to the factorised form of the final expression (dynamical factorization, cf. 
Section 1.6.2). Evaluation of the dl and pt integrals gives 
1 da 
c 0 dp2. 0(a" 
1 (asCF 
7T 
N N 
n 
i=l L 
i t 
J n 
d2kTl s 
P ~ l n p " 
^ 2 \ ^ k T l + p " T ) . (2.3.32) 
Note that (2.3.32) has a structure of the iV-th order contribution to (1.6.63) with the delta 
function of transverse momentum conservation being the phase-space constraint Ops-
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If in addition to the requirement of softness and collinearity we also impose strong 
ordering of the gluons momenta, i.e. 
k r n < kTt2 < ••• < kliN <p\<^s, (2.3.33) 
the coupled integrals in (2.3.32) factorise to give 
= a £ C W ( s \ 1 (asCF rv\ dk2 j N " - 1 ( 
O0dplO(a») 7T p\ \ p l ) ( N - 1)! V 7T 7 k2 k2J ' 1 j 
Owing to the presence of virtual corrections, the integral (2.3.34) is finite. Performing 
the integration and summing over N yields 
1 da 1 
< t 0 dp\ p2 
s 
(2.3.35) 
where = 2CV. The above approximation to the qq^j* +X cross section, Eq. (2.3.35), 
is commonly known as the Double Leading Logarithm Approximation (DLLA). For 
a sln(s/p^,) ~ 1 the series in (2.3.35) diverges, i.e. the higher-order terms become domi-
nant.2 Since the DLLA expression arises as a result of dynamical and kinematical factor-
ization, we expect that the cross section exponentiates, cf. Section 1.6.2. In fact, under 
the assumption of strong ordering, the k\ of the gluon corresponds to the variable 1 — 2, 
reaching the phase space boundary at z = 1 (kT = 0). A closer inspection of (2.3.35) 
reveals that it is an exponential power series and as such can be resummed, giving 
Eq. (2.3.36) has been firstly derived by Dokshitzer, Dyakonov and Troyan [29] and is often 
referred in the literature as the DDT formula. 
All orders resummation of logarithmic divergences in (2.3.35) leads to a drastically 
different behaviour of (2.3.36) as compared to the LO expression (2.3.29), cf. Fig. 2.3. 
Clearly it recovers the finite result in the small p T limit. In particular, the resummed 
cross section vanishes when pT—>Q. 
2 This is particularly important in the case of the W, Z production, where Q ~ M\y, Mz- The condition 
as \n(Q2/p%) ~ 1 corresponds to pT ~ 10 -=- 15 GeV. The majority of collected data lies below this limit. 
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of LO perturbative calculation (only logarithmic part) and DL-
LA (2.3.36), for the parton subprocess. 
2.4 The impact parameter space 
Although the DLLA succeeds in resumming the most leading logarithmic contributions 
to the pT distribution it returns a result which is suppressed in the limit pT—>-0.3 The sup-
pression arises directly from imposing the strong ordering condition (2.3.33). According 
to (2.3.33), if a vector boson is produced with a very small pT then there is no phase space 
left for the production of soft gluons and the cross section becomes naturally suppressed. 
In reality, the same vector boson can be, for example, produced in association with two 
almost back-to back gluons with non-negligible transverse momentum. In fact the only 
requirement for the production of a vector boson with pT ~ 0 is that the vector sum 
_ —* 
over the gluons' momenta, J2i kn is small. Therefore one can suspect that the DLLA 
3 I n principle one should also take into account the non-perturbative contribution to the transverse 
momentum distribution, which causes the distribution to be non-zero in the pr-»0 limit. These non-
perturbative effects are discussed in Section 2.5. 
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suppression is simply an artifact of the approximation, in which the transverse momen-
tum conservation condition is destroyed by strong ordering. Moreover, we would expect 
the sub-leading corrections resulting from the correct implementation of the transverse 
momentum conservation to modify the behaviour of da/dp2-, at small pT. 
The exact 0(as) calculations for the pT distribution were performed m [30], where-
as [31, 32] presents a derivation of the 0(a2) result. Unfortunately, owing to the delta 
function of transverse momentum conservation coupling the integrals, it is very difficult 
to calculate (2.3.32) exactly beyond 0(a2) in pT space. In [33] it was proposed to perform 
soft gluon emission calculations in the impact parameter b space, the Fourier conjugated 
space to the pT space. The advantage of the b space method is that it allows correct im-
plementation of the transverse momentum conservation condition [27, 28]. In the Fourier 
conjugated space the phase-space constraint Ops factorises, cf. Section 1.6.2 
e Fs(PT, fcri, -..) = S2 ( p T - * r i ) = / d2b^elE^ j[ , (2.4.37) 
This suggests that in order to properly take into account sub-leading kinematical effects 
related to transverse momentum conservation, resummation should be carried out in 
impact parameter space. 
2.4.1 Resummation in impact parameter space 
Summarizing the discussion above, the following programme accomplishing resummed 
calculations conserving transverse momentum for any differential cross section in p T , i.e. 
da/dpr or da/dQ2dydp2, emerges: 
© First the cross-section (with a delta function conserving transverse momentum im-
plemented) is transformed into the Fourier conjugate, b—space, 
ar(b) = J d2pTe-IBPTa(pl) (2.4.38) 
© then the conjugated cross-section a(b) is computed (resummed) and finally trans-
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formed back to momentum space 
M P T ) = 4^2 / d2be^ar{b). (2.4.39) 
o The resulting or(pT) is a resummed distribution. 
The use of the b space technique allows for a development of a general expression 
resumming all terms of the perturbation series which are at least as singular as 1 /p2 when 
p T-^0 [21]. For the process A B - > 7 * ( — + X Collins, Soper and Sterman proposed 
the general formalism [21] (CSS formalism) 
W k r t = £ y j ^ " ^ r ( b , Q , X . , X i ) + ^ < r , < P r . « . * . . * > . (2.4.40) 
The form of (2.4.40) stems from the standard perturbative formula for the Drell-Yan cross 
section to which the factorization theorem is applied 
Arali 2 = / f -7^Tab(jh, Q, xa/(a, £ - b / C b , MF)/OM(CO, M F ) A / B ( C 6 , PF) • dQ2dydp2 Q2 ^ JXa Ca Jxk ( b 
(2.4.41) 
The short-distance contribution to the cross section TAB has a perturbative expansion 
oo 
Tab(pT,Q,xa/(a,xb/Cb,HF) = Y, °^sN (PR)T{ab}{prFQ,xa/(;a,xh/Cb, I^R, PF) • (2.4.42) 
JV=0 
where as = as/2ir. In the lowest order 
T£] = e 2 B M ( | - l ) & ( | - l ) 8(pT), (2.4.43) 
and we discussed the exact form of in Section 2.3. We also know that in each order 
of as the corresponding is singular with the strongest double logarithmic singularity 
of the form (l/p2)a^ \iS2N~l\p\IQ2), cf. Section 1.6.1. Apart from logarithmic singular-
ities coming from the real emission diagrams and the 5(pT) singularities from the virtual 
diagrams, contains also regular terms 
Tab}(PT> Q, Xa/Ca, Xb/Cb, PR, PF) = V[N)(Q, Xa/(a, Xb/(,b, pR, LlF)S(pT) 
+ £ T£'m)(Q, xa/(a, Xb/Cb, PR, pF)±lnm ^ 
m=0 PT \PTJ 
+ R{ab\pT,Q,XaKa,XbIC,b,lXR,pF) . (2.4.44) 
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The regular part is defined as a set of terms which are less singular that p~2 or 8(pT) 
as pT-)-0. Putting back (2.4.44) into (2.4.41), one recovers (2.4.40), under the condition 
that the function oj assembles the regular parts to all orders 
Z"1 dC Z"1 dCb 0 0 
a f { p T , Q,xa,xb) = Y1 ~T ~T H ^SN(^R)R[^(PT, Q, xa/Q, xb/(b, ^ , HF) 
a,b X a ^a X h ^>b N=Q 
fa/A(Ca, »F)fb/B(Cb, HF) • (2.4.45) 
The singular terms of (2.4.44) are then collected in the function ar(pTlQ.xa,xb) which is 
Fourier conjugated to ar(b,Q,xa,xb), cf. (2.4.39). 
To resum logarithmically divergent terms the perturbation series in dr(b,Q.xa,xb) 
needs to be reorganized. It can be argued [20, 21] that the x a / C a a n d a dependence 
factorises from the xb/C,b and b dependence in ar(b,Q,xa,xb): 
ar(b,Q,Xa,Xb) = Yl [ ~^ f ~fa/A(Ca,/^F)fb/B(Cb,fJ-F) 
a b
 J^a t,a JXb Sb 
x e2Cja(xa/(a, b, Qb, nF)Cjb(xb/Q„ b, Qb, f i F ) , (2.4.46) 
3 
where j stands for the flavour of the annihilating quark and antiquark. The functions C,-a 
are calculable in perturbation theory and we discuss them in detail in Appendix B. As 
functions in b space, they contain logarithms of Q2b2. Since arbitrarily large values b are 
allowed, it is possible that as \n2(Q2b2) >, 1. In this way spoiling of the convergence of the 
fixed order expansion, observed already in pT space, manifests itself in 6 space. 
Notwithstanding, it follows from the results of [20, 34] that ar obeys the evolution 
equation 
d 
din Q2^^' ^ ' X a ' X b ^ = W 6 / x ' a ^ ) ) + G(Q/^ as{p))}ar(b, Q, xa, xb), (2.4.47) 
where again K and G have expansions in as(p). Note that the b and Q dependences 
are isolated in Eq. (2.4.47). Furthermore, the functions K and G satisfy renormalization 
group equations 
d 
u.—K(bv,as(p)) = -7*(<* s(/i)) (2.4.48) 
p^G(bp,as(p)) = +lK{as{p)) (2.4.49) 
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with the anomalous dimension jK being calculable perturbatively [35]. Describing the 
evolution of the functions K and G, the RGE's (2.4.48), (2.4.49) can be used to retain 
control over the large logarithmic terms. By changing the scale in K to /J, ~ 1/b while 
changing the scale in G to fj, ~ Q, the large logarithms disappear. In other words the 
solution of (2.4.48), (2.4.49) yields 
rClQ2 dji2 1 
K(bu.,as(n)) +G(Q/fi,as(n)) = - J —~1KMIA) 
cl 2 jl2  
r ' 
c\i& fi2 2 
+ KiCua^C./b)) + G(l/C2,as(C2Q)), 
(2.4.50) 
and the evolution equation for ar can be written down in a compact way 
d fc'& dfi2 
———dr(b,Q,xa,xb) = -dT{b,Q,xa,xb) / — [A(a s(/i),Ci) + B{as{C2Q),CuC2)} • oinQ2 J c f / f 2 ji1 
(2.4.51) 
The descendants of K, G and jx functions, the A and B functions can be calculated 
reliably in fixed-order perturbation theory. 
Finally, solving the evolution equation (2.4.51) gives the expression for the AB—t^+X 
cross section 
do- o0 f , 2 L ^ . J V 2v- f1 d ( a f l dCb 
J r x" j a, 
x e s ^ b ' c ^ C j a ( x a / C a , b, C , / C 2 , /iF)Cjb(xb/tb, b, d / C 2 , HF) 
+ ^ / ( P n Q . X i . a * ) , (2-4.52) 
with the Sudakov factor of the form 
A(aa(ji), d ) In ( ^ - ) + B(as(fi), Cu C2) . (2.4.53) S{Q,b,CuC2) = - i I 9 
Jcf/b2 dn2 
and 
00 oo 
A(as) = B(as) = . (2.4.54) 
i=l i=l 
The canonical choice of the constants C\, C2 is 
d = C 2b 0 = foo = 2 exp- 7 E . (2.4.55) 
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The first two coefficients in each series (2.4.54) can be obtained [35] from the exact 
0(as) and 0(a2) perturbative calculation by comparing the logarithmic terms therein 
with the corresponding logarithms generated by the first three terms of the expansion of 
exp(S{Q,b,C\,C2)) in (2.4.52). With the canonical choice of Cu C2 (2.4.55) 
A— = 2CF 
BW = -3CF 
BW = c | ( , r 2 - ^ - 1 2 C ( 3 ) ) + C F ^ ( ^ 7 r 2 - ^ + 6C(3)) 
+ CFTRNJ (y - V ) , (2.4.56) 
where Nc = 3. The 0{as) expansion of the function C,,j, cf. (2.4.46), assuming (2.4.55), 
is given in Appendix B, whereas the regular coefficients of the oj part (2.4.45) 
are listed in [21, 24, 36]. 
The derivation of (2.4.52) ensures that the CSS formula resums all sub-leading loga-
rithms in pT space by the means of the b space technique.4 Additionally, the resummed 
part of the cross section has been proved to be renormalization group invariant. In Chap-
ter 3 we discuss the logarithmic structure of the cross section in pT space. Nonetheless it 
can be already seen from the form of (2.4.52), (2.4.53) and (2.4.54) that the perturbation 
series indeed undergoes reorganization (1.6.59) into towers of logarithms. The current 
knowledge of only the first two coefficients in the expansion of A, B and C functions 
allows resummation of the first four towers of logarithms; the f i f th tower contains the first 
unknown coefficient A^ [36]. We will explicitly demonstrate this in Chapter 3. 
4 Another method of soft gluon resummation for vector boson production was proposed in [24]. As 
explained in [36], the formalism of [24] and the CSS formalism differ by terms coming from the sub-leading, 
lower than the fourth tower, towers of logarithms, provided as in the formalism of [24] is evaluated at 
bQ lb2. 
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2.4.2 Matching 
The resummed expression or(pT) is expected to give correct predictions for the pT distri-
bution in the small pT region, pT <C Q. The region of large pT, pT ~ Q, is well described 
by fixed-order results, known up to 0(a2s). Collecting only a particular subset of terms 
in the perturbative expansion for the cross section, both approaches fail to provide an 
expression valid for all values of pT. Such an expression is proposed by (2.4.52), derived 
for the general case of full all-order perturbative expansion incorporating all the terms. 
I t contains the resummed part or and the part 07, defined as a sum of all regular terms 
in the perturbative series. In other words, 07 is equivalent to the difference between 
the fixed-order perturbative contribution and its asymptotic approximation in the limit 
pT—>0, gathering terms at least as divergent as p~2. When all orders are considered, the 
asymptotic approximation is obviously identical with ar. Since knowledge of 07 requires 
knowledge of the fixed-order result, 07 defined as above, i.e. 
0 7 = 
do do 
(2.4.57) 
dQ2dydp2 fixed-order dQ2dydp\ Ifixed-order, asymptotic 
is known only up to 0(a2). Given the truncated 07, o f u n c , the cross section can be 
written as 
Eq. (2.4.58) defines the matching prescription. At low p T the fixed-order and the asymp-
totic pieces effectively cancel, leaving the resummed; at high pT the resummed and the 
asymptotic pieces cancel to a certain order, leaving the fixed-order result. This method of 
matching has been first proposed at G(as) in [24] and then extended to 0{a2s) in [36]. I t 
is characterized by a smaller theoretical error than simple choosing some moderate value 
PT — P°T1 a n d applying the resummation expression or for pT < p™1 and the fixed-order 
result for pT > p™* [36]. 
The matching procedure (2.4.58) is bound to fail eventually since the cancellation 
between the resummed part and the asymptotic, fixed-order part is not complete. In 
particular, resummation introduces terms such as o?$ \n5(Q2/p2) which are not cancelled by 
the second-order asymptotic expression. The uncancelled resummed part is strong enough 
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to cause negative values of the cross section at pT ~ Q [36]. This can be understood easily 
if one realizes that due to the presence of the Bessel function in or and the kinematical 
boundary pT < Q, oT is forced to oscillate at large values of pr. To overcome the problem, 
usually a prescription is provided for how to switch from the matched result to the pure 
fixed-order result [36, 37]. 
2.4.3 Large b treatment 
The CSS resummation formalism involves the non-perturbative regime of large b. More 
precisely, the integration in (2.4.53) extends from 0 to oo. When b —> 1/A then as{l/b) 
grows large entering the non-perturbative regime. Consequently, the result of the inte-
gration (2.4.53) is made invalid. Therefore it is necessary to enrich the CSS formalism by 
a prescription for how to deal with the non-perturbative regime of large b. One approach 
is to artificially forbid b from reaching large values by replacing it with a new variable 6* 
which serves to 'freeze' the perturbative calculations at a certain point bnm, 
K = , h K < bKm, (2.4.59) 
v/i + (b/bVimy 
with the parameter bUm ~ 1/A separating the perturbative and non-perturbative physics. 
This prescription enables us to perform the integration in (2.4.53). Of course, with such 
a prescription, the resulting theoretical predictions should not be expected to agree with 
data at small pT where the contribution of the large b region is the biggest. This prob-
lem is normally overcome by parameterizing the non-perturbative effects in the large b 
region in terms of the form-factor F^bp(b, Q, xa, Xb) so that the cross section (2.4.52), after 
integrating over rapidity, followed by integrating over angles using 
/ e < P T 6 c o s*d0 = 2TTJ 0(P t6) , (2.4.60) 
J 0 
and choosing jip = bo/b*, reads 
= W^IodXadXbS{XaXb'V) 
x J dbbJ0(pTb)es^F%p(b,Q,xa,xb)f^/A(xa,b0^^ 
+ g T ^ / l P T . Q , £ 1 , 0 : 2 ) , (2.4.61) 
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where the functions / ' are defined as a convolution of the C functions with the parton 
distribution functions, see Appendix B. We discuss specific choices for the form of the 
non-perturbative function in Section 2.5. 
2.4.4 Small 6 treatment 
The resummation formalism (2.4.61) does not uniquely specify how to treat the small b 
region. Although this region does not contribute large logarithmic terms, no numerical 
predictions can be obtained without an unambiguous prescription. 
The problem arises because (2.4.61) allows for any small value of b to be considered as 
an argument of the integrand. The limits of integration in (2.4.53) imply, however, that 
b* > bo/Q and smaller values of b (b* ~ b in this limit) are clearly unphysical. Various 
solutions have been proposed. For example one can replace the lower limit of integration 
which ensures that the scale p in the integral (2.4.53) never exceeds Q. The authors of [37] 
proposed a more sophisticated treatment, involving changing the form of the Sudakov 
factor, which, when expanded, enabled them to correctly recover the 0(as) fixed coupling 
result. 
In practice, various treatments of the small b region cause differences in the pT dis-
tribution at the large pT end of the spectrum. For such pT, the resummed calculations 
on their own are not expected to provide reliable predictions and need to be matched 
with the fixed order result, as described in Section 2.4.2. It is then necessary to ensure 
that matching is performed according to a particular prescription applied to the small b 
regime. Thus the choice of prescription has not much relevance if followed by an appro-
priate matching strategy.5 In this thesis, for the numerical results obtained with the help 
of the b space expression (2.4.61) we use the 'minimal' prescription of disregarding the 
5 The analysis in [39] suggest that the method of continuation of the Sudakov factor in (2.4.61) for b 
from l / Q to 0 makes no numerical difference for pT < Q/b. 
in (2.4.53) by [38] 
K bo 1 (2.4.62) 
1 
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values of the integral (2.4.61) for b < b0/Q, i.e. we effectively change the lower limit of 
the integral from 0 to bo/Q-
2.5 Intrinsic transverse momentum of partons 
The cross section expression (2.4.61) is not complete without specifying the form of the 
function F^p. It is introduced in (2.4.61) to account for the initial, non-perturbative qT 
distribution of incoming partons which contributes to the final pT of a produced boson. 
Intrinsic qT is a consequence of the Fermi motion of partons confined within a hadron. As 
it is uncorrected with the momentum of the hadron, the Fermi motion manifests itself 
as momentum fluctuations in the transverse direction. Based on renormalization group 
analysis arguments, in [21] a universal form of F^p has been proposed 
where Qo is an arbitrary constant indicating the smallest scale at which the perturbation 
theory is reliable, Q0 ~ l/bUm. The functions /ig, ha, hb are to be extracted by comparing 
theoretical predictions with experimental data. It is, however, inherent in their definitions 
that 
since as 6->0, ar(b*) « aT(b) and the pT-integrated cross section should remain unchanged, 
so that we require FNP(b = 0) = 1. As postulated in [21] the flavour dependence of F N P 
can be ignored. The ln(Q/Qo) dependence in (2.5.63) is required to balance the Q depen-
dence of the Sudakov factor. Additionally, HQ was proved to be universal and its leading 
b2 behaviour is suggested by the analysis of the infrared renormalon contribution [40], as 
well as recent analysis of the dispersive approach to power corrections [41]. 
However, the detailed form of the non-perturbative function F^bp(Q, b, xa,xb) remains 
a matter of theoretical dispute. Early studies on the fixed-target experiments, see e.g. [3], 
suggested that a Gaussian parameterization of an intrinsic qT distribution provided a good 
Fab (Q, b, xa, xb) = exp -hQ(b) In Q 
2Q 0 
- ha(b,xa) - hb{b,xb) (2.5.63) 
hQ{0) = ha(0,xa) = hb(0,xb) = 0 (2.5.64) 
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description of data in the low pT (1-2 GeV) regime.6 Motived by this result, Davies et al. 
(DSW) [39] approximated the function F N P by 
Q F^(Q,b,xaixb) = exp -g2b In 
2Q 0 
91* (2.5.65) 
The gi parameter in (2.5.65) has a interpretation of a measure of the intrinsic transverse 
momentum whereas g2 stands for a contribution coming from unresolved gluons with 
kT < Q0 as the structure functions evolve from scales O(Q0) to 0(Q). Assuming (2.5.65), 
with a particular choice of Qo = 2 GeV, biim = 0.5 GeV - 1 , and using the Duke-Owens 
parton distribution functions [42] the DSW analysis gave 
gi = 0.15 GeV2, g2 = 0.40 GeV2 (2.5.66) 
An alternative parameterization, proposed by Ladinsky and Yuan (LY) [43], incorpo-
rates a possible dependence on r = xaxb 
( Q ' Kb (Q,b,xa,xb) = exp -g2b In 
2Q0/ 
gib2 - gig3b\n(l00r) (2.5.67; 
Choosing Qo — 1.6 GeV, 6 l i m = 0.5 GeV 1 and using the CTEQ2M parton distribution 
functions, the parameters in (2.5.67) were determined 
9 l = 0 .1 l lg$ GeV 2, g2 = 0.58l°i GeV 2, £ 3 = -1.5lg;} GeV" 1 . (2.5.68) 
Both parameterizations were recently revisited in [44]. Using modern, high-statistics 
samples of Drell-Yan data the values of the DSW parameters were updated 
gi = 0.24 GeV 2, g2 = 0.34 GeV 2 , 
as well as the LY parameters 
* =0.151S;8* GeV p 2 = 0.48l2;8 4GeV, 93 
(2.5.69) 
=-0.5812:^8 GeV" 1 . (2.5.70) 
6 For low energy Drell-Yan experiments (e.g. y^s ~ 30 GeV), the perturbative fixed-order result 
combined with the non-perturbative model alone tends to describe data quite well [3, 7], making the 
effect of the resummed calculations insignificant. 
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The analysis of [44] found that currently available experimental data show no prefer-
ence in the form of the parameterization, i.e. both parameterizations can be considered 
to describe data equally well. However, the form of the non-perturbative function is ex-
pected to be extremely important for obtaining accurate predictions at the LHC. Given 
that existing data concentrated roughly around same value of r , the dependence on r 
is difficult to determine, as opposed to the dependence on Q. The expected values of 
r at the LHC will be very different from the currently achievable values, presenting the 
problem of the non-perturbative function in a new light. 
2.6 Numerical results 
In this section we briefly present numerical results for the do/dpT distribution. Since the 
CSS formalism itself is rather a starting point, not a main focus of our study, the results 
shown here are mostly for the future reference. We compare the theoretical predictions 
for the resummed part of the cross section da/dpT with the recent sets of data on Z boson 
production from the DO and CDF experiments at the Fermilab Tevatron [45, 46]. As the 
resummed part description is valid for small values of p T , we consider only data in the 
range 0 - 2 5 GeV. 
In our analysis we use the first order expansion of as and a continuously changing 
number of flavours Nj, explained in Section 5.2. To improve the speed of the numerical 
calculations while evaluating numerous integrals over the slowly decreasing Bessel func-
tion, we use the ansatz function, see Appendix C, calculated at the scale b0/b*. The rela-
tive normalization between the experimental and theoretical distributions is found taking 
into account only those experimental points with pT < 15 GeV and using a method based 
on minimizing the x2 parameter, as outlined in Section 5.5.2. We consider both DSW 
and LY parameterization functions at Q — Mz, y/s — 1.8 TeV. In Figs. 2.4, 2.5, the CDF 
and DO experimental points are compared with the theoretical distribution, obtained with 
the effective gaussian (LY) parameterization and MRST98 [47] (CTEQ4M [48]) parton 
distribution functions. In agreement with the DO analysis [45] we find that the LY non-
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Figure 2.4: Theoretical cross section in b space vs. CDF data. The predictions were 
obtained using the effective gaussian form of the non-perturbative function with g'2 = 2.75 
GeV 2, 6 l i m = 0.5 GeV—1 and MRST98 parton distribution functions (solid line) as well 
as the LY non-perturbative function with parameters given by (2.5.68) and CTEQ4M 
parton distribution functions (dashed line). 
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Figure 2.5: Theoretical cross section in & space vs. DO data. The predictions were obtained 
using the effective gaussian form of the non-perturbative function with g'2 = 2.75 GeV 2, 
km = 0.5 GeV—1 and MRST98 parton distribution functions (solid line) as well as the 
LY non-perturbative function with parameters given by (2.5.68) and CTEQ4M parton 
distribution functions (dashed line). 
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perturbative function describe the data well. We also find that even better agreement 
(i.e. a better value of x2) can be obtained using the effective Gaussian function 
FNP(b)=exp(-g'2b2), (2.6.71) 
with g'2 = 2.75 GeV 2. 7 The validity of the LY form was also questioned in [37] and thus 
we believe that the form of the non-perturbative function remains a open question. 
Note: The most up-to-date numerical programs, incorporating the CSS formalism in 
b space, matched to the fixed-order 0{cts) result have been developed in [37, 49]. These 
codes calculate distributions for the hadronic production of a vector boson, accounting 
for its decay kinematics. 
2.7 Summary 
In this chapter we presented the soft gluon emission problem in the widely understood 
context of the Drell-Yan process. Starting from the discussion of the parton model Drell-
Yan cross section, we investigated the 0(as) QCD corrections to di-lepton production 
through the creation of a virtual photon 7*. In particular we focused on the real gluon 
emission process, showing that it contributes a logarithmic correction divergent in the 
pT-^0 l imit. Emission of a larger number of gluons results in higher order corrections 
characterized by stronger logarithmic divergences, with the leading contribution of the 
form \n2N~l(Q2/p2T). The logarithms arise because every factor of as corresponds to 
an addition of a real or virtual gluon in diagrams, and each gluon potentially has both soft 
and collinear singularities. Since the KLN theorem is valid to all orders in perturbation 
theory the cancellation of singularities between real and virtual contributions takes place. 
This gives us a regularized (infrared safe) expression at pT = 0 so that the integral over 
p\ is finite. By examining the pT distribution one develops an insight into the structure of 
7 I n fact the value of g'2 — 2.75 GeV 2 was obtained as a result of fitting the effective gaussian function 
to the data. It is almost twice as big as the corresponding g'2 incurred from the original DSW non-
perturbative function. However, the DSW analysis was performed in a narrow range of small Q with 
large errors on the experimental data. 
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the singularities, in particular the imbalance between the real and virtual contributions as 
functions of p x . The perturbation series for the imbalanced contributions coming from the 
real gluon emission diagrams can be reorganized and resulting subsets of terms resummed, 
either via the DLLA expression (if only the most leading logarithmic contributions are 
taken into account), or generally, in the b space based CSS formalism. Once again utilising 
the idea of the RGE equation analysis, cf. Chapter 1, the CSS formalism succeeds in 
resumming all the sub-leading terms which are at least as divergent as p^2. Subsequently, 
as discussed in Sections 2.4.2, 2.4.4, the formalism must be completed with a matching 
prescription and a parameterization of non-perturbative effects. 
In the above analysis of the full resummation formalism we were not concerned with 
the effect of the vector boson decay into leptons or quarks. In particular, we do not 
discuss distributions of the final state particles, after the decay of the boson. Moreover, 
for massive vector bosons, we assume a narrow width approximation. The inclusion of 
the decay effects is not complicated and details can be found in [37], 
At this point it is worthwhile to mention the existence of another approach to evaluat-
ing soft gluon radiation effects. It relies on Monte Carlo simulations, as opposed to exact 
analytic calculations presented above. The parton shower packages like HERWIG [50], 
ISAJET [51] or PYTHIA [52] incorporate the backward evolution technique to simulate 
soft gluon emission. Parton showers resum only the leading logarithms together with 
some of the sub-leading logarithms. Nevertheless much progress has been achieved re-
cently in incorporating the matrix element corrections for the vector boson production to 
HERWIG [53] and PYTHIA [54, 55]. 
In the following chapters we will develop, discuss and apply an analytical approxima-
tion of the CSS formalism in pT space. 
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Sudakov logarithm resummation in 
transverse momentum space 
The impact parameter method provides a fine example of the resummation of logarith-
mically enhanced contributions in perturbative QCD. As we have seen in Chapter 2 the 
b space formalism achieves satisfactory agreement between theoretical predictions and 
experimental data. Nevertheless, the formalism suffers from certain deficiencies and theo-
retical drawbacks which need to be 'fixed' in order to obtain desirable agreement with the 
data. Thus, although its theoretical importance is unquestionable, the b space method 
can be considered as not fully satisfactory. Let us now briefly examine the disadvantages 
of the b space method. 
® Non-perturbative ambiguities 
The final expression (2.4.61) generated by the b space formalism contains a Fourier 
transform integral over b which extends from 0 to oo. As a result no predictions can 
be made without an 'ansatz' prescription for how to deal with the non-perturbative 
region. The usual method is to artificially prevent b from reaching large values by 
replacing it with a new variable b*, and parametrising the non-perturbative large b 
region in terms of a form factor FNP(b). As we have discussed in Chapter 2, this 
method is not free from ambiguities. In fact we would particularly like to stress 
pter 3 
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that it is impossible to make an unambiguous prediction, not only for small p T , but 
for any value of pT, without having a prescription for the non-perturbative regime 
of large b. 
© Matching ambiguities 
The resummed expression, ar, cannot describe the cross section for the whole range 
of pT. It automatically sums all known logarithmic terms (i.e. those containing 
logarithms of l n ( Q 2 / p \ ) ) , but does not take into account ful l fixed-order correc-
tions, which become increasingly important at large pT. A feature of the b space 
method, due to properties of the Bessel function in (2.4.61), is that ar oscillates at 
large pT, leading to a negative cross section. Therefore in order to obtain a con-
sistent description of the data both at small and large p T , one needs to match the 
resummed predictions ar, enriched by the finite part a/, with fixed order predic-
tions at some intermediate value of p T , as discussed in Section 2.4.2. Since it is 
impossible to select any particular subset of logarithmic corrections in crr, there is 
no unambiguous prescription for matching; existing prescriptions require unsmooth 
or even discontinuous switching from resummed to fixed-order calculation at some 
value of pT. This results in unphysical predictions for the cross section around the 
matching point. Additionally, the cancellation between terms in the resummed part 
and in the fixed order part are undermined by the presence of the non-perturbative 
function FNP(b), which distorts the resummed part. 
• Numerical evaluation 
Because of the oscillatory nature of the integrand in the Fourier transform, the 
numerical evaluation of the integral (2.4.61) has proved to be enormously difficult 
and lengthy [56]. The large cancellations between many cycles of the Bessel function 
(as it is a slowly vanishing function in the limit 6—>oo) are difficult to implement and 
create a potential source of numerical errors. To make things worse, the unknown 
non-perturbative parameters, like 6*, gi and g2, need to be extracted from data. In 
order to find the best fit to the data, calculations of the Bessel integral have to be 
repeated many times, once for each different set of the non-perturbative parameters. 
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The above mentioned difficulties of the b space method would be naturally circum-
vented if one had a resummed expression for or in transverse momentum space. First, the 
non-perturbative prescription would be required in, and would affect only, the very lowest 
values of pT. This means that outside the non-perturbative region the predictions would 
be based on the perturbative theory alone. Secondly, since the resummed and the fixed 
order part would both be calculated in pT space, it would be straightforward to distin-
guish between terms which are or are not resummed. Merging with the fixed order large 
pT expression is in principle direct, since the pT logarithms in oT can simply be removed 
from the finite order pieces to avoid double counting. Using the former terminology, oy 
can now be defined as the difference between the fixed order expression and the asymp-
totic form of the pT space resummed or. Then matching of oT + oj to the fixed-order part 
would be explicit, returning a smooth cross section. Together with the non-perturbative 
input influencing only the small pr limit, this should lead to a unified description of vector 
boson transverse momentum at both small and large pT. 
Since the Fourier integral in the b space method leading to the exact pT expression 
cannot be performed analytically, the question is whether it is possible to develop a pT 
space expression approximating the full b space result sufficiently well in the region of pr 
relevant for comparison with data. The goal is to achieve a pT space resummed expression 
reproducing all the good features of the b space resummation without the drawbacks 
related to this method. 
Various techniques have been proposed for carrying out resummation in p T space [57, 
58]. A l l of them resum different subsets of logarithmic terms and we will discuss the 
differences between them in more detail in Chapter 4. Here we present the derivation of 
a method which allows resummation of the first four towers of logarithms. 
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3.1 The formalism of the transverse momentum space 
resummation 
The springboard for our approach is the general expression (2.4.61) in impact param-
eter space for the Drell-Yan cross section [21]. For simplicity, throughout this chap-
ter we shall restrict our attention to the parton-level subprocess cross section. Parton 
distribution functions can in principle be incorporated to yield the hadron level cross 
section without significantly changing the conclusions on resummation. We will discuss 
hadron cross sections in detail in Chapter 5. Suffice it to say here that the subprocess 
cross section can be factored out if one takes Tn moments ( r = Q2 / s) of the hadron 
cross section. Then the subprocess cross section corresponds to the N — 0 moment, 
^-jjp- = p -£(0 , ^ , as(fi2)), as in Ref. [35]. To begin with, we will not include any 
non-perturbative treatment in the small p T region. 
The parton level b space formula reads, cf. (2.4.61) 
^ = ai r b d b J 0 ( P T b ) e ^ , (3.1.1) ap£ 2 Jo 
where, assuming the canonical choice of the constant C\, Ci (2.4.55) 
S(b,Q2) = - j b T ^ [ l n (^)A(as(»2)) + B(as(fi2)) 
2> 
(3.1.2) 
oo oo 
A(as) = Y,<*M(i) B(as) = J2*stB{i) • (3- 1 - 3 ) 
i=l i=l 
The first two coefficients in each of the series in (3.1.3), i.e. A^2\ B ( 2 ) are 
given in (2.4.56). 
It is instructive to see how the logarithms in b space generate logarithms in pr 
space. For illustration, we take only the leading coefficient = 2Cp to be non-zero 
in exp(S(b, Q2)), and assume a fixed coupling as. This corresponds to 
S - ? f » * w > « p ( - ^ * ( ¥ ) ) - <"•«> 
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The expressions are made more compact by defining new variables n = p\/Q2, A = asCF/n, 
x = bpT. Then 
1 do 
CTQ dr) 2/7 
1 z-00 
= — dxxJ0(x) exp ?? 7o 2 r/6§ 
(3.1.5) 
and we encounter the same expression as in [271. which describes the emission of soft arid 
collinear gluons with transverse momentum conservation taken into account. The result of 
numerically integrating (3.1.5) and its comparison with the DLLA approximation (2.3.36) 
is shown in Fig. 3 . I . 1 
0 " 
1 0 D L L A 
b — s p a c e 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
J J 1 0 8 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
V 
Figure 3.1: DLLA (2.3.36) and 6-space (3.1.5) results for the transverse momentum dis-
tribution (l/a0)(da/dn). 
The cross sections are similar over a broad range in r\: the main differences occur at 
(i) small 77, where the DLLA curve is suppressed to zero and the b space curve tends 
to a finite value, as predicted in [33], and (ii) at large n (strictly, outside the domain 
of validity of either expression). The physical reasons for recovering the finite positive 
1For all our studies with a fixed value of the coupling we take A = CISCF/IT = 0.085, Nf = 4. 
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result in the limit r\—>0 were already discussed in Section 2.4: the contributions due to 
transverse momentum conservation fill the DLLA dip at pT—»0. Mathematically, it can be 
seen from (3 .1.1). In the limit pT—»0 the Bessel function tends to unity and the integral 
over b yields a finite positive value. 
At 77 = 1 the pT space cross section vanishes by virtue of the overall factor of 01(1/77). 
This is a crude approximation to the (formally correct) vanishing of the leading-order 
cross section at the kinematic limit pT ~ Q. In contrast, the b space cross section has no 
information about this kinematic limit, and is non-zero at 77 — 1. Furthermore, at large 
pT the b space cross section oscillates about 0. This can be seen in Fig. 3.2, which extends 
the cross section of Fig. 3.1 to large 77 on a linear scale. The first zero of the oscillation is 
clearly evident. Now since this occurs far outside the physical region it might be argued 
that it is not a problem in practice. However, when the first sub-leading logarithm 
is included, the first zero moves inside the physical region, as shown in the figure. It is 
this behaviour which causes problems in merging the large pT fixed-order result with the 
resummed expression, which develops negative values for large p T , see Chapter 2. 
The expression (3.1.5) can be integrated by parts using the relationship 
^ [a;Ji(:r)] = XJQ(X) so that it transforms into 
1 da _ 1 r°° , „ , , d 
(To dn 277 
roc  
/ dxxJAx) — 
Jo dx 
e x P [ {L + Lbf (3.1.6) 
where L = 111(1/77) = \n(Q2 jp\), Lb = ln(a;2/6o). Expansion of the exponential in (3.1.6) 
leads to 
— J- = - E ^ X - t ^ r J 2 J V " 1 V - (3 .1 .7 ) 
which is now a perturbation series in pT space. Here the numbers rm are defined by 
rm= f ° d j / J i ( y ) l n m ( f ) , (3.1.8) 
Jo 0() 
and can be calculated explicitly from the generating function 
h™> m ~ r ( i - 1 / 2 ) ~ e x p [ 2 h 2* + i UJ 
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- 0 . 2 
0 . 2 -
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Figure 3.2: Extension of the b space cross section presented in Fig. 3.1 to large values 
of rj. 
so that e.g. b0(oo) = 1, &i(oo) = 62(oo) = 0, 63(00) = — ^ C(3) etc. 
Due to the L2N~1~m structure of the summation (3.1.7) the accuracy is limited by 
the condition asL2 <1. This accuracy can be improved by extracting the Sudakov factor 
exp (— |Z/ 2 ) from the sum to get 
1 da A -
_ _ = - e 2 
o"o drj 77 N=\ (N-iy. 
( N-l • N—l-m 
m 
IT, N+m N+m-l 
(3.1.10) 
Clearly, the resummation formula (3.1.10) is now well-behaved provided asL <,1. In 
section 3.2 we study the two expressions (3.1.7) and (3.1.10) in more detail. 
Before doing so, it is worthwhile comparing the expression for the differential cross 
section (3.1.1) with the expressions (3.1.7) and (3.1.10). The first, in b space, calculates 
the cross section in terms of a one-dimensional integral. The cross section is well defined 
at all values of pT, and in particular at pT = 0. In practice, however, non-perturbative 
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effects have to be taken into account in this region, as discussed in Chapter 2. 
On the other hand, the large p T behaviour of (3.1.1) is not physical: the integral has 
no knowledge of the exact kinematic upper limit on pT. although numerically it becomes 
small when pT ~ Q. More problematically, as pT is increased the distribution starts to 
oscillate, and it is this feature (built-in via the Bessel function) which makes it difficult 
to merge with the finite-order large pT cross section. 
In contrast, the pr space cross section of (3.1.7) (or (3.1.10)) is an asymptotic series. 
The logarithms are singular at p T = 0, although as argued above this is in any case the 
region where non-perturbative effects dominate. As with any asymptotic series, care must 
be taken with the number of terms retained. 
3.2 Quantitative study of resummed cross sections 
As has been outlined in Chapter 2 the b space formalism allows resummation of all log-
arithmic terms in the cross section. This naturally includes sub-leading logarithmic con-
tributions. Let us remind the reader that the leading terms can be resummed on their 
own in pT space giving the DLLA expression 2.3.36. The sub-leading logarithmic terms, 
which can thus also be viewed as corrections to (2.3.36), have three origins. First, there 
are sub-leading terms arising from the matrix elements that are associated with the coef-
ficients B^\A^2\ etc. Secondly, there are sub-leading effects resulting from the running 
of the strong coupling as. Finally, there are also sub-leading terms in the form of kine-
matic logarithms, which as we will see later, always appear with r m (m > 1) coefficients. 
In the following subsection we focus on this particular type of sub-leading effect and as-
sess its importance. We isolate the effects induced by kinematic logarithms by fixing the 
coupling and taking only leading terms arising from the matrix element. Then, in the 
following subsections, we progressively switch on running coupling effects and sub-leading 
logarithms from the matrix element. 
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3.2.1 Fixed coupling analysis 
We begin our study of (3.1.7) by performing the resummation for the simple case m, = 0. 
This is the DLLA of Eq. (2.3.35), i.e. all radiated gluons are soft and collinear with 
strong transverse momentum and energy ordering, and no account taken of transverse 
momentum conservation: 
~T = 1 t A ' t ^ U i " ' - . (3.2,1) 
cr0 dn n ^ (N - 1)! 
Being a simple expansion of the exponential function, the sum (2.3.35) converges to (2,3.36) 
with increasing number of terms taken into account, see Fig. 3.3. 
10 DLLA 
N — = 5 
10 N 
10 
2 0 N 
10 
\ 10 \ 
0 
J 10 
10 10 10 10 0 0 
Figure 3.3: Convergence of the series (3.2.11) to DLLA expression (2.3.36). 
Next we investigate the effect of including all the m > 0 terms in (3.1.7). (To be ap-
proximated numerically the series has to be truncated at some NmAx. Thus ful l evaluation 
of (3.1.7) up to the N m a x - t h term requires knowledge of the first 2Nm&x — 1 coefficients 
T m . ) The first 20 coefficients, calculated according to (3.1.9), are listed in Table 3.1. We 
find (see Fig. 3.4) that for large m the coefficients behave C ( - l ) m m ! 2 - m , where 
C is a constant. 
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m 7"m m I'm 
0 1.0 10 1122.9875510 
1 0 11 -6141.3046770 
2 0 12 36851.269530 
3 -.601028451 13 -239674.372200 
4 0 14 1677209.4750 
5 -1.555391633 15 -12580409.1300 
6 3.612351995 16 100640859.60 
7 -11.343929370 17 -855451267.600 
8 52.350738970 18 7.699062951e+09 
9 -218.6078590 19 -7.314109389e+10 
Table 3.1: The first 20 coefficients r m , calculated according to (3.1.9). 
a 
i 
o 
10 
0 
10 
10 
10 
0 
8 
0 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
m 
Figure 3.4: The behaviour of \rm\/m\. 
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Figure 3.5: Contributions (3.2.12) to the cross section (3.1.7). Only positive contributions 
plotted here. 
Taking more terms into account, i.e. m > 1, we find that, as expected, the sum (3.1.7) 
exhibits behaviour consistent with an asymptotic series. A single (AT, m) contribution 
to (3.1.7) is of the form 
1 A N ( 1/2) — - I r2N-\-m /o<)io\ 
^ A ( JV-1) ! 2 T m | L ' ( 3 ' 2 - 1 2 ) 
and to show the complexity of the resummation (3.1.7) we display these individual con-
tributions in Fig. 3.5. For all r\ the biggest contributions arise when m ~ 2N — 1, since 
the coefficients r m are largest there. As rj decreases, contributions with smaller m become 
more significant due to the terms with [ } N - m - 1 . 
Our first task is to investigate numerically the dependence of (3.1.7) on the point of 
truncation NmhX, i.e. the order of the perturbative expansion, and the number of terms 
included in the internal summation (3.1.7) - the 'cut-off' value m m a x , equivalent to the 
2JV - 1 
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Figure 3.6: Resummation of (3.2.12). Each point corresponds to a contribution (3.2.12) 
summed in (3.1.7) when (a): 'all ' mmax > 2 A r m a x — 1 coefficients r m are known and (b): 
only mmax < 2 i V m a x — 1 are known. In particular here i V m a x = 4 and m m a x = 7,1 for the 
case (a),(b), respectively. Here N equals power of the coupling as. 
number of resummed (truncated) 'towers' of logarithms down from leading. Obviously 
for different pairs ( i V m a x , m m a x ) different contributions (3.2.12) are summed, see Fig. 3.6. 
In Fig. 3.7 we show a 3D cumulative plot of (3.1.7) which illustrates some of the fea-
tures discussed below. Each plotted value for a given point ( i V m a x , m m a x ) represents the 
sum (3.1.7), truncated at i V m a x and calculated with r m = 0 for m > m m a x . The distinctive 
plateau present for large values of A^max and small m m a x is equivalent to recovering the b 
space result for various r\. Notice how for smaller rj this plateau has a tendency to contrac-
t. If all 2 i V m a x - 1 
— mmax coefficients Tm are taken into account (see Fig. 3.6a), it seems 
that the 6-space result cannot be approximated for any value of Nmax, except for the re-
gion of large 77. This should not be surprising, considering that the 'towers' of logarithms 
have been truncated. Conversely, if only the first few coefficients ( m m a x < 27Vm a x — 1) are 
known (Fig. 3.6b) and the rest of them are set to zero, then in some sense one is closer 
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Figure 3.7: The cumulative plot of (3.1.7) for r) = 10 4 ,10 and its section along 
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to the DLLA situation and it is possible to find Nmax such that the cross section (3.1.7) 
approaches the 6-space result, at least at large enough values of 77. Moreover, it can be 
seen from Fig. 3.7 that it is necessary to consider the first few factors r m , i.e. more then 
one logarithmic tower, to achieve the best approximation of the 6-space result. 
It is interesting to see whether factorizing out the resummed DLLA piece from (3.1.7) 
in (3.1.10) leads to an improvement in the approximation of the b space result. As 
we have already noticed, a key feature of (3.1.10) is that after extracting the Sudakov 
factor, the residual perturbation series has at most N + 1 logarithms of I /77 at yVth 
order in perturbation theory, i.e. the leading terms are now \ N L N + i . This obviously 
extends the validity of the resummation formula (3.1.10) down to values of 77 satisfying 
the condition asL <1. However we know that the terms in the residual sum must give 
a large contribution as 77 —> 0 in order to compensate the overall suppression from the 
Sudakov factor. The terms which contribute to the new series (3.1.10) are illustrated 
schematically in Fig. 3.8. Notice that the extraction of the Sudakov factor results in an 
ability to sum an infinite subseries of logarithms. This observation constitutes a basis for 
our further analysis. However, there is a shortcoming: in order to sum the first m towers 
fully we need to take Nmax = m which leads us to include extra sub-leading contributions 
from more than the first m towers, cf. Fig. 3.8b. 
The individual contributions to the summation (3.1.10), 
2Tjv + m + L r ^ - + m _ i (3.2.13) 
77 m\(N-l-m)\' 
are presented in Fig. 3.9. As was the case for (3.2.12), the importance of the l n ( l /77 ) factors 
diminishes for small m and large 77. Note that for small 77 the sizes of the contributions 
are much smaller here than for (3.1.7). 
Next we perform the same analysis as for (3.1.7), i.e. we study the dependence 
of (3.1.10) on Nmax and on the 'cut-off' value m m a x . Comparing the cumulative plot 
for (3.1.10), Fig. 3.10, with Fig. 3.7, we note that the b space result is now better ap-
proached close to the line m m a x = Nm&x — 1, which corresponds to resummation of all 
Nm&x infinite towers. Such an effect can be observed in the case of (3.1.7) only for large 
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Figure 3.8: Resummation of Eq. (3.2.13). Each point corresponds to a contribu-
tion (3.2.13). The points along the straight line 'power of ln(l/r?) = 2iV' represent terms 
coming from the Sudakov factor. Figures (b) and (d) illustrate contributions summed 
when this factor is expanded. In particular, here i V m a x = 4 and m m a x = 7 for the case 
(a),(b) and m m a x = 1 in (c), (d). Note that only the i V m a x , m in (A r m a x , 2 + 2 m m a x ) first 
towers are fully summed in (b), (d), respectively. 
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Figure 3.9: Contributions (3.2.13) to the cross section (3.1.10). Only positive contribu-
tions plotted here. 
r\. Here the b space result can be reproduced even for very small n given sufficiently large 
Nmax, see Fig. 3.11. When m m a x < Nmax — 1 the balance between different contributions 
is apparently spoiled until ramax becomes considerably small. Again, it turns out that it 
is necessary to incorporate at least the first few sub-leading towers (i.e. some moderate 
Nmax) to obtain the best approximation of the b space result, cf. Fig 3.11. 
The asymptotic properties of (3.1.10) can be most easily seen for large values of rj 
and large Nmax. The apparent discrepancy between the b space result and the summa-
tion (3.1.10) is caused here by contributions with m = N — 1, i.e. terms proportional to 
T 2 J V - I • The other terms are negligible as they contain powers of L which for these r\ are very 
small. The dominant contribution is then proportional to ( — l ) i V m a x _ 1 2 J V m a x r 2 A f m a x _ i / ( A 7 r n a x — 
1)!, i.e. the sign varies as (—1)N™<«. Fortunately, the range of r\ for which the discrepancy 
occurs is outside the region of interest for the present discussion. Also, in practice we 
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Figure 3.10: The cumulative plot of (3.1.10) for 77 — 10 4 ,10 2 and its section through 
the line m m a x = i V m a x - 1. 
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Figure 3.11: The b space result (parton level, fixed coupling, only A^) compared to the 
expression (3.1.10), calculated for various values of Nmax. This plot corresponds to the 
" V a x = N m a x — 1 section in 3.10 for selected i V m a x and various n. 
never take i V m a x so large as to make this effect substantial. Nevertheless, it emphasises 
the necessity of performing a careful matching with the fixed-order perturbative result. 
Let us now return to the relation between the DLLA cross section and the expression 
resumming sub-leading logarithmic corrections (3.1.10). We have already noticed that if 
the double sum in (3.1.10) is reduced to a single sum of terms with m = 0 then the DLLA 
formula is recovered. This obviously corresponds to setting all r m coefficients (except 
ro) to zero. Since in this calculation only , 4 ^ is kept nonzero and the coupling is fixed, 
there are no sources of sub-leading logarithms in (3.1.5) (and correspondingly in (3.1.10)) 
other than those related to kinematics. In other words these sub-leading logarithms are 
related to conservation of transverse momentum, which is preserved in the original b 
space expression. The presence of the r m coefficients must then correspond to relaxing 
the strong-ordering condition. This can be checked explicitly by performing the 'exact1 
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0{oi2s) calculation in transverse momentum space, see also (2.3.31): 
/ d2kTid2kT2 MQ2/%u k2 
J + 
l n ( Q 2 / 4 2 ) 
k2 T2 
S(2)(kTi + k r 2 - P^) 
% ( - i 3 + 4 ( ( 3 ) ) . (3.2.14) 
Strong ordering is equivalent to replacing the S—function by S^(kTi — P T ) X 0(k^x 
+ (1 -H- 2). This gives only the leading L 3 term on the right-hand side. The £(3) term 
represents the first appearance of the kinematic r 3 (r 3 = —£(3)/2) coefficient of (3.1.10). 
We may therefore conclude that the expression (3.1.10), with the Sudakov factor 
resummed and factored out, enables us to resum an infinite series of logarithms while at 
the same time allowing for the inclusion of kinematic sub-leading logarithms. By explicitly 
including r m coefficients in pT space we are able to take transverse momentum conservation 
into account. Moreover, Eq. 3.1.10 has very good convergence properties over a large range 
of n, even while summing the sub-leading logarithmic terms. The b space result can be 
adequately (for phenomenological purposes) approximated by retaining sufficiently many 
terms, see Fig. 3.11. The expression (3.1.10) is thus well suited for the purposes of this 
analysis, i.e. reproducing the b space result by explicit resummation in pT space, and we 
will continue to use this expression for the rest of this study. 
3.2.2 Running coupling analysis 
The ultimate goal of the work presented here is to obtain a more accurate description, if 
possible, of the W production distribution. To this end, one has to incorporate various 
other sub-leading effects in addition to the kinematic logarithms discussed in the previous 
subsection. One example is the incorporation of the running of the strong coupling as into 
the cross section expression. This is achieved by substituting Eq. (1.3.32) in (3.1.10).2 
The effect on the DLLA form factor is to introduce a sequence of sub-leading logarithms 
whose coefficients depend on the /3-function coefficients. If only the 1-loop running of as 
2 I n fact, for the purpose of this calculation we extracted the factors ( 1 / T T ) , ( 1 / T T 2 ) from the 0o, /?i 
coefficients in the expansion (1.3.32), so that from now on f30 — 7r/?0(1.3.26) and /?i = 7r 2 ^t(1.3.26). 
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is introduced then the cross section expression (3.1.10) reads 
l + 3 7 / W / < 2 ) ( 2 L - 3 L M ) ] 
OQ d.T) 27777 
oo 
" E l 
N=\ \ 
„m k N-m—k—l 
c 2 C 3 L 1 
N-l 
7T (JV 
J 7V-1 
m=0 
/ 
V 
jV — 1 ^ N-m-1 ( 
m J k=0 
^C3TN+m+2k+l + 2C2T/v+m4-2fc + C l T j v + m + 2 f c - l 
N - m - 1 
k 
(3.2.15) 
with 
7r + (30as(^)(2L-Lll)] , 
C l = i I n [TT + /3o« s(/i 2) ( L - V ) ] , 
c2 = 
3TT 
1 r 
7T 
(3.2.16) 
and = \n(Q2/u.2). Notice the appearance in (3.2.15) of sub-leading O (a2L3) terms in 
the exponent of the Sudakov form factor. Interestingly, these logarithms can be eliminated 
by a particular scale choice: u2 — Q2r}2^. This restores the same form as in (3.1.10) i.e. 
exp but now with a coupling which also depends on 77. 3 However not, all 
/?0-dependent logarithms are eliminated. For example, we can see from (3.2.16) that 
corrections of order PoasL remain. Of course in a complete calculation the dependence on 
the scale choice should disappear. To illustrate the residual dependence on the scale of the 
cross section (3.2.15) we show (Fig. 3.12) results for two different choices: /x2 = nQ2 = p2 
and /j? = Q2 r)2lz = Q2^3PT3- Also shown is the effect of truncating the sum in (3.2.15) 
at first, second and third order.4 
We see that with / i 2 = Q2^ p?3 there is slightly less stability with respect to the 
truncation point than there is with the choice ji2 = p\. Note also that now the plots 
of (1 /'ao)(do1'drj) are no longer explicitly independent of Q, as was the case when as 
was taken to be constant. The additional dependence on Q enters into (3.2.15) via the 
3There is an analogous t/ c u t-dependent scale choice for resummed jet cross sections in e+e~ annihila-
tion, see for example [59]. 
4Obviously, now we truncate the sum in (3.2.15) at a certain order of Q S ( / U 2 ) , so that 'JV' in Fig. 3.8 
should be read as 'power of as'. 
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Figure 3.12: Comparison between the resummed (3.2.15) using two different choices of 
renormalization scale: /J,2 = p\ (top figure) and u2 = Q2^pAJ* (bottom figure), and the 
first three orders in as(/j,2) in (3.2.15) (i.e. the orders in a s ( / j 2 ) at which the residual sum 
is truncated). Here Q = Mz = 91.187 GeV, as(M2z) = 0.113. 
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coupling a s ( / i 2 ) = 0£a(Q2^3Pr3)- For values of pr where perturbative QCD can safely be 
applied (e.g. pT > 3 GeV) and the energies considered here, the resulting scale \i is bigger 
than the b quark mass, and we therefore avoid evolving the coupling through any quark 
mass thresholds. 
An extension of this analysis for the case of the two-loop running coupling is straight-
forward and gives 
Here 
27!" 77 
1 da _ W J ^ ^ S , , £ 
7T J (N - 1)! ^ 
m=0 \ m 
N-m-l I AT _ m — I I N-m—k-l 
fc=0 \ /o 1=0 
/ 
V 
TV — m — A; - 1 
/ 
1 nm k l N-m—k-l-1 
| C 2 L.3 (,,,(, j 
+ CiTN+m+2k+3l-\ (3.2.17) 
a i ) 
47T 1 + ^ ( / W M
2 ) + ^ i < * a V ) ) ( 21 - 37^) 
6?T 2 
a 2 ( ^ 2 ( 3 L 2 _ 8 L ^ + 6 L y 
c4 
c2 
Ci 
f ^ V ) / ? 2 , 
7T 
4 
3TT2 
1 
+ $ a V ) (3L 2 - ALL, + L j ) ] , 
^ L [ T T 2 + ^ O « S ( / / 2 ) T T + /3 l C * s V)) - ^ ) 
+/? 0 2a 2(/, 2) (L2-2LLtl + Ll) 
Now, after fixing the choice of scale as described above, a new term proportional to 
PlaK/i^L4 appears in the exponential. As a result, the line of points corresponding 
to terms of the form L2N~l in Figs. 3.8a, 3.8c will now change to the set of points 
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corresponding to ct3sNL4N or higher powers of L. Unlike the L 3 terms, those with L4 do 
not cancel when (j? = Q2/3pr3 is chosen. It is impossible to cancel these terms by any 
choice of the renormalization scale. On the other hand, the choice which eliminates those 
terms with L 3 is also the one that minimizes the coefficient of the L'1 terms. 
3.2.3 Resummation including all types of sub-leading logarithms 
A derivation of the expression for the cross section for the case when all known leading 
and sub-leading coefficients, i.e. A^2\ BW, are taken into account follows the 
method introduced above and gives (fixed coupling to begin with) 
/ 
(70 2irr] E 
N-l 1 
N=l\ « J ( ^ - l ) - m = 0 
2 C 2 T N + m + C i T y v + m - l 
N-l N - 1 
(3.2.18) 
with 
4TT 
L [1 + a, 
A™ 
2TT AW 
+ L 2 — - + 
AM IT ,4(i) 
Cl 
c2 
1 + 
a, ,4(2) 
1 + 
2TT AW 
O^AW 
2TT AW ' 
r BW as B(2) 
AW 2* AW 
Now each logarithmic term in the sum (3.2.18) acquires a factor which is a combination 
of the As, Bs and r's. Notice that although the various sub-leading logarithms are mixed 
together, they have a distinctive origin. We have mentioned already that the DLLA 
(i.e. retaining only terms of the form AW^L2N~X ) corresponds to the situation where 
all gluons are soft and collinear and where strong ordering of the transverse momenta 
and energies is imposed. We also know that other terms with AW multiplied by the r m 
arise from using the soft and collinear approximation for the matrix element but relaxing 
the strong-ordering condition. The sub-leading terms with BW etc. correspond to the 
situation where at least one gluon is collinear but energetic [39], cf. Section 2.3. 
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6 0 0 0 
5 0 0 M ( D 3 
8 ^ 
4 0 o |_4(i)2 j B(D 
3 0 _ 1 , 4 ( 1 ) 2 ^ ( D ^ d ) 2 - A ^ A ^ 
2 0 _ | S ( D , 4 ( 2 ) + IOA(1)'V3 + \BM* -
1 , 4 ( 2 ) _ 5 a ) 2 -25( 1 )B(2) + 20A( 1) 2 JB( 1)r 3 
0 - 4 A ^ 2 T 3 + 5(2) 4 ^ ( D 3 T 5 _ SA^A^T3 + 8 A ^ B ^ 2 T 3 
1 2 3 
Table 3.2: Coefficients of the logarithmic terms in (3.2.18), with the Sudakov factor 
expanded, for the first three orders in ds. The rows correspond to powers of ds, the 
columns to powers of L. 
In addition, extracting a Sudakov form factor from the sum (3.2.18) 'squeezes' it down 
to a summation over m from 0 to N — 1, thereby reducing the number of fully known 
'towers' of logarithms (in the residual sum): from the first four to the first two. This 
can be appreciated by comparing the logarithmic coefficients appearing in the expansion 
of the cross section up to and including the first three orders in as with (Table 3.3) and 
without (Table 3.2) the Sudakov form factor extracted. 
These tables also reveal another relevant property: sub-leading coefficients like A^ 
are associated with r factors whose indices are not as high as those which accompany 
A^\ Both L terms and r factors originate from the same \n(Q2b2/bl) terms appearing 
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3 0 0 0 
2 0 0 8A(^r3 
1 AM 
0 B(D - 4 A ^ 2 T , + 4A^\5 - 8A^A^r3 + 8 A ^ B ^ \ 3 
1 2 3 
Table 3.3: Coefficients of logarithmic terms in the residual sum in (3.2.18) for the first 
three orders in ds. The rows correspond to powers of ds, the columns to powers of L. 
Because T\ = r 2 = r± = 0, the coefficients of ds2L2 and ds3L3 are zero, and for higher 
orders the biggest power of L is equal to the order in ds. 
at the very early stage of the derivation. In particular, let us focus on a term with a 
particular power of as and L. To reproduce such a term one has to take \n(Q2b2/bl) up 
to the appropriate power, depending on its associated coefficient (i.e. A or B). For sub-
leading coefficients this power will be obviously lower than for more leading ones. Hence 
the indices of the corresponding r factors are lower for more sub-leading coefficients. For 
example, the index of r accompanying the first sub-leading unknown coefficient A^ would 
be at least four less than the index of a corresponding r for the , 4 ^ coefficient, for given 
powers of as and L. This observation provides us with a strong argument for justifying 
the inclusion of known parts of logarithmic terms from sub-leading towers lower than 
NNNLL. Physically, the r factors are of kinematic origin and as such they are much more 
relevant to the cross section than perturbative lower order coefficients in the expansion 
of A(as(fj?)) and B(as((i2)). While, as we have shown earlier, resummation of the terms 
containing r factors with higher indices can still be of numerical importance for the final 
result, especially for small values of rj, terms with unknown higher-order perturbative 
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coefficients seem to contribute corrections of much smaller size. 
A comparison of effects induced by the inclusion of successive sub-leading coefficients 
in (3.2.18) is demonstrated in Fig. 3.13. Also shown are the results of an exact integration 
in b space. The agreement for low values of n is excellent. At high n we encounter a 
discrepancy of the same nature as that discussed for the case of the leading coefficient 
i.e. for large Nmax the expression (3.2.18) either grows significantly or acquires 
negative values, depending on the number of terms at which the expression is truncated. 
For the values of we use in our calculations this behaviour does not occur.5 
With the above prescriptions for the sub-leading logarithmic terms, kinematic effects 
and running coupling, we finally obtain a 'complete' expression for the cross section: 
J_da 
X 
X 
-a . (M 2 M ( 1 ) 
N-rn—k-l N-m-l N - m - k - 1 N - m - l 
N—m—k-l — l j J\J jj> N - m 
X C 2 C^C^C^C^Ci ^C r l TjV + m _ |_2A;+3/+4j+5i+n-2 • (3.2.19) 
n=l 
The expressions for Sv and the q are now of course much more complicated. Explicit 
expressions up to fifth order in the coupling constant as{u.2) are presented in the Ap-
pendix A. The fifth order appears here as a consequence of using the two-loop expansion 
of the running coupling and including the first two terms in the expansion of A(aa), B(as), 
cf. (3.1.3). The contributions resummed in (3.2.19) and in the b space expression (2.4.61) 
are schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.14. 
Numerical results based on the complete expression are displayed in Figs. 3.15 and 3.16, 
for the scale choice a2 = Q2/3pr3. First, Fig. 3.15 gives the cross section with all four 
Al, Bl coefficients included, together with the first three orders in a s (/ / 2 ) in the entire sum 
5 This is also true for the case of the running coupling. 
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Figure 3.13: The resummed cross section (3.2.18), truncated at i V m a x = 10, compared 
to the results of integration. Top figure: only coefficient non-zero, middle figure: 
non-zero, bot tom figure: , A^>, non-zero. The top figure also shows 
a comparison of the effects induced when subsequent coefficients are introduced. 
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Figure 3.14: Schematic representation of contributions to b space method (2.4.61) (green) 
and to expression (3.2.19) (blue) for i V m a x = 4. A n empty box of a certain colour means 
that there exist other contributions in the perturbative series w i t h the same power of as 
and L which are not included in an expression coded w i t h that colour. A f u l l box means 
all contributions are taken into account. 
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Figure 3.15: Resummation of (3.2.19) for the first three orders in a s ( /x 2 ) in the residual 
sum. Here ^ 2 = Q 2 / 3 j h / 3 , Q = Mz = 91.187 GeV, a s ( A f | ) = 0.113. 
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Figure 3.16: Resummation of (3.2.19) for different subsets of nonzero coefficients, w i t h 
only G(as(fi2)) terms in the residual sum considered. Here = Q2/3p4J\ Q = Mz = 
91.187 GeV, as{M2z) = 0.113. 
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over N in (3.2.19). Notice the rapid convergence when the higher-orders are included. 
Fig. 3.16 shows how the first-order cross section is influenced by the various ,4,, Bl 
coefficients. Note how the relative impact on the leading-order A\ result is essentially 
Bi > A2 > B2, as might be expected. The effect of including B2 is numerically small, 
indicating a reasonable degree of convergence f rom the higher-order coefficients. 
Formally our expression allows the inclusion of any number of sub-leading kinematic 
logarithms, defined by the cut-off value N m a x , which determines the number of fu l ly 
resummed towers of logarithms. 6 In reality, however, due to the lack of knowledge of 
_4(3)5 B^3\ etc. i t is only possible to obtain a result where no more than the first four 
towers of logarithms are fu l ly resummed. Fig. 3.17 shows the effect of including 3, 5, 6, 7 
and 8 towers, normalised to the 4th-tower result, for the scale choice fj? = Q2^pT3 • The 
1.1 
Ratio 3 t o w e r s / 4 towers 
1 . 0 7 5 Ratio 5 t o w e r s / t o w e r s 
Ratio 6 t o w e r s / 4 towers 
1 . 0 5 
Ratio 7 l o w e r s / ' ! towers 
Ratio 8 t o w e r s / 4 towers 1 . 0 2 5 
0 . 9 7 5 
0 . 9 5 
0 . 9 2 5 
0 . 9 
1 0 
P t 
Figure 3.17: Ratio of the results for 3,5,6,7,8 towers of logarithms, normalised to the 4-th 
tower result, for fi2 = Q2^p4J\ Q = Mz = 91.187 GeV, as{M2z) = 0.113. 
6The numerical programme, used to obtain all results presented here, takes into account only 0{a^m") 
or lower order terms in the sum in (3.2.19). This forces the number of fully resummed towers to be i V m a x . 
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Figure 3.18: Dependence of the resummed result for the first four towers of logarithms 
in (3.2.19) on the renormalization scale [x. 
figure clearly shows the numerical importance of the kinematic logarithms of the higher 
towers, and also the stability over a broad range of relevant pT as more towers are included. 
However, this difference is of approximately the same magnitude as the one observed on 
changing the renormalization scale. I n particular, for the first four towers of logarithms, 
changing the scale f rom our default / j 2 = Q2^pr3 to the (lower) scale /j,2 = p2 and the 
(higher) scale u2 — Q2 alters the pT distribution by less than ± 3 % over the considered 
low-p T range, cf. Fig. 3.18. 
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3»3 Summary 
In this chapter we have developed the pT space approach for resumming logarithmic correc-
tions to the transverse momentum distribution in the Drell-Yan process. The formalism is 
well behaved provided asL <, 1. We have carefully studied the effect of various sub-leading 
contributions: higher-order perturbative coefficients, the running coupling, and kinematic 
logarithms. We have confirmed that the kinematic logarithms are particularly important 
at small pT, where they serve to cancel the suppressing effect of the Sudakov form factor. 
Our technique enables us to resum the first four logarithmic towers including the 
N N N L L series, together w i th the first few sub-leading kinematic logarithms. The con-
vergence of our expansion is certainly adequate for phenomenological applications. We 
note that a drawback of this method is the inabil i ty to select particular towers to be fu l l y 
resummed. 
Here we have concentrated only on the perturbative contributions to the parton level 
cross section. Non-perturbative effects (lqT'-smearing), as well as parton distr ibut ion 
functions, must be taken into account before assessing the impact of the sub-leading 
logarithmic contributions on the physical cross section. We wi l l address these issues in 
forthcoming chapters. 
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Methods of transverse momentum 
space resummation 
Although the resummation of the soft gluon contributions is achieved most naturally in 
impact parameter space, there are certain advantages in performing the resummation 
directly in transverse momentum space. In Chapter 3 we demonstrated the potential of 
the pT space resummation while deriving and discussing our formalism. The resummation 
of large logarithms directly in pT space received much attention, starting f rom the early 
work of Ellis, Fleishon and Stirl ing [27]. More recently, Ellis and Veseli revisited the 
idea of the pT space resummation and proposed their own (EV) formalism [57]. Almost 
concurrently, Frixione, Nason and Ridolf i were working on a different approach (FNR) to 
the pT space resummation [58]. Our technique, which f rom now on we w i l l refer to as the 
KS technique, has roots in the Ellis et al. work. 
In this chapter we w i l l examine theoretical differences between various approaches and 
study them numerically. A l l approaches originate f rom the general expression in impact 
parameter space for the Drell-Yan process (2.4.52). In order to highlight the differences 
we shall examine the resummation methods in their most simplified version, i.e. we 
wi l l restrict ourselves to the parton level cross section and ignore certain sub-leading 
corrections, as described below. 
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4.1 EV formalism 
4.1.1 Theoretical properties 
For the f u l l derivation of the E V formalism the reader is referred to [57]. The E V formula 
for the Drell-Yan subprocess cross section reads1 
1 da d . , 
= —r exp[7(p T , Q)\, Co dp\ dp\ 
(4.1.1) 
where 
Q2 
A{as(jl) l n ^ - + B(as(p)) 
i= i 
(4.1.2) 
(4.1.3) 
i=l 
and 
4 ( 2 ) = 4 ( 2 ) 
5 ( 2 ) = J B ( 2 ) + 2 (A( 1 ) ) 2 C(3) (4.1.4) 
I t is clear that the E V method succeeds in developing a fu l ly resummed expression. Con-
trary to the KS expression, there is no explicit sum but instead a resummed Sudakov 
form factor of a specific form. I n order to derive this (4.1.1) analytic approximation of 
the 6 space method one uses an approximation 
J ™ d x J x { x ) \ n m ( ^ ) ~ 0 for m > 3 . 
This means that all the r m coefficients, except r 0 , in the KS formula (3.2.19) are now set 
to zero. As we have seen in Chapter 3, the presence of the r m coefficients is always related 
to kinematic logarithms, which in turn appear i f the transverse momentum is conserved. 
Therefore the EV technique does not provide a proper treatment of kinematic effects. 
1 Again, we take the zero-th moment of the hadron level expression, in the way described in Chapter 3. 
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The correspondence between the EV and the KS method can be easily illustrated i f one 
takes a fixed as and sets all coefficients A^\ to be zero, except Then i t follows 
f rom (4.1.1) that 
Ida A ^ a S T r 1 m r 2 l 1 ~ \ N ( 1 \ N ' 1 t 2 N , 
- = - L e x p — A l l ) a „ L 2 = - V — L2N~l. (4.1.5 
ao dV V i 2 J V j t , ( N - l ) \ \ 2 J X ! 
which is exactly the KS expression (3.1.7) taken for m = 0. Here L = ln(p2/Q2) = 111(1/77). 
More precisely, in this l imi t Eq. (4.1.5) corresponds to the D L L A approximation (2.3.35). 
The non-trivial rm coefficients first appear in the four th tower of logarithms. Therefore 
the E V formalism fu l ly resums only the first three towers and does not include known 
contributions f rom sub-leading N N N L L series of (kinematic) logarithms. This is part ial ly 
compensated by a redefinition B^—tB^ = B^ + 2(A^)2(^(3) which, although correctly 
accounting for a a2L° term in the N N N L L tower, as can be seen f rom (3.2.14) and (2.3.31), 
distorts other terms in this series, cf. Table 3.2. Furthermore, i t also distorts terms f rom 
more sub-leading towers wherever the B^ coefficient appears. W i t h the help of the KS 
method, one can obtain the first four series fully resummed. Nevertheless, i t should be 
remembered that generally both approaches do not give 'pure' results, i.e. when other than 
kinematic sub-leading effects are taken into account (running coupling, matr ix element) 
then the additional terms, coming f rom more sub-leading towers than N N L L or N N N L L , 
w i l l also be resummed. The contributions resummed in both approaches are schematically 
presented in Fig. 4.1. 
4.1.2 Numerical comparison 
We begin our investigations by comparing the two methods in the l im i t of a fixed coupling 
and only one non-zero coefficient , 4 ^ . W i t h these assumptions the EV expression is 
equivalent to the D L L A , and as we have already discussed in Chapter 3, the kinematic 
logarithms included in the KS formula serve to cancel the suppressing effect of the D L L A 
Sudakov factor, leading to a better approximation of the b space result, cf. Fig. 4.2. 
I n a more complicated case, when other sub-leading contributions are also resummed, 
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of contributions to (4.1.1) (green) and (3.2.19) 
(blue). A n empty box of a certain colour means that there exist other contributions 
in the perturbative series w i t h the same power of as and L which are not included in 
an expression coded w i t h that colour. A f u l l box means all contributions are taken into 
account. 
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Figure 4.2: Comparison between various pT space resummation approaches and the b 
space method. Here as = 0.2, / 0 only. 
the effect introduced by the redefinition of in (4.1.1) seems to be comparable w i t h 
that caused by summing additional, more than N N L L sub-leading terms when only 0(azs) 
contributions are taken into account in (3.2.19), cf. F ig 4.3. Fig 4.3 shows also the 
comparison between the KS result (3.2.19) w i t h the four th tower resummed and the E V 
result (4.1.1). Numerically we encounter an increase in the cross section of approximately 
3% for all values of pT, when the scale equals p, = Q. 
4.2 FNR formalism 
4.2.1 Theoretical properties 
The complete F N R formalism for the Drell-Yan cross section can be found in [58]. Again, 
i t is easier to discuss the properties of this approach, and the differences wi th respect to 
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Figure 4.3: Resummation of the L, NL , N N L and N N N L towers of logarithms (solid line) 
and resummation of the L , NL, N N L towers (dashed line) according to (3.2.19) versus 
E V result (4.1.1). Here p2 = p\, a 5 ( M | ) = 0.113. The approximation of the step-like 
behaviour of Nj results in an artificial 'k ink ' at pT = m&. 
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the KS approach (3.2.19) in the approximation of a fixed as and only one non-vanishing 
coefficient . Then the F N R expression has the form 
1 1 
O0 dp2 
d 
dp2 
exp 
, - 2 * ^ ( 1 - a . A ^ L ) ) 
r(l + asAML)j ' ( 4 ' 2 " 6 ) 
In a manner similar to the EV approach, the FNR resummation method is characterized 
by a compact form, avoiding the infinite summation. Using the notation of Chapter 3, 
Eq. (4.2.6) reads2 
l_da 
do dn 
d_ 
dr\ 
exp 
- 2 A L r(i - XL) 
r( i + XL) (4.2.7) 
2The value of the lower limit of integration in (3.1.2) is b^/b2. This is different from [58] where the 
constant C\ in (2.4.53) is chosen to be C\ = 1. Therefore the expression (4.2.7) differs from the original 
expression in [58], i.e. Eq. (4.2.6), by a constant. 
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To derive the F N R expression (4.2.7) one expands the exponent in (3.1.6) 
exp (4.2.8) 
where Lb = In (x2/bl), and retains only the first two terms (defined as ' N L L ' approxima-
tion in [58]): 
1 do d f°° ( A \ 
— — = — / dxJt(x)exp — L 2 - XLLb) . (4.2.9) cr0 dn dr\ Jo \ 2 J 
This is a point where the F N R approach departs f rom its common roots w i th the KS 
(EV) technique; the KS technique involves exact integration in (3.1.6). The ' N L L ' ap-
proximation is applied here in the spirit of (1.6.65), i.e. taking only the functions f x and 
/ 2 , which ensures the validity of such approximation for asL <,1. Note that keeping only 
the leading ~ L2 term in the exponent (4.2.8) corresponds to the D L L A . A great ad-
vantage of the ' N L L approximation' is that the x integral can be performed analytically, 
leading to (4.2.7). There is in fact a direct link between the KS and FNR approaches. I f 
instead of performing the integration in (4.2.9) one expands the re—dependent terms in 
the exponent and then performs the integration, the result is 
a0d7] rj ^ ( 7 V - 1 ) ! 
Clearly this is just the expression (3.1.10) taken at m — 0. Indeed the same result can be 
derived f rom the resummed expression (4.2.7) by recalling the definition of the generating 
funct ion (3.1.9) and using the relation 
oo n 
\nT(l + x) = - \ n ( l + x ) + x ( l - j E ) + Y{-l)n[((n)-l}—, | x | < 2 . (4.2.11) 
The contributions being resummed in both KS and F N R approaches are illustrated 
schematically in Fig. 4.4. The terms presented there are the terms emerging in the full 
perturbative expansion, i.e after expanding and mult iplying in the Sudakov factor. Note 
that summing over all logarithmic terms wi th a given power of as must result in the 
perturbative expansion coefficient of the same order, up to logarithmic accuracy. Of 
course a formula w i t h an expanded Sudakov factor is valid only when asL2 <, 1. The only 
reason for expanding the Sudakov factor here is to determine which terms in the overall 
perturbation series are actually being resummed in (3.1.10) and (4.2.7). I t is these latter 
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Figure 4.4: Schematic representation of contributions to (4.2.7) (red) and (3.1.10) (blue). 
A n empty box of a certain colour means that there exist other contributions in the per-
turbative series w i t h the same power of as and L which are not included in an expression 
coded wi th that colour. A f u l l box means all contributions are taken into account. Here we 
assume a fixed coupling O J s , only ^ 0 and N m a x = 4. Note that due to T\ = r 2 = r 4 = 0 
all contributions to the 2nd, 3rd and 5th tower are zero in this approximation. 
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expressions, which can be regarded as the 'master equation' of the two approaches, that 
we use to obtain numerical results, and both approaches remain well-behaved provided 
asL <1. 
Unfortunately, the range of applicability of the FNR resummed formula (4.2.7) is 
seriously restricted. As pointed out in [58], the expression (4.2.7) suffers f rom singularities 
at XL = 1,2,.... ( In fact these singularities are poles of order two.) Therefore the first 
pole encountered as r\ decreases is at n m t = exp ( —1/A), i.e. = Qexp (—-n/2asCp)• 3 
A natural extension of the approach of [58] would be a resummed analytic expression 
also including m = 1 terms in the classification of (4.2.10). In fact one can systematically 
include the sub-leading ' N N L L ' terms of (4.2.8) using the identity 
exp (-"- (2LU + L})) = g i - * L - exp (-XL L/,) , (4 .2 ,2 ) 
which generates more sub-leading terms as derivatives of the F N R analytic ' N L L ' result . 
In particular, including the m — 0,1 contributions yields 
1 da 
a0 dn m=o,i dn r X P I 2 ) { 2Xd?n 2Xdr, 
2 \ " 2 A L T ( l - XL) 
b0 J r ( l + AL) 
(4.2.13) 
This, however, does not cure the singularity problem but makes i t even worse. I t turns 
out that i f the upper l imi t of the sum over m increases by 1, the order of the poles 
increases by 2, e.g. the formula (4.2.13) has poles of order four at r f n i . Effectively, as this 
upper l im i t increases, the region where the approximation of the b—space result becomes 
better contracts. This signals the instability of the FNR expansion. Consequently, i t does 
not seem possible to extend the FNR approach beyond the ' N N L ' approximation in a 
systematic way. 
3This may appear to be an irrelevantly small value but, as shown in [58], when the running coupling 
constant is used the pole moves significantly towards higher values of pT-
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4.2.2 Numerical studies 
In Fig. 4.2 we present the resummed FNR result (4.2.7) as a function of rj. The pole 
at r f r A is evident (the distribution —> —oo as the singularity is approached f rom above). 
Since the position of the pole moves towards higher p^,n t w i th increasing Q, one should 
be very careful when applying the F N R formalism to describe production of a of very 
heavy particle, e.g. the hypothetical Z' boson. On the contrary, the KS formalism does 
not have problems w i t h recovering the resummed result in this l i m i t , provided sufficient 
number of towers is considered. This is because the KS approach takes into account terms 
~ L\ in the exponent (4.2.8) which arise as a consequence of the transverse momentum 
conservation. 
The resummed F N R result can also be compared to the ' truncated' expression (4.2.10), 
cf. Fig. 4.5, for various values of the cut-off parameter Nmax. This shows the effect of 
X I 
to 
T 3 
I I I Mill 1—I I I IMI| I—I I I Ml!| 1 I I I IfM| i i Mill 1—i i i i i 11| i—i i i i i u 
a , = 0 . 2 , ?? t r i,= 8 . 1 0 " 
b s p a c e 
Fnxione et al 
Figure 4.5: The 6 space result compared to the expression (4.2.7)and (4.2.10), calculated 
for various values of Nmax. W i t h the choice as = 0.2, (4.2.7) is only applicable for 
r] >8. x 10~ 6. 
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successively adding more and more of the sub-leading'm = 0' terms, starting f rom the 
D L L A expression for N m a x = 1. Convergence to the (singular) resummed F N R result 
(4.2.7) for large N m a x is clearly evident. 
The singularity problem in the FNR approach is illustrated in Fig. 4.6. We show there 
the ratio of the numerically calculated expressions (4.2.7), (4.2.13) to the ' f u l l ' b space 
result. Because the singularity is stronger in (4.2.13) than in (4.2.7) the applicability of 
the former expression is restricted to a smaller region of rj. 
T— I I I 11111 1—I I I lllj I—I I I 111 T| • 1—I I I I Hl| I—I I II 1111 1—I I I 1111 j 1 I I II Ml| 1—I I I I I M 
\ a, = 0.2, 7?„n = 8. 10" 6 1 
m = 0 _ 
m = 0,1 \ : 
i o 8 10 7 10 6 10 5 10 4 10 3 10 2 10 1 1 
v 
Figure 4.6: The ratio of the numerically calculated (4.2.7) (m=0 curve) and (4.2.13) 
( m = 0 , l curve) to the b space result. 
4.3 Summary 
In this chapter we have shown that the EV, KS and F N R approaches start f rom the 
same expression for the cross section in b space, but organise the perturbative expansion 
o 
o 
1 0 3 
1 0 2 
10 
1 
- 1 
10 
-2 
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in pT space in different ways such that different sub-leading pT logarithms are included. 
In the KS approach, towers of sub-leading logarithms f i l l in the Sudakov ( D L L A ) dip 
at small pT. Whereas up to the first four towers can be successfully resummed in this 
way, the EV technique is l imited only to the three most leading series. In the FNR 
approach, a particular subset of sub-leading logarithms is resummed to all orders, but the 
resulting expression has a singularity at pT = p"11, below which the cross section is not 
defined. The pole at p!j. n t does not have any physical meaning and can be treated as an 
artifact of the F N R approximation. Since we have shown that attempts systematically to 
include the ' N N L L ' contributions in this approach lead to even more singular behaviour 
than that observed in the ' N L L ' case, this may cast doubt on the validity of the ' N L L ' 
approximation used in the F N R approach. Both E V and FNR results can be obtained in 
the KS approach by including only the appropriate sub-leading terms. In this sense the 
KS approach can be considered as the most universal. 
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colliders 
About 90% of al l W and Z bosons produced at the Tevatron have a transverse momentum 
smaller than 20 GeV. These bosons mostly acquire their transverse momentum as a result 
of the radiation of soft gluons by their parent partons. The correct theoretical description 
of a process involving emission of soft gluons requires the resummation of large logarithmic 
corrections. Having studied in the previous chapters various resummation formalisms, 
w i t h particular focus on those in pT space, we now tu rn to the phenomenology of the 
process. 
First we derive the hadron level cross section in the KS approach using the Mel l in 
transform method. I t needs to be stressed that here we investigate only the resummed 
part of the cross section and do not perform matching wi th the fixed order calculations. 
The resummed part accounts for almost the entire cross section in the pT range of interest. 
For the b space method i t is estimated that the aj piece of the cross section contributes 
less that 10% to da/dpT at pT ~ 20 GeV and the total contribution of the aT term to 
,•30 GeV d(J 
\ dpT-— is less than 1% [60]. 
Jo dpT 
In a manner similar to the b space formalism, the pT space formalism is incomplete 
Vector boson production at hadron colliders 
without a prescription for dealing wi th the non-perturbative region of small p T . Hence 
we first discuss the possible forms of the non-perturbative inputs. This is followed by a 
comparison w i t h the Tevatron data on Z boson production. We finish our investigations 
by commenting on W production and the ratio of W to Z pT distributions. 
5.1 Theoretical cross section for pp—>W, Z + X 
In analogy w i t h the parton level expression, the derivation of the resummed part of the 
theoretical cross section for the Drell-Yan process follows f rom the b space formula, cf. 
Chapter 2 1 
da 
dp%dQ2 Q2 q 
2 Jo 
^ X! e 9 JQ D%A D X B 5 ( x A X B - Q- ] X 
2 Jo d b b J ^ P T ^ exPl<S(b,Q)]f'q/A UA, j J f'n/B (XB: J 
A t the moment we focus on the non-singlet (NS) cross-section, i.e. 
(5.1.1) 
fq/H — fq/H fq /H 
are the modified higher order NS structure functions, defined as in Appendix B. The 
A^-th moment of the cross section wi th respect to T — Q2/s has the form 
M(N) = J N
Q2 da 
dr T a0 dp2 dQ2 
1 poo _ bn - hn 
= E ^ / 0 d b b J 0 ( p T b ) e x p [ S ( b , Q ) } f ' q / A ( N , f ) ^ / B ( N , j ) . (5.1.2) 
Solving the D G L A P equation for the N-ih moment of the modified structure funct ion 
f'q/H(NiQ) = J d x H x ^ f q / H { x H , Q ) yields (cf. Appendix B) 
J(b0/b)2 p? 
f'q/H(N,Q), (5.1.3) 
'Here we mostly adopt the method presented in [57] with modifications necessary for the KS method. 
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which leads to 
M(N) = XX 2 f'q/A(N,Q)fl/B(N,Q) 
1 f°° 
x - / dbbJ0(pTb) exp 
2 Jo 
5(6, Q ) - 2 / -77v(a s (M)) . (5.1.4) 
Integration by parts, familiar f rom the derivation of the par ton level expression, see 
Eq. 3.1.6, allows us to write 
1 
g 
M{N) 
2p2 
Y , $ f ' q / A ( N , Q ) f ! , , B { N , Q ) 
d f°° fQ2 dp? 
^ dxx Ji(x) — exp S{x,Q) - 2 —~?'N(as{p,)) 
d 
d p n E e U ~ ' q / A ( N , Q ) f q / B ( N , Q ) 
x / dxJi(x) exp S(x,Q) - 2 L p 2 — j'N(as(fi)) 
d 
T V Q 
f°° fPr dp, 
x / dxJi(x) exp S{x,Q) - 2 L2 2 —j'N{as{ji)) 
Jo J-KL ixL 
rp'r 2 , 
where x = pTb. In the second transformation we used the identity first derived by the 
authors of [57], (Eq.(25) of [57]), whereas the last transformation was made possible by 
applying the solution of the D G L A P equation. 
exp exp[<S(x,Q)] . (5.1.5) 
In order to proceed w i t h developing an expression for the hadron level cross section, 
the following approximation is introduced 
CPT dp? , 
J 2 ' 
The above equality is exact for the first four towers of logarithms; i t is the f i f t h tower 
which w i l l contain the first modified anomalous dimension coefficient 7^. This can be 
easily seen by expanding the exponential in (5.1.5) (assuming fixed coupling constant) 
fPr D  
exp S ( x , Q ) - 2 ] t l £ - ? r - l ' N ( a M ) 
Y . 
N-0 
( - 1 ) 
JV 
12 
(AM a, + A^a] + . . . ) (L + Lbf + ( B « a , + B^a])(L + Lb) 
+ 2 ( 7 ^ + 7 ^ + - ) ^ 
'(2)^.2 
s 
N 
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where L = ln(Q2/p2) and Lb = \n(x2/bl), as in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 . The first term 
containing which does not vanish after integration over x is of the form 
d s N A ^ N 1'y'^L2<iN~2)Lf. The same statement holds also for the singlet parton distr i-
bution functions. Therefore f rom now on we wi l l perform resummation only for the first 
four towers of logarithms, meaning i V m a x = 4 in the KS parton level formula ( 3 . 1 . 1 0 ) . 2 
The resulting expression 
d_ 
dp2 K q 
can now be transformed back to momentum space by the means of the inverse Mell in 
transform 
M(N) = f',/A(N^T)f',/B(N,Pr) f~"dxJ^x) exp[S(x,Q)]} ( 5 . 1 . 6 ) 
da 
dp%dQ2 Q q ?| E
 e? / D X * D X B & U A X B - X 
dp 
i P T ) f'q/B(XB,PT) \ • ( 5 . 1 . 7 ) 
I da Q2 r°° . . , , d 
A t the parton level we calculated the quantity, see Eq. 3 . 2 . 1 9 
f  
/ dxx J Ax)— exp[<S(x, Q)\ 
Jo dx 
I — 
dx 
a0 dr\ 2pT T 
Q2 f°° d 
— exp(Sr,(Q)) I dxx Jl(x)  exp[S(x,Q)} 
2pT 
2 £ i ( p r , Q ) 
in terms of resummed towers of logarithms in p T space. Here S(x, Q) = S(x, Q) — SV(Q). 
roo 
The expression for / dxJx{x) exp[S(:r, Q)} can be derived in a similar manner 
Jo 
Jq dxJ, (x) exp[S(x, Q)} = expfo) £ ( — ) £ 
N=l 
N-m-l / ft _ m _ 1 
k=0 \ k 
\ N-m-k-1 ( 
E 
/=0 
N - m - k - 1 
/ 
m=0 \ m 
N-m-k-l-1 
x E 
j=0 
I N - m - k - l - \ \ N-m-k-l-j-l ( N _ m _ k _ i _ j _ i 
V 
E 
i=0 
2 In any case, the fifth tower of logarithms cannot be fully taken into account due to the lack of 
knowledge of . 
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v rm k I J i N-m-k-l-j-i-l 
L2 c-3 (-4c5c6c-l T/V+m+2/c+3/+4j+5i-l 
= S 2 ( P T , Q ) , (5.1.8) 
w i t h Sv and c coefficients defined in Appendix A. Finally we arrive at the pT space formula 
for the Drell-Yan cross section at the hadron level 
da a0 ^ 2 fl , , r ( Q2 dxA dxB 8 xAxB I x 
dp\dC? Q2 Y 9 Jo " D V s 
^ - { E 2 ( p T , Q ) 4 / / 1 ( ^ 4 i P T ) / 9 - / j B ( 3 ; B ! P T ) } • (5.1.9) 
From now on we w i l l refer to above Eq. (5.1.9) as the KS hadron-level formula in pT space. 
Analogously the transverse momentum distribution for a massive vector boson V pro-
duced in pp^rV + X reads 
J— = a0 2_ Uqq' / d x A d x B 0 X A X B X 
apT qq, Jo \ s j 
d { Z 2 ( p T , M v ) f ' q / A ( x A , p T ) f ' q , / B ( x B , p T ) } , (5.1.10) 
where 
dpT 
N 
i I 2 V = W ± , 
U 0 , = 1 9Q (5.1.11) 11 | . 2 . (V? + A J ) V V = Z, 
w i t h Vqgi, Vq, Aq defined in Chapter 2. 
I n practice i t is better to split the differentiation in (5.1.10) into two terms 
da / - i , J Ml^ 
a 0 ^ Uqq, I dxA dxB 5 I xAxB - — x apr q q l Jo \ s ) 
\ - — S I ( P T , M v ) f q / A ( x A , p T ) f ' q l / B { x B , p T ) 
+ X 2 ( p T , M v ) ^ [ f ' q / A ( x A , p T ) f ' q l / B ( x B , p T ) } l j . (5.1.12) 
This trick allows us to apply an inevitable numerical derivative only to the product 
of the structure functions, not to the whole expression, leading to a reduction of the 
numerical error. 
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A dramatic improvement in the amount of computing time used can be achieved, at 
a low cost in terms of the accuracy, by parameterizing the integral over the partons' 
momenta fractions XA, xB m (5.1.12) by an ansatz function (typically a polynomial of the 
5th order in l n (p T ) ) , see Appendix C. The usefulness of this solution relies on the absence 
of XA, XB anywhere in (5.1.10) except in the structure functions. 3 
5.2 Treatment of the quark mass thresholds effects 
The Drell-Yan cross section 5.1.9 has been derived in the l imi t of the fixed number of 
quark flavours, N f , which implies no quark mass thresholds are considered. However, the 
original b space expression depends on N f , which is taken to be the number of quark 
flavours active at the scale at which as is evaluated. The dependence on Nf enters in 
the Sudakov factor through the A^2\ £? ( 2 ' coefficients and through the (3 funct ion in the 
expansion of as. Consequently one would expect the pT space method to have some form 
of dependence on Nf as well. Nevertheless, there are no indications that the treatment 
of Nf in b space is universal or unique. Additionally, i f taken literally, i t poses technical 
problems while deriving the pT space expression. Therefore for our pT space method we 
propose to change Nf according to the number of flavours active at the renormalization 
scale at which as is calculated while the expression is derived in the massless quarks l i m i t . 
W i t h the choices of the scale we use this roughly corresponds to the energy scale of the 
emitted gluons and fits into the physical picture of the process. I t is reassuring that the 
quantity C(3)> {^z — —C(3)/2), which also appears in the fixed-order expression (2.3.31), 
is retrieved in our method when the above treatment of Nf is applied. This would not be 
possible i f we transferred the b space treatment of Nf strictly into our method. 
Changing the number of active quark flavours Nf immediately leads to a problem of 
obtaining reliable predictions free of unphysical discontinuities. The running coupling 
a^s is t radit ionally constructed by solving the renormalization group equations using 
3This is not true if the non-perturbative parameterization depends on the partons' momenta fractions, 
see Chapter 2, Section 2.5. 
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perturbative approximants to the j3 function which change discontinuously at the quark 
mass thresholds. This is equivalent to using effective Lagrangians wi th a fixed number of 
completely massless fermions and a fixed number of infinitely massive fermions in each 
energy range between quark mass thresholds. Although the continuity of the coupling 
is not required by the theory, a standard procedure is to impose matching conditions at 
the thresholds. This ensures an equivalence between the effective theories and relates the 
values of the coupling for different energy regions. Depending on the accuracy (in the 
sense of the order of calculations) of the matching conditions in the MS scheme, different 
problems arise, like lack of analyticity, differentiability or even continuity of the coupling. 
For example the one-loop matching conditions require to be continuous at each quark 
threshold, but leave its derivative discontinuous. 
I n a recent work [61], Brodsky et al. proposed to analytically extend the [ S scheme so 
that i t incorporates the finite-mass quark threshold effects into the running of the coupling. 
By connecting the coupling directly to the analytic and physically-defined effective charge 
ay scheme the authors obtain an analytic expression for the effective number of flavours 
which is a continuous function of the renormalization scale /j, and the quark mass mt. 
As a result, the evolution of the analytically extended coupling d s M S in the intermediate 
regions reflects the actual mass dependence of a physical effective charge and the analytic 
properties of the particle production in a physical process. Attracted by the advantages 
of the analytically extended MS scheme, we employ i t to calculate the values of Nf and 
as(nii) = ds(u,R) to obtain results in the KS approach. Of course, our technique is not 
theoretically strict, since up to this point we performed all calculations in the MS scheme. 
For our purposes the number of active flavours Nf is taken as the lowest order expression 
Solving the renormalization group equation for the analytic extension of the MS coupling 
for N from [61] 
/,MS L 1 1 5m o N IMS a2 exp(5/3) (5.2.13) 
MS 
MS 
dm a 
7 ( 0 ) , c i s M S (/i) 
+ ... (5.2.14) 
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w i t h 
1 o N 3 /,MS (5.2.15) 
gives 
« s M S ( p ) = 6 (5.2.16) 
ln(/i2 exp(5/3)+5m2) 
ln(/x 2/A 2) 
For the sake of numerical calculations we use the value (at one-loop) A = 98.5 MeV 
to restore the current world average estimate of the strong coupling at the M z scale, 
ol^iMz) = 0.1175. 
5 o 3 Inclusion of the non-pert w h a t ive effects in pT space 
In Chapter 2 we thoroughly discussed problems related to modeling the non-perturbative 
contribution in the b space method. Let us remind the reader that the non-perturbative 
ansatz in pT space is expected to be required only where the perturbation theory fails 
i.e. at the very low values of p T < 2 — 3 GeV. In this way a region of higher pT can be 
described purely by the resummed perturbative QCD. St i l l , the W mass measurement is 
made in the region of pT < 30 GeV [63], and thus correct inclusion of the non-perturbative 
effects w i l l play a significant role in achieving good accuracy of the measurement. 
Unfortunately, the fo rm of the prescription for how to deal w i t h the non-perturbative 
region in pT space remains an open theoretical issue. So far there has been only one 
method proposed which addresses this problem. The authors of [57] advocate the following 
alteration of the E V approach in order to incorporate the low energy effects 
/ O / A O ^ . P T ) K/B(XB,PT) exp [ T ( p T , Q)] -»• 
f'a/A(XA,PT*) II>/B(xB,PT*) exp [ T ( p T . , Q)} F (PT) , (5.3.17) 
wi th the pT space non-perturbative function F N P ( p T ) defined as 
F i V P ( p T ) = l - e x p [ - a ^ ] (5.3.18) 
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and the 'freezing' prescription 
= . p*+p*limexp - (5.3.19) 
l i m . 
Adopt ing this approach for the KS technique leads to 
T~~ = a o Y] UL I dxA dxB 5 ( x A x B - — \ 
dpT w' h V s ) 
1 dp T* NP E I ( P T . , Mv)f /A(xA,pT*) f'q</B{xB,pT*)F p { p T ) 
PT* dpT 
+E2{pT*,Mv) 
dpT dp 
d NP + E 2 (pT*, My ) f J 4 (xA, pTt) f q l / B ( x B , pTt) — F (p T ) 
dpT 
(5.3.20) 
Subsequently we discuss the choice of the form of F N P ( p T ) and the freezing prescription. 
5.3.1 Non-perturbative function F N P ( p T ) 
The above method of incorporating the low pT effects is somewhat arbitrary. Although 
the presence of the non-perturbative contribution in pT space is mandatory, in the above 
approach i t is introduced on an ad hoc basis; the main motivation being to obtain phe-
nomenologically plausible results. This brings about the freedom in choosing the form of 
the non-perturbative function of F N P ( p T ) , except for the few necessary conditions such 
a funct ion must obey, see [57]. I t can be argued that the simplest possible F N P ( p T ) sat-
isfying the listed conditions is of the form (5.3.18). In Fig. 5.1 we compare the parton 
level results (l/a0)(da/dpT) for the E V approach for different values of a. As expected 
f rom (5.3.17) and (5.3.18), smaller values of a lead to broader distributions and shift the 
distr ibution peak towards higher values of pr. 
Contrary to the b space case, the simple form of F N P ( p T ) in the present framework 
does not take into account a possible dependence on Q and x. In other words, existence of 
an x-dependent linear term in the b space parameterization would suggest an x dependent 
correction to the presently used form of F N P ( p T ) . Identically to the b space case, i t may 
prove to be of significant importance for making theoretical predictions at the LHC. 
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Figure 5 . 1 : Predictions for (l/a0)(da/dpT) calculated at the parton level in the E V ap-
proach wi th various values of a. Here Q = Mg-
5.3.2 Freezing of perturbative results in the low pT limit 
Analogously to the b space concept of b*, p T * never falls below the value of p T h m and ensures 
that the perturbative calculations are not performed in the region where perturbative 
QCD is invalid. In Fig. 5.2 we present the parton level predictions for for a fixed 
value of a and various choices of p T l i m . As illustrated on the plot, the F N P ( p T ) and the 
freezing effect can interfere in a complicated way, leading to considerable correlations 
between a and p T i i m -
The form of pTt (5.3.19) provides a very efficient freezing of pT so that the change 
f rom the region where perturbative theory is in f u l l use and to the region where its ghostly 
existence contributes only a constant value is quite abrupt, although certainly continuous. 
However, the abruptness of pTt (5.3.19) is a worrying feature as i t may manifest itself in 
an unphysical shape of the cross section. Moreover the discussed freezing prescription is 
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Figure 5 .2: Predictions for (l/ao)(da/dpT) calculated at the parton level in the E V ap-
proach wi th various values of pTUm. Here Q = MZ-
very different f rom the b space method ( 2 . 4 . 6 1 ) , in fact the freezing suggested by the fo rm 
of 6* would be much slower and have a power-law character, e.g. 
PT* = v t e + i 4 . , m . ( 5 - 3 - 2 1 ) 
The two methods of freezing ( 5 . 3 . 1 9 ) and ( 5 . 3 . 2 1 ) are compared in Fig. 5 .3 . For compar-
ison we also plot results obtained wi th an 'instant' method of freezing 
p T * = < ( 5 . 3 . 2 2 ) 
PT PT > PT lim ' 
For pT < pTUm the cross section ( 5 . 3 . 2 0 ) effectively reduces to the perturbative part 
calculated at p T * times the derivative of F N P ( p T ) ( the other terms are practically neg-
ligible since they contain derivatives of the 'frozen' quantities). Therefore the slower the 
freezing, the bigger the cross section, and hence the inequality 
PT*|(5.3.21) > PT*|(5.3.19) > PT* 1(5.3.22) ( 5 . 3 . 2 3 ) 
1 1 1 
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Figure 5.3: Predictions for ( l /<7 0 ) ( r fc r / r fp T ) calculated at the parton level in the EV ap-
proach w i t h various methods of freezing for Q=91.187 GeV (solid line: Eq. 5.3.19, dashed 
line: Eq. 5.3.21, dotted line: Eq. 5.3.22). 
is reflected in the order of curves in Fig. 5.3. For higher p T other terms become equal-
ly important . The size of the remaining terms is closely related or, depending on the 
freezing method, corresponds to the height of the discontinuity produced by the step-like 
method (5.3.22). This discontinuity signals potential problems for the other methods of 
freezing, i.e. unphysical humps in the distribution, as illustrated in Fig. 5.3. Obviously, 
the quicker the freezing, the closer resemblance to the step-like freezing (5.3.22) and the 
distr ibution is thus more likely to suffer f rom humps. This is exactly what happens in 
Fig. 5.3: large discontinuity for (5.3.22), hump for (5.3.19) and a legitimate curve obtained 
w i t h (5.3.21). To obtain a valid prediction for a certain value of p T l i m the gap caused by 
the aforementioned discontinuity has to be small. Since the size of the discontinuity is 
part ial ly governed by the size of F N P ( p T ) , this imposes a small a for the exponential 
method to be correct. For particular values of p T : i m = 2, 3, 4 GeV we find (for the 
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parton level cross section) corresponding maximum values of a < 0.55, 0.3, 0.2 G e V - 2 . 
We expect to retain similar numbers for the case of hadron-level distributions. The above 
findings suggest that the quadratic method of freezing is theoretically preferable, although 
for large enough values of a a deep gap at p T l i m causes the distribution obtained w i t h the 
quadratic method to be unphysical too. Nevertheless quadratic freezing seems to allow for 
a bigger region in parameter space (a, pThm) to recover a physical shape of a distr ibution. 
Unfortunately, as discussed later, i t poses problems when f i t t i ng predictions to data. 
The appearance of humps is less likely for lower values of Q, e.g. in the Drell-Yan 
pair production process. Smaller values of in(Q2/pT) diminish the contribution of the first 
two terms in (5.3.20), resulting in a lowering of the height of the gap and enlargement of 
the allowed region in parameter space, see Fig. 5.4. On the other hand, this also means 
that for higher values of Q than considered here, e.g. for a hypothetical massive Z' boson 
production, the 'freezing issue' should be treated wi th greater care. 
exponential 
2 quadratic 4 GeV, a=0.25 G e V Q = 1 0 GeV PTH 0.4 m step-like 
0.35 
0.3 
0.25 
0.2 
0.15 
0.1 
0.05 
0.05 
8 10 12 4 2 
P T 
Figure 5.4: Predictions for (l/ao)(da/dpT) calculated at the parton level in the E V ap-
proach wi th various methods of freezing for Q=10 GeV (solid line: Eq. (5.3.19), dashed 
line: Eq. (5.3.21), dotted line: Eq. (5.3.22). 
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5 o 4 Alternative method of including non-pert urfoative 
effect s 
The E V scenario offers a conceptually simple method for including non-perturbative ef-
fects i n pr space, affecting the perturbative result only in the small pT l i m i t . Nevertheless 
its introduction may be seen as being 'too phenomenological'. The EV scenario incor-
porates almost arbitrary, or only phenomenologically based, choices of the form of the 
non-perturbative function and the freezing method — choices which may prove to be 
responsible for significant limitations, i f not failure, of the method, e.g. for higher Q . 
Although the implementation of the non-perturbative effects in pT space remains an open 
question, one could attempt to deduce its universal features f rom the general b space so-
lut ion. Here we w i l l shortly present a derivation of an alternative scenario, based closely 
on the original b space approach, for including the low pT physics in pT space. For the 
sake of simplicity we neglect freezing effects. 
Again, we treat the Drell-Yan cross section in b space as a springboard 
da oo 
/ dbbJ0(pTb) P(b)FNP(b) 
Jn 5 dp* dQ o 
(5.4.24) 
where P(b) depends on b, Q and pT 
P(b) 
Q 1 a0 I 
dx A dxn M XAXB 
Q 0 
( X < 4 > j j f'nlB UB 0 x exp[S{b,Q)]fq/A [ x A (5.4.25) 
The convolution theorem allows us to write 
da 
2TT J 
d2be-ib^P(b)FNP(b) 
dp2, dQ 
1 
f d 2 p ' T P ( t i ) F N P ( p T - t i ) ! 
2TT 
(5.4.26) 
or 
da 1 
J d 2 p > T P ( p r - t i ) F N P ( t i ) , 
dp2 dQ 2TT 
(5.4.27) 
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where now P(pT) and F N P ( p T ) are denned as the Fourier transforms of the perturbative 
P(b) and non-perturbative FNP(b) parts of the b space expression (5.4.24) 
P(Pr) = / d 2 b e - l 5 ^ P ( b ) , (5.4.28) 
F N P ( p T ) = /d%e-fb^FNP{b), (5.4.29) 
27T J 
and we used the property P(b) = P(b), FNP(b) = FNP(b). I t is clear from (5.4.28) that 
P(pT) corresponds to the previously calculated expression in pT space without the non-
perturbative contribution. The Fourier transform of the non-perturbative contribution is 
easy to calculate when FNP(b) is a gaussian, but leads to a very sophisticated function if 
an extra linear term in b is assumed in the exponential of FNP(b). Due to the difficulties 
and uncertainties concerning the presence of a linear term in FNP(b) we assume 
FNP(b) = exp(-gb2), (5.4.30) 
which leads to 
f"<ft) = £ « p ( - g ) -
Two different forms of the result, i.e. (5.4.26) and (5.4.27), generate two different 
scenarios for numerical calculations. Given (5.4.31), it follows from (5.4.27) 
da 
= 4 ^ / d 2 ^ - « e X P ( - f ) 
J* dr j** dOP I (pi - 4g\n(r) - A^Jg\n{l/r)pTcos{6) 
dp2T dQ2 
l cl r2n 
(5.4.32) 
while to obtain (5.4.32) we made the substitution p'Tl = y^4^1n(l/r) cos(#), 
p'T2 = y/4gln(l/r)sm(e). 
The results obtained using Eq. 5.4.32 combined with the KS approach, for the sim-
plified case of fixed as and only one nonzero coefficient in the Sudakov factor / 0, 
are presented in Fig. 5.5. Although the results in Fig. 5.5 are valid only for the parton 
subprocess, the conclusions should also hold at the hadron level. The approximation of 
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between the b space result including the non-perturbative con-
tribution F]vp(6) (5.4.24) and the pT space result (5.4.32) in the KS approach, calculated 
at the parton level. Here F(pT) = F 9 T ( g r ) as defined in [57], Eq. 37. 
the b space result incorporating the non-perturbative smearing by the pT space expres-
sion (5.4.32) seems to be promisingly good, and most importantly, improves notably with 
an increasing number of towers i V m a x in the KS approach. 
The result derived in this way is definitely closer to the original b space method and a 
direct link between FNP(b) and F N P ( p T ) lies at the heart of the scenario proposed above. 
Unfortunately, and in similar manner to b space, the non-perturbative contribution affects 
the result for all values of pT, which can be considered a disadvantage. Needless to say, 
the non-perturbative function F N P ( p T ) that in this scenario arises as a Fourier conjugate 
of the Fisfp{b), inherits all the ambiguities related to our current lack of understanding of 
the x and Q dependence of the non-perturbative contribution. 
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5 o 5 Results and discussion 
Due to a rapid (already in the detector) decay of bosons produced in hadron collisions 
their properties are inferred from the measurement of the decay products. Because of 
the inaccuracies related to the measurement of jet properties i t is normally the lepton 
decay channel, Z — a n d W^—tV^v, which is investigated. Thus the pT distribution 
of Z is determined by measuring two final-state charged leptons, and can be determined 
at Tevatron with a resolution of 1 — 2 GeV [63]. In contrast the measurement of W 
pT poses a serious problem, due to the final state neutrino. Its transverse momentum 
is deduced by imposing a condition of the conservation of momentum on the momenta 
of all the final state particles produced in association with the W ('recoil' against the 
W), including the fragmentation products of the initial state gluon radiation. Since they 
normally carry very low momentum, it is extremally difficult experimentally to perform 
an accurate measurement (for a detailed disscussion, see [63]). Consequently, to compare 
experimental results and theory, the W data (or W theoretical predictions) have to be 
heavily corrected for detector effects. The Z measurements require no detector simulation 
in order to be compared with the theoretical predictions. As investigating detector effects 
lies beyond the scope of this work, we first focus on obtaining and discussing theoretical 
results for the case of Z production; a comment on W production follows. 
The results presented below are for Tevatron experiments, CDF and DO, at y/s = 1.8 
TeV. Unless stated otherwise we use the factorization scale /// = p T , continuous treatment 
of N f , as described in Section 5.2, MRST99 parton distribution functions [74] (central 
gluon), branching ratio BR(Z->e~e+) = 3.366% and the world average value of the strong 
coupling as = 0.1175. 
5.5.1 Theoretical uncertainties 
In the following we discuss potential sources of uncertainties on the theoretical cross sec-
tion. At low pT the non-perturbative part of the cross section is believed to contribute 
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significantly to the theoretical uncertainty. Unfortunately, there are no theoretical sug-
gestions on the general form of the non-perturbative function in pT space. So far the 
only proposed form of F N P ( p T ) (5.3.18) does not include any dependence on Q and/or x. 
Moreover, the value of the coefficient o of (5.3.18) was obtained in [57] as a result of only 
one fit , to CDF Run 0 data. Therefore at this point we do not have enough information 
to estimate the size of the error caused by the non-perturbative contribution. Instead we 
fit the coefficient of F N P ( p T ) to the newest set of the Tevatron data in the next section, 
see 5.5.2. 
Dependence on the renormalization scale 
A free parameter in the calculations, the renormalization scale determines the strength of 
the coupling in the theoretical predictions. For the process we investigate, the interaction 
strength must somehow depend on the size of the transverse momentum and we require 
the choice of the scale to reflect this fact. In particular, at the parton level cross section we 
advocated the use of the renormalization scale nR = p^^Q^W as a means of eliminating 
certain logarithmic terms from the Sudakov factor and thus increasing the reliability of 
our approach. Moreover, for values of pT where perturbative QCD can be safely applied 
and values of Q considered here, such [iR is always bigger then the b quark mass, thus 
lessening the relevance of the correction due to the quark mass thresholds treatment. 
Another obvious choice of the scale is [IR = pr.4 In Fig. 5.6 we present results calculated 
in the KS approach for the scales U.R = p T and jiR = P t ^ Q ^ 3 ' - It is clear that without 
any non-perturbative effects included, the results are significantly different, especially for 
small p T . However, if the non-perturbative effects are taken into account, the difference 
almost disappears, cf. Fig. 5.7. Subjected to freezing, the perturbative part of the cross 
section no longer shows dependence on [IR at small pT. The presence of the derivative 
dpT*/dpT is expected to provide a rapid suppression independently of the scale. From now 
on we decide to use HR = Pt^^Q^I^ as a default choice for the KS approach. 
4Other choices of fiR were also considered in the literature, for example the authors of [31] proposed 
to take HR = \fp% + Q2. 
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Figure 5.6: Theoretical predictions for Z production and two different choices of the 
renormalization scale when no non-perturbative contribution is taken into account . 
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Figure 5.7: Theoretical predictions for Z production and two different choices of the 
renormalization scale with nonzero non-perturbative contribution (a = 0.1 GeV~ 2 , p T l i m = 
4GeV, exponential freezing). 
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The choice of the scale is a source of minor theoretical errors only in the resummed part 
of the entire cross section. The fixed-order part of the cross section should be calculated 
with the same scale HR (for the studies of the dependence on /IR for the fixed-order part 
see e.g. [31]). This will certainly increase the dependence on \XR of the entire cross section. 
Dependence on as(Mz) 
The theoretical predictions prove to be significantly susceptible to the value of as(Mz), 
see Fig. 5.8. Contrary to the situation when jiR is varied, this behaviour persists after 
incorporating low pT effects, cf. Fig. 5.8. A variation of as(Mz) by ±0.005 around its 
average value, 0.1175, causes over ± 8 % change in results. The dependence of the cross 
section on as(Mz) is magnified by the change in the parton distribution functions due to 
the change of as(Mz). We discuss the dependence on the choice of parton distribution 
functions in more detail in Appendix C. 
5.5.2 Comparison of the theoretical results with data 
Normalisation 
The most recent sets of data on Z production come from the Run l b (DO collabora-
tion [45]) and combined Run Ia+Ib (CDF [46]) at the Fermilab Tevatron pp collider. 
Although both experiments measure roughly the same number of events, they differ in 
the luminosity measurement. This obviously results in a difference in the reported cross 
sections, at the level of 6.2% [62]. Therefore it is necessary to normalise both data sets 
and theory predictions in order to make comparisons. This can be achieved by dividing 
by the measured or predicted total cross section, respectively. Alternatively, the normal-
isation factor can be found using the \ 2 method. By minimizing the \2-> i - e - by imposing 
^lEl — o W e find the normalization factor N for the theoretical predictions to be dN 
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Figure 5.8: Theoretical predictions in the KS approach (//# = p^ '^Q^l^) for Z produc-
tion and different values of as(Mz) when no non-perturbative contribution is taken into 
account. 
where o f 1 (erf*) is the value of the theoretical (experimental) cross section - here the 
differential distribution in pT, and Acrf p is the experimental error.5 The normalization 
factor is calculated separately for the DO and CDF sets of data. Moreover, since we are 
not in a possession of a full matched cross section, the experimental points considered to 
determine N have pT < 15 GeV. For the typical choice of the non-perturbative parame-
ters [57], a = 0.1 GeV~ 2 ,p T | i m = 4 GeV, the normalization factors NCDF and N D 0 vary 
by around 10%, as expected. In Figs. 5.9, 5.10 we compare the CDF and DO data with 
the KS predictions with these specific parameters. 
5The main contribution to the experimental error comes, unsurprisingly, from the uncertainties in the 
luminosity measurement: ±4.4% for DO [45] and ±3.9% for CDF. 
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Figure 5.9: Theoretical cross section in pT space (KS approach) vs. CDF data. The 
predictions were obtained using the EV form of the non-perturbative function with a = 0.1 
GeV - 2 , p T i i m = 4 GeV. Also shown are the fractional differences between the data together 
with predictions for two more extreme choices of as and the predictions for the central 
value of as. 
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Figure 5.10: Theoretical cross section in pT space (KS predictions) vs. DO data. The 
predictions were obtained using the EV form of the non-perturbative function with a = 0.1 
GeV" 2 , P T M H I = 4 GeV. Also shown are the fractional diffrences between the data together 
with predictions for two more extreme choices of as and the predictions for the central 
value of as. 
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Small p T treatment 
Non-perturbative parameters 
Given that the Tevatron data are the most recent set of results on Z production, it is 
compelling to infer values of the non-perturbative parameters from the fits to the data-
in order to do so we use the x2 method. Since our theoretical results do not include the 
fixed-order part we consider only those experimental points with pT < 15 GeV. Generally 
we find that the best \2/d.o.f. value is returned by the smaller values of a and larger 
Prum, see Fig. 5.11. In this context the values proposed by the EV collaboration a = 0.1 
GeV" 2 , pT]irn = 4 GeV provide one of the best fits, x2/d.o.f'. = 0.67, and describe the 
data well. This is in agreement with the CDF and DO analyses, cf. [45, 46]. The average 
value of the intrinsic momenta of partons is then 
<qT>=-^= =^ < qT > = 1.8 GeV. (5.5.34) 
y-na 
We also find that there is a wide range of strongly correlated values of larger a and 
smaller pT]im for which x2/d.o.f. is only minimally worse, see Fig. 5.11. The correlations 
suggest that smaller values of p T l i m support smaller < qT >. First observed at the parton 
level (Section 5.3.2), the strong correlations come here as no surprise. The change in 
shape of the theoretical distribution induced by varying the non-perturbative parameters, 
compared to the CDF data, is shown in Fig. 5.12. Due to the experimental errors it 
is difficult to estimate the predictive power of these results, although it certainly is an 
indication that the next generation of measurements may cause changes in the widely 
accepted values of a, p T H m - In summary, a satisfactory agreement between data and 
theory can be achieved for quite a wide range of parameters a, p T | i r a . We also find that 
with the current experimental evidence there is no need to introduce additional overall 
smearing, as proposed in [57]. 
Linear term in F N P ( p T ) 
Analogously to the b space method, one may consider modifications to the gaussian 
form of the non-perturbative function in p T space, for example adding an extra term in 
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Figure 5.11: The contours of equal x2 in the a, p T u m plane for the KS pT space approach 
with the non-perturbative input of the form (5.3.18). Both CDF and DO data (with 
separate normalization) for pr < 15 GeV are used here. The outer line is x2/d.o.f. = 1, 
the inner x2/d-o.f. = 0.75. 
the exponential, linear in p T i i m . Thus such a function would have a form 
FNP(Pt) = 1 — exp(—ap\ — dpr). (5.5.35) 
Following this analogy to b space, the parameter d would be expected to have dependence 
on x, whereas a would in general be Q dependent. However we find that introducing the 
linear term does not yield a great improvement. The value of x2 becomes negligibly lower 
when a very small positive term in d is included in F N P ( p T ) . Unfortunately, an improve-
ment of this size may equally well be caused by the presence of additional parameter in 
the overall fit. For smaller negative (cf. Fig 5.13) and all positive (cf. Fig 5.14) values 
of d there is a significant discrepancy between data and theory. Moreover the size of the 
experimental errors does not allow for a precise enough analysis. In view of the above, 
we do not find any evidence for the existence of an extra linear term in pT space, using 
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Figure 5.12: Comparison between CDF data and theoretical predictions for the KS ap-
proach with various choices of non-perturbative parameters. Also shown are the fractional 
differences between the data and theory. 
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Figure 5.13: Comparison between CDF data and theoretical predictions for the KS ap-
proach when the non-perturbative contribution contains a negative linear term. Also 
shown are the fractional differences between the data and theory. 
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Figure 5.14: Comparison between CDF data and theoretical predictions for the KS ap-
proach when the non-perturbative contribution contains a positive linear term. Also 
shown are the fractional differences between the data and theory. 
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Figure 5.15: Comparison between CDF data and theoretical predictions for the KS 
approach when various methods of freezing are used (for the standard choice of non-
perturbative parameters a = 0.1 GeV - 2 , p T l i m = 4 GeV). 
the (5.3.18) parameterization of the non-perturbative effects. 
Freezing method 
The results presented so far were obtained using the exponential freezing method (5.3.19). 
As we pointed out already, there is a problem related to this method, i.e. the risk of pro-
ducing unphysical distributions for certain values of a, p T i i m coefficients. In particular, we 
find out that the previous, derived at the parton level, limit values of the parameters still 
apply. Although they are not contained in the x2/d.o.f ellipse, they are alarmingly close. 
Therefore we next turn to investigate distributions obtained with the quadratic method 
of freezing (5.3.21). Unfortunately, the theoretical curve obtained with this method is in 
much poorer agreement with the data, cf. Fig 5.15. 
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Moreover, we could not find other values of the parameters d, p T i i . n which would result 
in a better x2 fit to the data. Naively one may apply a broad gaussian smearing but that 
certainly shifts the peak of a distribution towards higher pr. 
This lack of success may prompt us to conclude that the current form of FNP(pT) and 
the choice parton distribution functions requires an exponential method of freezing. 
Comparison between b space, pT space results and Z data 
In Figs. 5.16, 5.17 we present a comparison between experimental data on Z production 
as measured by CDF and DO, and a theoretical distribution, calculated using the b space 
method, E V p T space method and KS pT space method. We observe an agreement between 
the data and the theoretical predictions for all three methods, in the range of pT = 0 ~ 25 
GeV. In general, the b space distribution is more 'peaked' than the pT space equivalents. 
This effect is, however, very susceptible to the choice of the non-perturbative function 
and values of the non-perturbative parameters. The b space distribution is also higher 
in the intermediate range of pT = 10 ~ 20 GeV, where the non-perturbative physics 
does not influence the resummed perturbative result. In this region the KS distribution 
approximates the b space result better than the corresponding EV distribution. Given 
that the KS formalism resums more towers of logarithms than the EV formalism, this 
is an expected result. The increase of the cross section due to incorporating the fourth, 
NNNL, tower can be as big as 4% for some values of pT, which remains in agreement with 
our result at the parton subprocess level, see Chapter 3. 
5.5.3 W production at the Fermilab Tevatron 
In Section 5.5 we explained some difficulties underlying predicting the W pT distribution. 
Let us remind the reader that the knowledge of the transverse momentum of the produced 
W relies on the measurement of the non-leptonic pT in the event, which in turn, carries a 
large experimental error due to acceptance loss, detector resolution effects and background 
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Figure 5.16: Comparison between CDF data and theoretical predictions for the b space 
method, pT space method in the EV approach and in the KS approach. 
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Figure 5.17: Comparison between DO data and theoretical predictions for the b space 
method, pT space method in the EV approach and in the KS approach. 
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contributions. As a result, the data should be unfolded f rom these large corrections 
before making any comparisons wi th theory. To complicate things further, the corrections 
depend quite strongly on the W pT distribution, i.e. precisely the quantity one wants to 
extract. There is only one set of unfolded data on W pT - the very first Run 0 CDF" 
measurement [64], characterised by large statistical uncertainties. The level of diff icul ty 
faced when unfolding the pT measurement has gradually become exposed wi th improving 
statistics. For that reason the current experiments do not attempt to unfold the data, 
leaving i t rather in a 'raw' form of non-leptonic pT. Now, these measurements can st i l l be 
compared w i t h theory, under the condition that the theoretical distr ibution is subjected 
to a detector simulation. This, however, is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
In Fig 5.18a we show a comparison between the theoretical predictions and the old 
(Run 0) CDF unfolded data. Large experimental errors prevent us f rom making any 
definite statements, but the resummed part of the cross section reflects the shape of the 
data and correctly locates the position of the distr ibution peak. For comparison, we also 
plot the theoretical predictions versus DO Run la 'raw' data on W pT [65], see Fig 5.18b. 
I t is clear that the data and theory are shifted wi th respect to each other - an effect of 
the presence of the unfolding corrections. To obtain the theoretical distributions we use 
the non-perturbative smearing function of the form (5.3.18) for the E V and KS pT space 
approaches and (2.6.71) for the b space method together w i t h the same non-perturbative 
parameters as used for Z production predictions i.e. o = 0.1 G e V - 2 and p T l i m = 4 
GeV, g2 = 2.75 GeV 2 , respectively. In principle the values of these parameters could 
change wi th Q but due to the small difference between M w and Mz and the logarithmic 
dependence on Q one would expect the W non-perturbative parameters to be close to the 
Z parameters currently used. As such, this should be sufficient for the present analysis. 
5.5.4 Ratio of W and Z transverse momentum distributions 
The transverse momentum distr ibution is a basic quantity for extracting the mass of the 
W. We have discussed problems arising when determining the W pT distr ibution f r o m the 
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Figure 5.18: (a) Comparison between unfolded CDF W data, Run 0, and theoretical 
predictions in the b and pT space approach, (b) Comparison between uncorrected W DO 
data, Run la . and theoretical predictions in the b and pT space approach. 
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measured data. Because of these problems the present hadron collider analyses use the 
relatively well measured Z pT distribution and then apply the theoretical ratio of ^ ^ / ^ 
to obtain the W pT distribution. 
The current Tevatron measurement of M w , combining the CDF and DO analyses, is 
M w = 80.450 ± 0.063 GeV . 
W i t h the large amount of luminosity expected for the Run 2 Tevatron programme, a 
further significant reduction in the W mass uncertainty AMw < 20 MeV w i l l require 
progress to be made on the number of systematic error sources. (The statistical uncer-
ta int i ty is expected to be ~ 10 MeV.) A t present these errors contribute 25 MeV out 
of total 60 MeV error. Parton shower Monte Carlo (HERWIG, P Y T H I A ) predctions, 
augmented by an exact matr ix element calculations at high pT, cf. Chapter 2, provide 
a reasonable description of the data. However, for a precision W mass measurement i t 
is believed that they do not describe the data accurately enough and one must use the-
oretical calculations to obtain a W pT distribution. Therefore i t is absolutely necessary 
that the input theoretical quantity ^ r / ^ : is well known and does not, create a large 
systematic error. Even more crucial, one has to make certain that i t stays robust as pT 
approaches 0, and an instabili ty of the numerical programs in this particular l imi t has 
been reported [66]. 
I t is a well known result [33, 57] that the b space distr ibution dojdp\ yields a constant 
intercept at pT = 0, and so does the ratio ^ r / ^ £ - This holds independently of the 
presence of the non-perturbative contribution. Things are different in the case of the 
Pi space method. Here the l imited number of towers of logarithms being summed by 
the EV and KS methods causes the ratio to be of the type j j . This is because the pT 
space methods always fa i l to approximate the b space (which sums all possible towers of 
logarithms) for small enough pT. In consequence, due to the relation between Mw and 
Mz the ratio approaches 0 when pT—>0, see Fig. 5.19. Note that the KS ratio depart 
f rom the stable horizontal line later then the EV ratio, i l lustrat ing that inclusion of more 
towers of logarithms better approximates the b space result. However, when the non-
perturbative treatment is introduced, i t freezes the perturbative part and damps i t w i th 
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the smearing function, so that the ratio retains its constant value, cf. Fig. 5.20. More 
precisely, f rom (5.3.20) 
da \\r 
d ^ l P T = o = 
daz 
d P T l P T = 0 
E 9 ? ' dxAdxBS [ x A x B - l^2(ihi\m, M w ) f q / A ( x A , p T r m ) / g / / B ( a : B , p T , i m ) | 
T,qq' Uqq'fQ dxAdxB5 [ x A x B - ^ | E 2 {pT | i m , Mz )f'qj A ( x A , pT l i m ) f ' q l / B ( x B , pT lim) j 
(5.5.36) 
This value is in the proximity of ^ total/a total- ^ n f a c t ' ^ f ° U ° w s f rom (5.1.10) 
^ (£).o.30 
rfPT | P T = 0 ^ 
where by o \ f s we mean the resummed contribution to the tota l cross section. The closeness 
of the pT space and b space results proves the success of the p T space method. 
One of the major sources of uncertainty in the ratio relates to the lack of a definitive 
prescription of how to treat the non-perturbative component. I t is clear that the effective 
non-perturbative parameters e.g. g, a must be different for W and Z production, but we 
would expect the general form of the non-perturbative function to be the same, together 
w i t h the 'general' non-perturbative parameters (e.g. gi, g2 in (2.5.65)). I n principle, they 
should be extractable f rom the Z distribution, but how accurately do we know the general 
fo rm of the non-perturbative function? 
5.5.5 Vector boson production at the LHC 
QCD dynamics is expected to play an important role at the LHC, both for testing the 
theoretical predictions and for estimating the background to new physics [16]. Since 
the W and the Z w i l l be produced profusely at the LHC, i t is essential to investigate 
characteristics of these production processes. The transverse momentum distr ibution of 
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W and Z's, predicted in the pT space formalism (KS), is shown in Fig 5.21. The results 
agree wi th similar analyses performed using the b space method [67]. As expected, the 
shape of the distr ibution echoes the shape obtained for the distr ibution at the Tevatron 
collider. The cross section is naturally higher than the Tevatron cross section though, due 
to higher parton distributions at smaller x (x ~ My/y/s). For the sake of this analysis we 
used the standard Tevatron values of the non-perturbative parameters a = 0.1 G e V - 2 and 
PTiim = 4 GeV in pT space. This may prove to be a very unwise assumption i f the non-
perturbative parameterization depends significantly on the partons momenta fractions, 
for example in the way i t was proposed for the b space method (2.5.67). 
5.6 Summary 
In this Chapter we applied the KS resummation technique in p T space, developed in 
Chapter 3, to the hadronic production of vector bosons. At the hadron level our ap-
proach retains the potential of fu l l resummation of the first four towers of logarithms. 
Addit ionally, we discussed how to supplement the hadron-level expressions presented in 
Section 5.1 w i t h the treatment of the quark mass thresholds and parameterization of 
non-perturbative effects. The numerical results generally show good agreement w i t h the 
recent sets of data on Z boson production f rom the Tevatron collider. 
The theoretical uncertainties were examined in Section 5.5.1. For the resummed part 
of the da/dpT distr ibution we observed very small dependence on the renormalization 
scale HR. Much higher uncertainty arises f rom the error in the value of a s ( M z ) . The 
remaining sources of theoretical uncertainty include the choice of the factorization scale 
/j,F, treatment of the quark mass thresholds and the choice of the parameterization of 
parton distr ibution functions. We did not attempted to estimate the error due to the 
non-perturbative parameterization uncertainty. Instead we f i t ted a simple Gaussian form, 
proposed originally by the EV collaboration, to the Z boson data. We confirmed the E V 
values of the parameters a, pTiim. Moreover, we found strong correlations between a, pTVim. 
This leads us to believe that the next generation of measurements may significantly change 
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Figure 5.21: pr space predictions (KS formalism) for the transverse momentum distribu-
t ion at the L H C of: (a) W boson, (b) Z boson. 
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these values. We also investigated other possible methods of 'freezing' and forms of the 
non-perturbative funct ion F N P ( p r ) , As a result we concluded that in the approach 
we work wi th , the exponential freezing combined wi th the Gaussian form of F N P ( p T ) 
provides the best f i t to the data. We were not able, however, to confirm the necessity of 
the additional overall smearing. In Section 5.4 another approach for implementing the 
non-perturbative effects, closely based to the original b space approach, was proposed. 
The parton level implementation of this approach into the p T space formalism yielded 
encouraging results. 
Due to large experimental errors, the current experimental method of measuring the 
W pT distr ibution relies on knowledge of the theoretical ratio ^ 7 ^ S In Section 5.5.4 
we resolved the existing controversy, showing that the ratio remains constant in the l im i t 
pT—>0, as opposed to reported divergent behaviour. Finally we applied our formalism to 
predict W and Z pT distributions at the LHC. 
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Chapter 6 
Like-Sign W Boson Production at 
the LHC as a Probe of Double 
Parton Scattering 
In previous chapters we have been discussing electroweak boson production as an exam-
ple of the Drell-Yan mechanism at the Tevatron and the LHC. At the energies accessible 
at these machines, in particular at the LHC, another type of scattering phenomenon is 
expected to significantly contribute to the total cross section: hadron-hadron collisions 
wi th multiple parton interactions. Thus, in the case of two (several) electroweak bosons 
production there would be two competing mechanisms: single scattering and double (mul-
tiple) scattering featuring two (several) Drell-Yan processes happening simultaneously. 
Although both of them result in the same final state, i t turns out that they can be differ-
entiated by their production characteristics; for example using the transverse momentum 
distributions which we have studied in the previous chapters. 
I n general, multiple parton scattering becomes important as a potential background to 
many processes of interest at the LHC. For example, i t has been pointed out recently [68] 
that double parton scattering may constitute a significant background to Higgs boson 
production and decay via the bb decay channel, which, for a Higgs mass below the 
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threshold, is one of the most promising discovery channels. Similar analyses have been 
also performed in the past for other processes in hadron collisions at lower energies [69]. 
However, the LHC and its discovery potential necessitates a very accurate estimation of 
backgrounds where double scattering may provide a significant contribution. Therefore 
i t is essential to obtain a better quantitative understanding of double parton scattering 
and a more precise estimation of the effect. Of course, this would be the best done using 
a well-understood Standard Model process. In the case of single scattering processes, the 
benchmark process at the LHC is W boson production, see for example Ref. [74]. This 
suggests that W pair production could be used to calibrate double parton scattering. 
In the Standard Model, like-sign W pair production is much smaller than opposite-sign 
production, which hints that the former channel is the best place to look for additional 
double scattering contributions. 
In the following we wi l l consider the expected cross sections for like- and opposite-sign 
W pair production at the LHC, f rom both the single and double scattering mechanisms. 
We shall also explore differences in the distributions of the final state particles using the 
results discussed in Chapter 5. 
The possibility of double scattering background contributions to like-sign W pair pro-
duction was noticed some time ago [71], when this process was considered as one of the 
most promising channels for searching for strong scattering in the electroweak symmetry 
breaking sector [72]. 
6.1 Double parton scattering 
Double scattering occurs when two different pairs of partons scatter independently in 
the same hadronic collision, see Fig. 6.1. W i t h increasing collision energy the accessible 
fractional momenta of the probed partons become smaller (smaller x) whereas the parton 
distributions become correspondingly higher. Consequently the large f lux of partons must 
result in an increased probability of multiple scattering events. Generally, the many-body 
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A 
7 
B 
7 
Figure 6.1: Double parton scattering producing two vector bosons in the final state (double 
Drell-Yan process). 
parton distributions considered in the multiple parton scattering are correlated. These 
parton distributions depend on the fractional momenta of all the interacting partons x 
and, additionally, on their distance in transverse space b which has to be the same for both 
the target and the projectile partons in order for the collisions to occur. The inclusive 
cross section of a double parton scattering then reads 
( T D S = Jdxidx2dx\dx'2d2bYl{(xl,x2\h)aik{xl,x[)abj^^ (6.1.1) 
i,j,k,l 
where aa(x, x'), crb(x, x') are two distinguishable partonic cross sections and the two-body 
parton distributions T(xi,x2;b) contain all non-perturbative information. Thus double 
scattering probes correlations between partons in the hadron in the transverse plane, 
providing important additional information on hadron structure [73]. 
These correlations can be assumed to be negligible i f a scattering event is characterized 
by high centre-of-mass energy and relatively modest partonic subprocess energy, which 
happens for example in the production of heavy gauge bosons or a Higgs boson at the L H C . 
Then the two-body parton distr ibution functions factorise T(xi,x2;b) — f(xi)f(x2)F(b) 
so that f ( x ) is the usual one-body parton distribution and F(b) describes the distr ibution 
of partons in the transverse plane. This leads to a simplified expression for the double 
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scattering cross section in the case of two distinguishable parton interactions 
<7DS = ^ S ^ S _ , ( 6 1 2 ) 
I f the two interactions are indistinguishable, double counting is avoided by replacing 
Eq. (6.1.2) w i t h 
a. 
°T>S = ^*-. (6.1.3) 
Here ergs represents the single scattering cross section 
a ss = Yl j d x A d x B f l { x A ) f J ( x B ) c r l l , (6.1.4) 
wi th fi{xjC) being the standard parton distr ibution of parton i in hadron A and rep-
resenting the partonic cross section. The parameter <7eff = 1/ J d2bF2{b), the effective 
cross section, now contains all information on the spatial distr ibution of partons in this 
simplified approach. Depending on the parton spatial density, the probabili ty of hard 
scattering b taking place given a, (Xg S /r7 e fr in (6.1.2), becomes larger or smaller. In other 
words, larger a eff means more evenly distributed partons whereas smaller <7eff hints that 
distributions are fair ly localised. Since in a double scattering event the different pairs of 
interacting partons are separated in transverse space by a distance of the order of the 
hadron radius, creff represents a rough estimate of the size of the hadron. The geometrical 
origin of creff suggests independence on the centre-of-mass energy of the collision and on 
the nature of the partonic interactions (for a detailed discussion the reader is referred 
to [73]). The factorisation hypothesis appears to be in agreement wi th the experimental 
data on the pp—>7 + 3 jets process as measured by the CDF collaboration [70]: in the 
l imited range of experimentally accessible x, creff shows no evidence for dependence on the 
fractional momenta. The CDF measurement yields aeg = 14.5 ± 1.7^3 mb and we shall 
use this value throughout this study. 1 This, in a simple model of proton structure [46], 
corresponds to the proton radius of 0.73 ± 0.07 f m . 
1 Recently it has been argued that the current value of creff is significantly smaller than naively expected 
and indicates the presence of correlation effects [80, 81]. 
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6 = 2 Total cross sections 
The predicted rate of single W production at the LHC is naturally very high, resulting 
in a significant double scattering cross section. Since the W + and W~ single scattering 
cross sections are comparable in magnitude, the same w i l l be true for the double scat-
tering o-DS(W+W+), <7DS(W~W~) and am{W+W~) cross sections. However, for single 
scattering we would expect o(W~W~) < o{W+W+) <C o(W+W~). The reason is that 
while the latter is 0{a\v) at leading order, same-sign inclusive W pair production is a 
mixed strong-electroweak process w i t h leading contributions of 0(asa^,) and 0(a.w)-
Hence we might expect that like-sign W pair production, w i th its relatively larger double 
scattering component, could give a clean measurement of creff • 
We begin our analysis by calculating the total single-scattering cross sections for single 
W and (opposite-sign and like-sign) W pair production in pp and pp collisions at scattering 
energy y/s. For consistency, we consider only leading-order cross sections for all processes 
studied, i.e. we use leading-order subprocess cross sections w i t h leading-order parton 
distributions. 2 
As already noted, in the context of leading-order single parton scattering, opposite-sign 
W pair production in hadron-hadron collisions arises f rom the 0 ( a ^ ) subprocess 
q + q->W+ + W~ (6.2.5) 
In contrast, like-sign W pair production is an Q(asalv) or 0(a'\v) process at leading 
order: 
q + q ^ W + + W + + q' + q' (6.2.6) 
w i t h q = u,c,..., q' = d,s,..., together wi th the corresponding crossed processes. Charge 
conjugation gives a similar set of subprocesses for W ^ W 7 - production. The Feynman 
diagrams split into two groups: the first set corresponds to the O{a2so^v) gluon exchange 
process qq —> qq where a single W is emitted f rom each of the quark lines, see Fig. 6.2(a). 
2We note that the full 0{a%) corrections to single W [75] and G{as) corrections to W pair produc-
tion [76] have been calculated. 
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(b) (a) (c 
(d) (e) (ft 
Figure 6.2: Examples of Feynman diagrams for the uu —> W+W+dd scattering process, 
0(a2sa2w) (a) and 0(a4w) (b - f ) . 
The second, 0(otw), set contains analogous electroweak diagrams, i.e. t—channel 7 or Z 
exchange, as well as WW scattering diagrams, including also a ^-channel Higgs exchange 
contribution, see Fig. 6.2(b-f). Note that the corresponding cross sections are infra-red 
and collinear safe: the total rate can be calculated without imposing any cuts on the 
final-state quark jets. We would therefore expect naive coupling constant power counting 
to give the correct order of magnitude difference between the like-sign and opposite-sign 
cross sections, i.e. a ( W / + H / + ) ~ a2s w a(W+W~). Given the excess of u quarks over d 
quarks in the proton, we would also expect a(W+W+) > a(W~W~). 
Figure 6.3 shows the total single W and W pair cross sections in proton-antiproton 
and proton-proton collisions as a function of the collider energy. No branching ratios are 
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Figure 6.3: Total cross sections for single W and W pair production in pp ( in the range 
6-16 TeV) and pp (in the range 1-5 TeV)collisions. The dashed and dot-dashed lines 
correspond to single parton scattering, and the solid lines to double parton scattering 
assuming Oeff = 14.5 mb. 
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included, and there are no cuts on any of the final state particles. The matr ix elements 
are obtained using M A D G R A P H [77] and HELAS [78], We use the MRST leading-order 
parton distributions f rom Ref. [74], and the most recent values for the electroweak pa-
rameters. 3 Note that for pp collisions, a(W+) = a(W~) and a(W+W+) = a(W~W~). 
The like-sign and opposite-sign cross sections differ by about two orders of magnitude, as 
expected. Despite the fact that as > aw, the electroweak contribution to the single scat-
tering like-sign WW production cross section is similar in size to the strong contribution. 
This is due to the relatively large number of diagrams (e.g. 86 for uu—>W+W+dd), as 
compared to the gluon exchange contribution (16 for the same process). A total annual 
luminosity of £ = 10 5 p b - 1 at the LHC would yield approximately 65 thousand 
events and 29 thousand H / ' V F - events, before high-order corrections, branching ratios 
and acceptance cuts are included, see Table 6.1. 
N(W+W-) N(W+W+) N(W~W~) 
single scattering 
double scattering 
7,500,000 
46,000 
65,000 
31,000 
29,000 
17,000 
Table 6.1: The expected number of WW events expected for C = 10 5 pb 1 at the L H C 
f rom single and double scattering, assuming creff = 14.5 mb for the latter. 
We turn now to the double parton scattering cross sections. As discussed above, we 
estimate these by simply mul t ip lying the corresponding single scattering cross sections 
and normalising by 2creff for the like-sign W pair production, see Eq. 6.1.3 and <7eft for 
the opposite-sign case, Eq. 6.1.2. The factorisation assumption holds since the energy 
required to produce a vector boson is much lower than the overall centre of mass energy. 
Figure 6.3 shows the resulting total CJDS(W+W~) and (JDS(W±W±) cross sections as a 
funct ion of y/s. Note that for pp reactions <JT>S(W+W+) = <7vS(W~W~) i 1 <?DS(W+W~). 
3Note that the same-sign cross sections are weakly dependent on the Higgs mass: varying the mass 
from MH = 125 GeV to MH = 150 GeV leads to only a 2% change in the total rate at the L H C . We use 
MH = 125 GeV as the default value. 
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The opposite-sign single scattering and double scattering cross sections differ by two orders 
of magnitude. However for like-sign (W~W~) production the double scattering 
contribution is only a factor 2.1 (1.7) smaller than the single scattering contribution, cf. 
Table 6.1. 4 A simple consequence of the quadratic dependence of <rDs on ass, the double 
scattering cross section increases faster wi th collision energy -Js than single scattering . 
6.3 P r o d u c t i o n characterist ics 
The production characteristics of the Ws in like- and opposite-sign single scattering pro-
duction are somewhat different. In particular, the presence of two jets in the final state 
for the former leads to a broader transverse momentum distr ibution, as illustrated in 
Fig. 6.4. Also of interest is the jet transverse momentum distr ibution in V F ± W ± produc-
tion, shown in Fig. 6.5. This indicates that a significant fraction of the jets would pass a 
detection pr threshold, and could be used as an additional ' tag' for like-sign single scat-
tering production. Of course one also expects large pr jets in opposite-sign W production 
via higher-order processes, e.g. qq —> W+W~g at O(as), but these have a steeply fal l ing 
distr ibution reflecting the underlying infra-red and collinear singularities at pT = 0. 
In turn , a double scattering event signature differs significantly f rom the single scatter-
ing case. In particular, the W transverse momentum distr ibution f rom double scattering 
has a very pronounced, steep peak for small values of pT (see Fig. 6.4), inherited f rom the 
single scattering PT distr ibution 5 , in contrast to the broader single-scattering distribu-
tions. Obviously, similar features w i l l characterize the pr spectra of leptons originating 
f rom W decay, allowing for additional discrimination between double and single scattering 
events. 
4 In a recent work the authors of [81], consider the dependence of treff on parton correlations and 
conclude that its value in the WW channel at the L H C can be almost twice the size assumed here. 
Clearly, this would result in even smaller double scattering cross sections. 
5 We are assuming here that the non-perturbative 'intrinsic' transverse momentum distributions of the 
two partons participating in the double parton scattering are uncorrelated. 
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Figure 6.4: Transverse momentum distributions for V F + M / + , W ~ W _ , V F + W ~ (dashed, 
dot-dashed and dotted lines, respectively) single parton scattering and 
double parton scattering (solid lines) at the LHC. The double scattering predictions are 
obtained using the p^-space resummation method described in Chapter 5 (wi th neither 
smearing nor matching included). 
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Figure 6.5: Jet transverse momentum distributions in like-sign single scattering WW 
production at the LHC. 
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6»4 Measurement o f aes at the L H C 
We conclude that the absolute rate of like-sign and W~W~ pair production can 
provide a relatively clean measure of creff at LHC energies. Table 6.1 summarizes the 
number of expected events in the various WW channels (recall these are leading-order 
estimates only, w i t h no branching ratios), assuming a eff = 14.5 mb. However, since 
the absolute event rates shown in Table 6.1 are sensitive to overall measurement and 
theoretical uncertainties, i t may be more useful to consider cross section ratios. Consider 
for example the ratio of the like- to opposite-sign event rates 
N(W+W+) + N(W~W-) 
N(W+W-) 
a(W+W+) + a{W-W-) + ( 2 a e f f ) - 1 [a{W+f + <J(W-)2} 
a(W+W~) + a;ff1a(W+)a(W-) 1 ' ' ' 
with both single and double scattering contributions included. The ratio 1Z for the L H C 
is shown as a funct ion of creff in Fig. 6.6. 
= 1 4.5 mb 
10 10 
o.„ (mb) 
Figure 6.6: The dependence of the ratio "R of like-sign to opposite-sign W pair event rates 
on the effective cross section at the LHC. 
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The l i m i t a eff —» oo corresponds to the (very small, TZ = 0.0125) single scattering 
ratio, 
_ q(W+W+) +a(W-W~) 
~ a(W+W-) ' 
while creff —> 0 corresponds to the ratio ( ~ 1.05) of the single W production cross sections 
in pp collisions, 
1 (a(W+) a(W~)\ 
2 \a(W-) a{W+) J ' 
The CDF measured value [46] of a e f f = 14.5 mb gives 11 = 0.019. 
6.5 Summary and outlook 
In conclusion, we have shown that like-sign W pair production provides a relatively clean 
environment for searching for and calibrating double parton scattering at the LHC. A 
measurement of creff f rom this process would allow the double scattering backgrounds 
to new physics searches to be calibrated wi th precision. In this brief study we have 
concentrated on overall total event rates. A n interesting next step would be to perform 
more detailed Monte Carlo studies of the various production processes, taking into account 
the W decays, experimental acceptance cuts, etc. In fact i t would not be diff icul t to devise 
additional cuts to enhance the double scattering contribution. We see f rom Fig. 6.4, for 
example, that a cut of pr(W) < O(20 GeV) would remove most of the single scattering 
events while leaving the double scattering contribution largely intact. 
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Conclusions and outlook 
The main objective of this thesis has been to study theoretical aspects of electroweak 
boson production at hadron-hadron colliders in the framework of Quantum Chromody-
namics. W i t h the large data samples already gathered by the Tevatron collider, and even 
larger expected over the course of Run I I and at the LHC, the accurate theoretical de-
scription of the production process becomes an imperative. In fixed-order perturbation 
theory, the differential distributions for the Drell-Yan process are known up to the N L O . 
Nevertheless, sufficiently less inclusive distributions may st i l l demonstrate divergent be-
haviour in certain kinematical regions, no matter up to which order in perturbation theory 
they are calculated. The divergent behaviour arises as a mathematical reflection of the 
emission of soft gluons, predicted by QCD. 
The key observation that was used in this thesis is that divergent contributions due to 
soft gluon radiation can be resummed, so that the distributions under investigation would 
recover finite values in the whole kinematical region available. This is a general statement 
that applies to many processes, examples of which we gave in Chapter 1. In that chap-
ter we also explained how resummation is performed by the means of reorganizing the 
perturbative series in terms of towers of logarithms. Resummation of soft contributions 
can be understood as a successful attempt towards improving perturbative predictions, 
when the fixed-order perturbation theory calculations become precipitously dif f icul t to 
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perform. When matched w i t h available conventional, fixed-order in as results, the re-
summed expression encapsulates almost all the knowledge stemming f rom perturbation 
theory. 
Much of the work presented in this thesis focused on theoretical predictions for one 
particular observable, that is for the transverse momentum distr ibution of electroweak 
gauge bosons produced in hadronic collisions. As we have shown in Chapter 2, the gluon 
emission manifests itself in the presence of logarithmic terms ln(Q2/p\) in the pT distribu-
t ion. These terms diverge in the l imi t pT—>0. In particular, radiation of soft and collinear 
gluons contributes double logarithmic factors ~ \n2N~1(Q2 / p 2 ) , Resummation of all 
terms at least as singular as 1 jp\ has been proved to take place in the impact parameter 
b space, Fourier conjugated to pr space. We have briefly presented a derivation of the b 
space formalism (CSS formalism) in Chapter 2. The b space method, although immensely 
successful theoretically, suffers f rom ambiguities when performing the matching proce-
dure wi th the fixed-order result. Owing to the way in which the logarithms are resummed 
in b space, the matching is bound to fa i l . Moreover, there appear additional problems, 
related to the effects outside the perturbative regime. Therefore, in order to be applied 
phenomenologically, the CSS formalism needs to be enriched wi th arbitrary prescriptions, 
some of which we discussed in Chapter 2. 
From the shortcomings of the original b space method arose the idea of uti l is ing the b 
space expression for deriving a resummed expression which would sum logarithmic terms 
directly i n p T space. The ancestor of this idea, t h e p T space D L L A resummation, was found 
very diff icul t to extend by including larger number of sub-leading logarithmic towers. In 
this light the b space method provides a way to improve the 'simple' double leading 
logari thm resummation in pr space. The pT space expression allows us to retain control 
over which pT logarithms are resummed. Due to the form of the b space expression 
involving the Bessel function, the direct translation of the resummed expression f rom b 
space to pT space is technically complicated. 
In this thesis we proposed a pT space approximation of the b expression, i.e. the 
resummed part in the CSS formalism. As demonstrated in Chapter 3, our formalism 
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resums fu l ly the first four towers of logarithms, including the N N N L L series, the same 
as in the b space expression. In fact, at the level of the partonic subprocess, i t can 
potentially resum all the known logarithmic terms for any specific finite number of towers. 
As such, our method differs f rom the original 6 space formalism only by terms coming f rom 
towers even more sub-leading than that specific number. In particular we argued that our 
approach correctly takes into account the effects of transverse momentum conservation. 
Furthermore, the fo rm of our expression ensures that the resummation is valid for values of 
pT where as \n(Q2/p\) <,1. Af ter carefully investigating the structure and the behaviour, 
especially the convergence properties, of our expression, we concluded that i t is well 
suited for phenomenological purposes. This conclusion remains unchanged i f sub-leading 
effects related to the running of the coupling or higher-order perturbative corrections are 
included. We found that the inclusion of the four th tower does not change the distr ibution 
dramatically and the expected correction is of the order of 3% for Z boson production. 
When considered at the hadron level, the simplest form of our approach retains the 
potential of the f u l l resummation of the first four towers of logarithms. The analytical 
formulae become lengthy but can be implemented into the FORTRAN program. The 
numerical results discussed in Chapter 5 generally show good agreement w i th recent sets 
of data on Z boson production f rom the Tevatron collider. 
Since two other methods of performing resummation in pT space have been proposed 
almost simultaneously to our method, part of this thesis, i.e. Chapter 4, has been devoted 
to clarifying differences between the three of them. In particular, our approach has been 
invented as a natural extension of the EV approach, in the sense of incorporating kine-
matical logarithms which are missing in the EV resummation. Since the first occurrence 
of such logarithmic terms takes place in the four th tower, we differ f rom the EV method 
by logarithms coming f rom the towers more sub-leading than the four th one. The second 
method, FNR, results in an expression which resums a different subset of terms: L L and 
N L L series i f the classification is performed inside the Sudakov factor, i.e. in the argu-
ment of the exponential. However, i t is found that the F N R method suffers f rom singular 
behaviour at certain small value of pT. The attempts to systematically include more sub-
leading terms in this classification do not improve that behaviour but rather make i t even 
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worse. Hence we consider the theoretical validity, and certainly the phenomenological 
value of the F N R approach, as questionable. 
No resummation formalism can provide predictions for the whole range of pT values 
without an additional prescription for how to deal wi th the non-perturbative effects. This 
is equally true in case of the b space method where such a prescription is necessary for 
large values of b, or in case of the pT space approach which naturally ceases to be reliable 
at very small values of pT. Whereas in b space the form of the non-perturbative ansatz 
function is a topic of current theoretical debate wi th at least two different models proposed, 
an equivalent parameterization in pT space has so far not been carefully analysed. In 
Chapter 5 we studied, first quantitatively at the parton level, then qualitatively for the 
hadronic process, the simplest possible method of including the non-perturbative effects, 
proposed by the EV collaboration. We found that their method, relying on the naive 
implementation of a Gaussian parameterization combined wi th the exponential 'freezing' 
method, describes the Tevatron data on Z boson production reasonably well. Assuming 
the E V non-perturbative prescription, we f i t ted the pT distribution, calculated using our 
resummation formalism, to the data. In consequence we confirmed that the best f i t is 
obtained w i t h the E V values of the parameters a, p T i im- We also observed a strong 
correlation between these two parameters. 
The problem of the accurate parameterization of the non-perturbative effects may 
need to wait for its resolution unt i l the LHC experiments begin measurements. The cross 
sections for vector boson production are naturally expected to be much higher at the 
L H C than at the Tevatron. In Chapter 5, we presented the pT space results for W and 
Z pT distributions at the LHC. At the L H C energy, in addition to the single scattering 
processes, the phenomenon of double (multiple) scattering is predicted to take place. In 
Chapter 6 we investigated the like-sign W pair production process in the context of double 
scattering. We found that double scattering events significantly contribute to the final 
state like-sign W pair cross section, thus allowing calibration of the double scattering 
parameter o<>$. The pT distributions prove to be useful characteristics to distinguish 
between double scattering and single scattering events. 
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Outlook 
In order to consider the pT space formalism, presented in this thesis, as theoretically 
complete, some work s t i l l remains to be done. First of all , the analytical formulae and 
numerical programs give results only for the resummed part of the cross section. The 
matching w i t h the fixed-order expressions, although as explained in Chapter 3 straight-
forward, s t i l l needs to be implemented into this formalism to make i t valid for the whole 
range of pT. 
Reliable predictions for the pT distributions at very small pT require incorporating a 
parameterization of the non-perturbative effects. We believe that the method of including 
these effects needs to be re-examined, possibly along the lines of a new method proposed 
in Section 5.4, based on the theoretically more sound grounds than the phenomenological 
prescription of Section 5.3. The method should be investigated in more detail, specifically 
applied to the hadronic cross section, wi th all coefficients , B^\ B^ non-zero 
and the running coupling. F N P ( p T ) , the pT space form of non-perturbative parameteriza-
tion, needs to be studied more thoroughly too. The analysis done in Chapter 5, involving 
fits only to the Tevatron Z data, should be extended, allowing different parameterizations 
and including additional sets of data, also including data f rom fixed-target experiments. 
In particular i t is important, especially for the LHC predictions, to correctly parameterize 
the dependence on Q and x. 
A further development of the pT space formalism could incorporate modifications al-
lowing for its application to other processes involving emission of soft gluons. The produc-
t ion of vector boson pairs (e.g. V F + W - , ZZ, 77) in hadron colliders is a straightforward 
example. Another exciting possibility opens up for the description of Higgs boson pro-
duction. I f the Higgs particle is produced via the vector boson fusion or the associated 
production channels, then soft gluons are radiated by incoming quarks. This results in 
the same Sudakov factor as for the vector boson production. The gluon fusion channel 
requires modifying the Sudakov factor entering the pr space formalism. I t also calls for 
a parameterization of the non-perturbative effects related to the emission of gluons off 
the in i t i a l gluon line. I f the Higgs boson is found at the Tevatron or the LHC, the pT 
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distr ibut ion w i l l certainly be one of the first production characteristics to investigate. 
Given the current expectations of the relatively low Higgs boson mass, and the prospect 
of intensified searches at the Run I I Tevatron and the LHC, we should look forward to 
revisiting the issue of the pT space resummation in this new context. 
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Appendix A 
Expressions for coefficients in the 
method 
In this appendix we list expressions for and the c* coefficients in (3.2.19), for the choice 
of the renormalization scale u2 = Q2/3p^3. Here L = \n(Q2/p2), as = as(^2). 
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Appendix B 
The modified parton distribution 
functions 
According to the factorization theorem for the Drell-Yan process [13], see also Chapter 1, 
all collinear singularities at every order in perturbation theory can be factorised out 
into universal parton distr ibution functions. Various factorization schemes (e.g. MS, 
DIS) differ by how much of the finite, non-logarithmic contribution to the cross section 
is included in the parton distributions. A change in the set of the parton distr ibution 
functions generates modifications of the finite perturbative corrections to the cross section. 
The parton distr ibution functions used for the Drell-Yan process, / ' , are related to the 
MS structure functions, / , by a convolution [21, 35, 37], cf. (2.4.52) 
faw{xA,li) = Y d l —Cac( — , v ) f c / n ( z , l j ) , (B.0.1) 
c JXA Z \ Z / 
where (a, b ^ g) 
Cab(z,fi) = 6abl^6(l-z)+aa(fi)CF 
Cag(z,n) = at(fjL)TR[2z(l - 2)] , 
and aa(n) = ^ , C F = 4/3, T R = 1/2. 
The scale dependence of the parton distribution functions is determined by the D G L A P 
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evolution equation, i.e. for the moments of the non-singlet (NS) parton distributions, 
fq/H = fq/H ~ fq/H, we have 
d 
din [A-
;fq/H{N, Li) = j N f g / H i N , fJ.) , (B.0.2) 
where / 9 / ^ ( A r , / /) = f dxx'% f q / H { x , fx) and the solution is 
J 0 
fg/H{N,Hi) = exp 
[*» d f 
h i fJ-
fq/H{N,Ll2) • (B.0.3) 
The anomalous dimension 7^ is defined as 
jN(as) = ds [ dzzNPgq(z) 
Jo 
where Pqq is the quark-quark Altarelli-Parisi spl i t t ing function. Thus the anomalous 
dimension inherits the perturbative character of the spl i t t ing function 
1N{OIS) = 53««*7SJ), 
the first coefficient (in the MS scheme) being 
7 « } = Cf 
1 N + 1 1 
2 ' (JV + l)(JV + 2) " 2 § j 
1 
- r + 
For the modified NS parton distributions, / ' , the D G L A P equation has an identical 
fo rm 
- j L j f ' q / H ( N , v L ) = l'N~fqlH{N,n), (B.0.4) 
where now 
fq/H(N,Lx) = Cqq(N, Li)fq/f[(N, Li), (B.0.5) 
and Cqq(N,Li) = / dzzNCqq{z, a). The modified anomalous dimension 7' differs in a 
J 0 
calculable way f rom the MS anomalous dimension 7. Comparing D G L A P equations 
for the case of modified parton distribution functions (B.0.4) and for the unmodified 
case (B.0.2) gives 
« P -pj- [ 7 / v ( w ) ) - 7M<MW) f = ^ / A T \ 
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which when solved perturbatively yields 
' ( i ) 
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Appendix C 
Ansatz function 
For completeness we present here details of the ansatz functions used to obtain numer-
ical predictions. Their task is to parameterize the integration over parton distr ibution 
functions in (5.1.12). The expression for the cross section (5.3.20) can be rearranged to 
give 
dpT { pT* c/pn 
•E,(pT„Mv)Av(PT.,Mv)F"y(pT) 
dpT apT* 
+ Z 2 ( p T t , M V ) A v ( p T * , M v ) / - F N P ( p T ) \ , (C.0.1) 
dpT J 
where 
Av{pr*,Q) = OQ^U^, j dxAdxBS ( x A x B - ~ \ f q / A ( x A , p T t ) U/B{XB,PT*) (CO.2) 
qq' 0 V / 
is the ansatz function. 
We find Av{pT*,Q) can be very accurately parameterized in the range 1.2 < p T * < 
1000 GeV w i t h a 5th order polynomial in In ( p i ^ / Q 2 ) , in particular 
AV(PT*,Q) = 10 4 x (a(Q) + 6 (Q)L(p T *) + c(Q)L2(pT+) + d(Q) L 3 ( p T t ) 
+ e(Q) L V*) + f ( Q ) LHPT*)) (C.0.3) 
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wi th L(p T *) = l n (p T * / l -2 ) . For Q = Mz and MRST99 parton distr ibution functions [74], 
option 1 (central gluon, as = 0.1175) we have 
Az{pTt>Mz)\MRST99 = 10 4 x (0.463402 + 0.115187 L ( p T , ) - 0.044319 L2(pTt) 
+ 0.008582 L 3 ( p T * ) - 0.000905 L 4 ( p T » ) + 4 x 10" 5 I 5 ( p T + ) ) ,(C.0.4) 
A similar exercise can be performed for different values of as, gluon distributions or 
for an entirely different set of parton distribution functions, see Fig. C . l and Fig. C.2. 
Examining the accuracy of the approximation of the M C results by the ansatz function 
we f ind a difference less than 0.15% for the highest values of pTt, cf. Fig C.3. (In practice 
Av(pT*, Q) is never calculated for such high values of p T*.) Consequently, the biggest error 
introduced by replacing the Monte Carlo integration wi th the ansatz function in (5.3.20) 
does not exceed 0.6% and appears mostly at the intermediate pT range, see Fig. C.4. 
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Figure C . l : MRST99 ansatz functions (CO.3) for Q = M z and different values of as. 
Here Nf changes in a step-like manner. 
MRS 99. cemral gluon. a s (M z ) = 0.1175 
MRS 99, central gluon, a s (M z ) = 0.1125 
MRS 99, central gluon. a s (M z ) = 0.1225 
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Figure C.2: Ansatz functions (CO.3) for Q = Mz- Here Nf changes in a step-like manner. 
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Figure C.3: Quali ty of the approximation of the Monte Carlo results by the ansatz pa-
rameterization for MRST99 parton distr ibution functions (central gluon, as = 0.1175). 
Here Nf changes in a continuous manner described in section 5.2. 
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Figure C.4: Quali ty of the approximation of the Monte Carlo results by the ansatz pa-
rameterization for the Z pT distr ibution in the KS approach (HR = P T A Q 1 ^ ) \ MRST99 
parton distr ibution functions (central gluon, as — 0.1175). Here Nf changes in a contin-
uous manner described in section 5.2 and no non-perturbative contribution is assumed. 
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